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By PEGGIE ROWAND
Sidney is moving towards a 
confrontation with the Van­
couver Island Regional Library 
board which says it will shut 
down Sidney-North Saanich 
library on Resthaven by Dec. 31 
is the town refuses to pay the 
$ 13,000 levy imposed towards 
costs of the VIRL’s new regional 
headquarters buiding in 
Nanaimo.
But Sidney’s representative on 
the VIRL — Aid. John Calder — 
doubts those tactics would pay.
The VIRL can’t physically shut 
down the library because it 
belongs to Sidney and North 
Saanich (North Saanich has paid 
its levy) but it could withdraw 
staff, Calder says. But that might 
not pose too much of a problem
because a local group — Friends 
of the Library — would likely 
step in and temporarily take the 
place of staff.
The VIRL could then withdraw 
books — and that’s the only 
move that would be effective — 
but Calder says that would not be 
wise. Library assessments for 
Sidney and North Saanich total 
$150,000 for 1983 and the first 
instalment to the VIRL is due 
Jan.1.
“If we were shut down we 
wouldn’t pay our assessments,’’ 
Calder says, adding the VIRL 
already has a budget shortfall of 
$213,356.
There are 32 libraries w'ithin 
the VIRL system and each has 
been levied 26 per cent of their 
operating costs to help pay for
the new Nanaimo building. 
However, Sidney, Comox and 
Tahsis have todate refused to pay 
the levy.
Calder says Sidney council felt 
the new building was unnecessary 
and explains one suggested 
alternative had been use of the 
library complex at Port Alberni 
“where they have a huge area 
which could have been utilized.’’
Another reason — and 
probably more important — 
Sidney, together with North 
Saanich, was already into heavy 
costs with the building of the 
new, joint library on Resthaven.
The town’s lawyer, George F. 
McKimm, in a letter to council 
earlier this year wrote the VIRL 
“does not have the power to raise 
money for the construction or
acquisition of a new library 
headquarters and, acordingly, 
has no power nor any right to 
make an assessment against any 
of the subscribing municipalities.
“In our view, any such 
assessment is quite improper as it 
exceeds the jurisdiction of the 
library board.’’
McKinn concluded since the 
assessment is beyond the powers 
of the library board the Town of 
Sidney has no legal obligation to 
honor the assessment which had 
been made.
The VIRL board does not 
agree but, since the board has no 
money for lawyers, Calder says, 
it goes through ministry of the 
provincial secretary, library 
services, for interpretation of the 
various library acts.
The ministry’s director Peter 
Martin, in a letter to VIRL board 
chairman Aid. Gillian Trumper, 
writes: “As the Library Act 
clearly anticipates that a regional 
library district shall acquire real 
property, including a central 
library, I must assume that the 
fiscal powers granted in Section 
36 are adequate to that ob­
jective.”
Section 36 deals with the 
raising and administration of the 
library levy and the language of 
Section 36 (1) has been cited as an 
objection, notes Martin, 
“however it is my considered 
view that ‘the expenses of 
maintaining and managing the 
library facilities under its control’ 
must be given a broad 
lerpretation.”
in-
4 hi. John Colder
Sidney,
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^ ■ By JOHN GREEN ■̂ 
North Saanich taxpayers may 
find themselves paying a greater 
share of the cost of running the 
(Ilapital Regional District as a 
result of discussions now under 
: way about the manner in which 
the GRD is financed, 
y Langford electoral area 
^ director Rick Kasper last week 
charged Saanich, Oak * Bay, 
Saanich and 
Sidney with failing to pass on to 
the GRD its share of grants 
; received by the V municipalities 
, ^frprn senior governments in lieu 
of taxes on Grown property. : 
Whether the charge is true is a
Municipal Act are interpreted. 
GRD treasurer Bill Jordan is
planning a meeting with 
treasurers of member 
■ municipalities early in December.
If his interpretation prevails 
municipalities containing a lot of 
provincial and federal property 
will end up paying more, while 
those with little will pay less.
North Saanich has most of the 
Patricia Bay airport plus the 
Institute ‘of G)ceari Sciences arid 
the Saahichtbh Research Station. 
The Swartz Bay Ferry terminal 
would not count because hb grant 
in lieu of taxes is paid tbi the ; 
" municipality by the B.C. Ferry 
Gorporation.
One paragraph of the 
Municipal Act says annual ebsts v 
for regional district functions are 
to be apportipned among;
: member municipalilies bn ’ the 
basis of their net taxable value of; 
land and improvements. This 
figure docs not include federal 
and provincial prbpertics. ;
The GRD requisitions its 
money from the municipalities on 
this basis each year. Most 
municipal treasurers have taken 
the position tbat because they 
have paid their requisition but of 
their general purse they should J 
put the senior government money 
intp that pu rse lb do piherwise
would moan paying the same 
amount twice.
But there is aiipiher paragraplt 
of tlie Municipal; Act that in- 
siructs the municipalities io pay
to the regional board by Feb. 1 
each year the amount received in 
the preceding year “by way of 
grant in lieu of taxes for regional 
district purposes.” :
Money received in this way is 
deducted from the total arnount 
requistioned from municipalities 
later in the year. :
In the GRD, only Victoria has 
been following this section of the 
act. Central Saanich treasurer 
Kevin Callahan did once, but 
then other treasurers cbnvinced 
him he had made a mistake; v
Victoria has been the loser, 
because it was the only 
municipality paying money in, 
yet the benefit of the resulting 
reduction in the total CRD 
requisition was shared by all 
municipalities.
in previous years only grants 
from the federal government 
were specified under this section, ■ 
but in 1981 provincial grants were 
added, and the municipal affairs 
ministry has started to send ^
letters to municipalities telling There was big public turnout on cold but sunny day A'or. // for wreath laying ceremony at Sidney town hall.
hem how much tb pass on to the' ' c . .
* Keilh Slitherh i l c IahtI Pliblbl;
Green, putting the case for the
municipalities who have not been ; 
passing oh federal grant money 
say.s hone of it is specifically 
allocated for regional district 
purposes.
The 1981 change in the 
Municipal Act seems to indicate 
tli^i lhe provincial government,
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OPENING SOON
IS4 SIDNEY
FOR FINE ITALIAN DINING
2554 Sevan Ave. “on the Waterfront”
FULL DEUVERY, TAKE OUT TILL 3:30 a.m.
By JOHN GREEN 
Only a few dozen people 
turned out to hear North Saanich 
candidates at a meeting at Sidney 
school Thursday night, and their 
questions indicated a lot more 
interest in revision of the com­
munity plan than in the Blue 
Heron basin marina controversy.
Former mayor George 
Westwood said council should 
have realized the need to revise 
the plan much earlier, when 
building starts in one year 
totalled 245 insted of the 70 
predicted, and that the process 
now should involve public 
meetings, not ‘‘paper shuffling.”
He opposed “closed gover­
nment”, saying the present
council was not sending reports 
to taxpayers, was holding 
unannounced special meetings, 
and had eliminated the question 
period, and that some of those 
who said they favored television 
coverage of council meetings, 
had voted to keep the cameras 
out.
Aid. Dave Terrell denied there 
were closed meetings of either 
council or committees, and said 
many hours of work were needed 
to get factual material together so 
that updating the plan could be 
discussed with the public.
He said council had had a 
productive year, and while there 
were disagreements they were 
resolved reasonably, without
Wonderful start
Continued from Page Al
to: The Review, 2367 Beacon Ave., P.O. Box 2070, V8L 3S5. 
Food may be left at the office and can include canned 
vegetables, or fruit, jams, pickles, candies, cookies, Christmas 
cake and will be used to help fill hampers.
Toys may be left at the three Saanich Peninsula volunteer fire 
departments — in Central Saanich if the fireball is closed leave 
toys at the dispatch office in the municipal hall; in North 
Saanich toys may be left on firefighters’ practice night Tuesdays 
7-9 p.m.; and at Sidney firehall. This year the Peninsula 
Community Association is taking over distribution of toys which 
they’ll collect from firehalls. Any in need of repair will be 
checked out by students at Parkland.
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•Malts •Hamburgers, etc
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1 Van Isle Marina I
1 2320 Harbour Rd. 1
1 Mon. to Sat. 8 am to 4 pm
|; Sundayg amd) 4 pm -- 656-65^
: : : ^ i
for FAMILY DINING | 
at FAMILY PRICES I
Mon, to Fri. 9 am - 9 pm 1
Sat. 9 am-10 pm Sun. 9 am-9pm B
656-4115 2359 Beacon ftve. |
I JJppp CCoitTe (lll|alet
1 : Tuosda^^^^^ Sunday :■ CuMne firanfj»lae : ■'
1 (closed for Lunch Tuesday)
1 Wednesday Smorgasbord Dinner and
1 The Now Sunday Brunch
1 Reservations 656-3541
OPEN RIOM 5 p.ra..';''
7 GAYS A WEEK |
Rcl, Py ;i : 
Royal Oak Shopping Centre B
s Reservations 479-2123^ I
1 THE SIDNEY FISH Ajili j
liiirf niwooo Jiin
I OVERLOOKING
1 BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD BAY
1 Broaktast, Lunch 4 Dinner Daily
joen 8\ Georg.« B
OPEN DAILY Tues. Ihru Saturday 1 
11:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m. B
I' Sunday Brunch 11;30 and 1:30
1 7172 Brentwood Dtive 652-2413
9B07 - 41h St., Sidnoy 1 
TAKi^OUT 656-6722 |
|“CLIPPER INN
1 SPECIALIZING IN JEAFOOD 4 STEAKS
|ssCI«ABS::AVA».ABIJE'EVERY'G4V:;3y 
| ; OPEN DAILY, FOR LUNCti 4 DINNER 
i '1 (Closod Tuesday)
1 2558 Bevan, Sidney
i “On the Walerhont''
ChiRose Food Ht 1
Reasonablo Prices |
DAILY LUNCH SPECIAL 1
:: ; : PiCK UP & TAKE OUT : ' 1
2470 Beacon 656*18i2 |
M ' -.^mmrnrr------ wiauiiumg,' " :
1 FAMOUlCItARBROIIIBSTEAKS^^^^^^
B En|oy OIK 24-)ten'i Salad Gar
^^ystjare |
! y FAMILY heSTAURANT I
1 TAKE-OUT ORDERS
1 IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL
1 2321 Beacon Aves :
1 SS6*4a22
f.. OPEN DAILYl TAM lor VhI
Canadian 4 Chineie Food | 
r,:, DINE:,IN:0UR TAKE:0UT:::.J
*12 Ywdinr A**., BrMrtweeJ Ksy - 1
652-3622 {
1 BBYSSI-R ' f
|.^''ltEAK;.'PI2lA'4JPAGH£TTrH0U8E;
i Evening'DlnlngJn:.^::-s.;::'::;:,^
B Fine Medltoiranean Tradllion
H s;.II I ,vi»i ’'j'luciiti
|8 s.",




: Brentwood Shopping Plan : j
: Hofhestyle Cooking & 0^





Former mayor Eric Sherwood 
said that all meetings should be in 
the evening so that the public 
could attend, that the question 
period should be reinstated and 
meetings televised.
He stressed keeping taxes low, 
with “perhaps zero-base 
budgeting for public works,” 
plus protecting agricultural land, 
keeping the municipalty rural and 
retaining the shoreline for the 
maximum use of the public.
Aid. Dick Herlinvaux stressed 
the need for teamwork, and said 
the present council has it. North 
Saanich and Sidney must work 
very closely together to solve a 
number of problems, such as 
drainage, he said.
He favored a strong com­
munity emergency plan, and 
adequate footpaths and bridal 
paths, and said he was working 
on erosion control and foreshore 
protection for the beaches at 
Patricia Bay.
Former alderman Edgar 
Farthing stressed he had the time 
available to do the job, while he 
felt lack of time to prepare and 
poor attendance at meetings had 
led to some bad decisions by 
present council members. .
He said the people should 
decide how they want the 
foreshore used, that “the 
municipality should have no 
secrets from the taxpayers,” and 
that there should be a question 
period, TV coverage and no in­
camera meetings. Growth in 
administration costs should be 
rest rained, he saiid.
Sheryyood and Farthing took 
issue with a bulletin issued by the 
commodore of the Sidney and 
North Saanich yacht Club which 
Sherwood quoted as saying that 
except for the present; council 
mSmbers “all other candidates 
haye stated they are opposed to 
yachtsmen and have no use for 
our club.”
Eric termed : the statement 1 
“lies,” and Farthing said he 
hoped for a prompt retraction.
All candidates favored the 
proposed satellite fire hall south 
of the airport except for Far­
thing,. who said he was not 
familiar with the arguments 
justifying a fire hall where it is
now planned.
On a question about providing 
piped water for the Ardmore area 
all candidates agreed it was up to 
the property owners there 




All candidates said they 
supported a grassroots movement 
for nuclear disarmament, and 
Terrell was the only one to- 
defend council’s decision not to 
hold a referendum on the subject.
He said he would not vote for 
it ‘because the minister of 
municipal affairs had said it 
would be illegal. Herlinveaux 
said he was not at the meeting 
where the decision was made.
All five opposed uncontrolled 
bow and arrow hunting for deer 
in the municipality. Westwood 
and Herlinveaux favored putting 
a stop to it, but Terrell said 
council had been told by 
provincial wildlife officials that 
the municipality had no power to 
do that.
A questioner said marina 
expansion in Tsehum Harbour 
violates the map in the present 
community plan, which shows 
the harbour as a bird sanctuary.
Herlinveaux said the plan 
encourages marina development. 
Asked why a specific bylaw was 
amended, Herlinveaux said 
council had been told the matter 
could not be discussed because it 
was before the courts, but Terrell 
said council did not feel the 
amendment was contrary to the
":';plan.:.';l, --v'■::■■■'■-;■■ ■'■:■■■■;:■■■■■■';■,■■-'
All three challengers criticized 
council for spending a year 
discussing plan revisions without 
involving the public in, the - 
process. Terrell said discussions 
in the planning and zoning: 
committee had been open to the 
public but the critics: never 
showed up.
He was told the public could 
not Tollow the cOmmittee“
;; discussions because they would 
not have the documents that were 
being discussed.
Terrell said it was necessary to 
have “something the public can , 
look al” and that “it isn’t in a 
form yet that would be very 
helpful.”
Westwood charged council was 
“crazy to keep it from the public 
until it is a fait accompli,” and 
said the original plan was drawn
y up: froih scratch in : ! 8; months y 
S with a seriekdf public meetings;
The : Silver Threads centre is 
open 9 a.m.- 4 p.m. weekdays, 7 
“9 p;iri. eyenings and 1- 4 p:tT): 
Saturday and Sunday. Lunches, 
teas,; coffees, : cards,; library, 
biliijards, wide variety craft 
classes, recreational dc^ 
languages, trips and more; If you 
are 60 or; better Silver Threads 
would like to hear from you. Call 
656-5537.
Coming events: Nov. 26 -- 
bazaar: Dec. 4 --- Christmas 
:;dinner dance; :■■■
dirbitratioii
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Continued from Page Al
been reports from a number of 
people complaining;: about the 
■ lack of control of deer “not least 
from: two nurseries in North 
Saanich.”
Dodd says in terms of safety to 
people the “bow and arrow is the 
salest way to go because of the 
range — ihere’s a zero chance of 
anyone else being shot. ” I 
The range is less than 30 yards, 
maximum range for killing ah 
animal is 50 yards, he says. But 
Dodd says an archer must be 
“relatively expert.”
He says some form of training 
and certification for archers has 
Tkeh advOcatct(but jiditils put th^
V wildlife' br^
a I raiiiing program into operation 
lor bow hunting groups.
How does one assess an ar­
cher’s expertise? Dodd says 
anyone signing or issuing permits 
should make sure the applicant 
■: liak'hcen;;lhfbugli;^:drchcryTieltL-. 
course. '
He points oui there’s an ar­
chery field course in M 
^rCahdjid'if;: samcthlngX'v/asjiscLyup;- 
: with tljc bow 
no reason why they^;“
■^'Issued piece orpaper.”;;;:::’':::;''■<■■;'.,:■■;:
a'' ‘■'
I iiinlingua*' , the inlernationally-: 
, known school o1 languages, ; 
:4)as now dptinttd a branch in 
: Victoria, Hie dir si In Canada 
;:|j to lor onto.
Individual and group Inilruc^ 
, tioii,. ttilonttlvti programmes 










North Saanich council received a blistering letter Monday 
night from its own advisory planning commission.
Commissin chairman O.B. Philp reported in his letter the 
“dissatisfaction and delusion” of APC members because of the 
lack of “meaningful matters being referred to this body for 
consideration and recommendation.”
Philp w'rote matters on which the commission has made 
recommendations to council have “either been ignored or 
rejected without explanation to the commission.”
He explained members are reluctant to expend further efforts 
in reference to the Patricia Bay and North Saanich waterfront 
item “in light of council’s evasive handling of the Northstar 
Road beach access.”
Philp also chastized council for not requesting planning 
commission input concerning the community plan review, and 
suggested that before council “receives and files” the letter, 
serious consideration shoudl be given to the “purpose of the 
advisory planning commission and whether or not council feels 
this body should continue.
Aid. Alan Cornford pointed out the commission has not been 
fully utilized and that there “hasn’t been sufficient discourse by 
letter back and forth.” He said a thorough debate about the 




By PEGGIE ROWAND 
A public hearing at Sidney 
council Monday night 
designating the waterfront area 
east of 2nd St. from Mount 
Baker to Ocean Ave. and 1,000 
feet from the high water mark a 
new development permit area 







“It is a grave error on our part if the commission is not being 
consulted,” claimed Aid. Jim Gumming, who added he was 
quite sympathetic to the complaint.
Mayor Jay Rangel said he thought it was a “fair” letter and 
blamed the breakdowii on timing. “The review of the com­
munity plan is not as far advanced as we thought we’d be at this 
time. I’m sure the APC will get involved very soon.”
ss
ll
the committee of the whole.
Some .^0 people turned out for 
the hearing and those who asked 
questions received assurances.
A loca builder, Mike Kipot of 
Kipot Construction told council 
“it’s a good thing you’re doing” 
and “you’ve got to plan 20 years 
ahead.”
Aid. John Calder explained the 
development permit gives council 
control and powers over 
development, thereby giving 
greater efficiency and quality to a 
project. It betters the en­
vironment, ensures community 
goals are kept and regulates 
dimensions and finish of a 
building, the site and land­
scaping, he said.
The area is ripe for develop­
ment — we want to have some 
control, Calder said.
And all advantages don’t 
accrue to council. The developer 
is allowd some leeway in his 
project. Setbacks can be varied 
and council may agree to allow a 
building to go above the
restricted height.
Aid. Ben Ethier put it another 
way. “We give a little, they give a 
little,” he said.
Mayor Norma Sealey said the 
permit allowed for negotiation 
between the developer and 
council.
In other business:
®A public hearing was held for 
rezoning waterfront properly 
owned by George Strieker from 
B1 multiple residential to G2 
marina. There were no objections 
to the rezoning applciation.,
•Council is concerned with the 
Vancouver Island Regional 
Library board's solution to offset 
a S213,356 shortfall in its 1983 
budget.
It has also decided to cut eight 
fulltime positions from a 
Canadian Union of Public 
Employees staff of 122, and two 
positions from a total of 18 B.C. 
Government Employees Union 
members. Savings in the GUPE
area is $157,883, and $55,473 for 
the BCGEU workers.
The proposals have been 
presented to both unions for their 
reaction and input regarding 
alternate solutions — particularly 
job sharing — to mitigate hard­
ship on staff.
Aid. Jim Lang suggested 
council express its distaste for the 
VIRL’s decision to lay off staff, 
and for its suggestion that the 
Island’s brancli libraries should 
close Mondays.
Aid. John Calder told council, 
the BCGEU has suggested a 
possible shutdown for the library 
might be between Christmas and 
New Year’s Eve when business 
was slack, and he was sure CUPE 
would come up with a plan for 
job sharing.
“I’m confident the shortfall 
can be overcome through some 
compromise by the unions,” 
Calder said.
Sealey said she had some 
concern the VIRL board might 
take arbitrary action. “1 would 
not like to see any confrontations 
encouraged,” she said, recalling 
the bitterness caused by a strike 
of BCGEU and CUPE workers a 
year ago.
•Sealey told council staff had 
advisd her that “in view of the 
economic situation” they wished 
to decline to accept the annual 
$400 normally alloted them 
towards a Christmas party. 
Council agreed it was “very 
sporting of themm.”
wee to hold
A motion by Lang that Sidney 
council gets together with Central 
Saanich and North Saanich to 
discuss the situation was ap­
proved.
•The Vancouver Island 
Publicity Bureau is upset Sidney 
council has not remitted an 
assessment of $172 and in 
retaliation has announced it is 
not prepared to pay the Saanich 
Peninsula chamber of commerce 
an agreed sum of $500 towards 
operation of its tourist bureau on 
Pat Bay Highway.
Council agreed to table the 
matter for consideration 
following budget amendments 
which it is currently working on.
NATURALIZER SHOES NATURALIZER SHOES z
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■ .By JOHN GREEN '
Provincial policies have caused 
q swing oT the r property tax ; 
burden from residences to 
businesses i irt recent years: ; Ald£ 
Trevor Jones told Central 
Saanich council Monday af­
ternoon.
Businessmen are already- 
required to pay far too much,'he 
said, and next year it will be 
worse, because residentiaL^^^ 1 
property values have dropped 
while industrial and commercial 
proeprties have retained their 
value.
He estimated taxes on single 
and duplex residences will be 
down slightly-more than three per y 
cent; but taxes on businesses will 
rise 14 percent.
i Council met in the afternoon
because mayor and aldermen 
wanted to: attend y the annual
meeting of the. Saanich Farmers 
Institute at the: Saanichton
Research Station in the evening, 
at which B.C. agriculture 
minister Harvey Shroeder was 
guest speaker.
Council assured a repre.sen- 
tative of Central Saanich Senior 
Citizens that the $5,000 grant 
promised to help convert a 
municipally-owned house into a 
senior citizens’’centre will not be 
eaten up by a $10-a-day charge 
for the blocks the house is sitting 
on.
Aid. Dick Sharpe said the 
understanding with the company : 
that moved the building was that 
there would be no charge for the 
blocks for six months, and Aid.
a charge the municipality would" 
pay it without charging it against ^ 
the grant.
Council gave first readings to a 
bylaw setting up a Tourist 
Display Garden zone, which will 
now have to go to public hearing. 
^The bylaw gives a special 'zoning 
;to" B'utchart’s Gardens .so ' the
jfirworks display there can be 
exempted from the new anti-
noise.
Cullis reported the 
municipality would employ five 
workers under the provincial 
Community Recovery; 
to clear debris and brush around 
the new bicycle: motocross track 
at Centennial Park and to clear a 
pathway for a jogging trail: /; ) -
The Western Canada Concept 
party of British Columbia is 
holding a Rally of Hope in the 
Royal Theatre in Victoria at 7:30 
p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 27, with 
B.C. leader Doug Christie and 
Saskatchewan leader Ray Bailey 
taking ; part, along with WGC 
provincial ;presidents Trom all 
four,western provinces: (
Christie, w
didate in Saanich and the Islands,: 
says it is a Rally of Hope because 
the party will be offering the 
solution for the dismal economic 
times ahead. Donations of 
canned goods and other non- 
perishable foods are being asked 
for at the rally, to be passed on to 
needy families.
The wee lost its only seat in 
the recent provincial election in 
Alberta, where a few months ago 
there was talk of electihg man^ 
members. Christie blames the 
result on failure of the Alberta 
party to stand firm ; for 
separatiohv and sees it as a 
;; tentppfary setback. He has just 
returned from: Manitoba, where
a provincial office.
-j; Friendship Baptist Church has 
applied to have its property ail, the 
northwest corner of Central 
Saan ich Road and Mount 
' Newton Cross Road included in 
the sewer containment aretiy but
Saanich council at a meeting 
Monday afternoon was that 
council opposed the church being 
r built there at alii ;
A. letter from church chainnan
Kiassen suggested a sewer 
could go west on Mount Newton 
to connect with the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital sewer, or 
south along Ccittral Saanich 
Road to the main easLxyesi 
truiik, aniJ iliat ,the 'Tsa-Aout 
hidian Baitd \vas jnm 
joini project that jyoulB 
',';up'■hpuscS] ::oiy: Their ■;:1aiKi''^.on ' 
Gent ral Saanicit Road; ttort h of 
the trunk line.
When aldCrtnch took is-sue \vith
the municipal sevver coipmitlee' 
stated the church had received 
approval for construction front 
the council, the Capital Regional 
District, and the Agricultural 
: Lat>d Commission, but that 
clay content in i the soil and other
j.'
problems made septic tank 
sewagi disposal difficult.
approved the lAiildihg. KIasiicn 
apologized. He said he liad 
imdersiood that the original 
^application Itad bccivpassedG 
the CRD wit horn objection, and 
that the proposal cpniplied wiih^^^ 
■the zoning bydawt The-m 
was re ferred id t lid sewer cdtn ••
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As suggested by Eric Sherwood in last week’s guest editorial, 1 have 
thought a great deal about the Sansclia organization. In view of some 
comments that have been circulated throughout the town in the past 
year or so, perhaps it is time to bring some of those thoughts forward.
The original property was acquired in 1922 by the Women’s 
Institute, which, according to documents in the Provincial Archives, 
was headed by Mrs. B. Deacon, my father’s aunt. Since that time the 
property has undergone a number of crises, but has always managed 
to survive. Although some work was done on improving the grounds, 
funds were soon depleted, and the front half was sown to oats with the 
idea of selling the crop to generate income. The idea did not work out, 
however, due to the invasion by neighbouring cows!
It \vas determined that it would cost $88 to sow the area with grass,
J a sum that was raised by The Review. Later, The Review was in- 
strurnental in acquiring building material from the old mill property, 
and a grandstand waS built. Many citizens of the community were 
involved in subsequent years, including Wm. Stacey, who was the 
m^^^ spirit behind the construction of the cairn at the park;
My personal involvement began in early May Of 1960, when ap- 
members of the then board of directors. Sanscha had 
insufficient funds to remain functional, and the hall was to be con­
verted to a storage warehouse. They asked that I take on the 
organization of Sidney Day, which, at thattinie, was Sans^^^^^^
itself, but at that
time Sidney held a PNE franchise, so it included a Sidney Queen 
Contest, and all the events and organization necessary for that as well.
With the help of a lot of people, the task was accomplished and I 
was requested to stay with the organization to assist with fund-raising. 
We went on to form a volunteer group of ladies, who became known 
as the Sanscha Suzies. They were so-named after my daughter, but 
that is another story.
■ I’m sure many people in the community I 
the Sanscha organization, and perhaps
By JOHN GREEN
The municipal election scene is 
quiet this year than last, but it 
does have points of interest.
Last year North Saanich had a 
record voter turnout of 66.37 
percent to elect a full council, 10 
percentage points more than in 
the previous election.
A hard-fought mayoralty 
contc.st may have been the major 
factor, but there were also 16 
people running for si.x seats on 
council, and there was the issue 
of the Wain Road water main 
bylaw. Three aldermanic can­
didates were part of the “gang of 
six’’ that had successfully 
challenged the bylaw, but despite 
having won the referendum they 
lost the election. -
This year the big issue was 
supposedly council’s approval of 
the expansion of North Saanich 
marina into Blue Heron basin — 
with the environmentalists doing 
battle against boat owners in the 
Sidney and North Saanich Yacht 
Club. At last week’s all- 
candidates meeting neither side 
showed up in any numbers, and 
the matter that drew most 
comment \vas revision of the 
community plan.
The twist to the election is the 
fact that all three challengers 
have far more council experience 
than the incumbents. Eric 
Sherwood and George Westwood 
are council veterans and the most 
recent ex-mayors, while Edgar 
Farthing served four years as an. 
alderman. He and Sherwood 
have been off council only one 
year.
Dick Herlinveaux and Dave 
Terrell have served only one 
year on council, and have gone 
about their work quietly, so 
whether they have the advantage 
in voter recognition usually 
enjoyed by incumbents is 
doubtful.
In the contest for school 
board, Lois WaLsh has a long 
record of service on the board, 
and the views expressed by 
Dermid Bingham would or­
dinarily be easy to label “old- 
fashioned.” In today’s climate, 
however, his concern about sky­
rocketing education costs and 
inadequate student literacy may 
well be right in style for some 
voters. t
Central Saanich has only a 
school board contest, and Sidney 
no election at all. Pat Murphy
has been on the school board 
only one term, having scored a 
narrow victory two years ago on 
a pro-French-immersion plat­
form.
His challenger, Marilyn 
Loveless very nearly won a 
Saanich seat last year in an 
election when French-immersion 
was probably the main factor.
She w-as against it, but stressed 
other issues.
This year French immersion 
has hardly been mentioned, as 
the school board wrestled with 
budget cuts. Lovele.ss, mean- 
w'hilc, has been attending school 
board meetings regularly.
Election day is this Saturday 
w'ith polls open from 8 a.m. to 8 
' p.m. '■
North Saanich voters have an 
advance poll from 9 a.m. to 4 
p.m. Thursday and Friday at the 
municipal hall, which is also the 
only polling place on election 
day.
Central Saanich advance poll is 
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m; Thursday 
and Friday at the municipal hall; 
Polling places Saturday are the 
municipal hall and Keating and 
Brentwood elementary schools.
60YEARS AGO
From the Nov. 16,1922, issue of
The Review
The time-worn adage “It’s an 
ill wind that blows nobody good’ ’ 
has its application in the 
threatened coal shortage, ac­
cording to a survey of certain of 
its members taken recently by the 
Canadian Manufacturers’ 
Association. Companies making 
heating apparatus, in which oil, 
gas or the electric current are 
used instead of coal are doing 
record business this season, and 
are not inclined to complain at all 
because the coal supply is limited.
: 50 YEARS AGO 
From the Nov. 16, 1932, issue of 
The Review
On Thursday afternoon 
Edward Boswick, son of Mrs. 
Douglas McLennan, age 19, of 
Beaver point, had a narrow 
escape from drowning. While 
hunting on Stowe Lake his boat 
overturned throwing him into the 
water. Luckily he was observed 
by Chester Kaye and Gavin 
Reynolds who live close by. They 
immediately got a boat into the 
water and rescued Boswick, who 
had been in the water for some 
time and was chilled through.
; 40 YEARS AGO :
From the Nov. 18,1942, issue of 
‘'jThe Review',';
Small, neat and as clean as a 
new pin is; the latst cafe to be 
Opened in Sidney — “Sidney 
Cafe.”
located
Part in in a series on education 
bv Norman Cuthbertson.
; : -Education : in ; 
homage to .the 
pectatipn : that:
Canada : . pays ; 
V persistent ;?ex--; 
' schools: xyillf
grade?” but“h0w can we best 
help students to maximize their 
particular talents or interests?;” ;
Subject matter should hot be 
:;:tfeated a;s an end itself but; rather : 




■ together and compiled in a readable form. , ,
' . The issue now is the future, and what will be the best solution to the education — seems to equate an what is learned
problems faced with the present site. When the land as originally education with products of obsolete tomorroi
obtained it was almost on the outskirts O"'"....... -'ominerre ihar can he “vm” at tm.lWn.. K
have changed since that tirhe. ' ....................... ,,......................................................................................................... .
:The present property has not only been reduced in size, but is many students will view school. defined, it is closely tied to classmates in very small groups to
located in an almost untenable situation. This is compounded by the Their purpose in attending is learning from books. In only rnnsiiipi- which facts were
ever-increasing population of the Sidney/Nonh Saanich area, and the not so much to develop greater about one-quarter of
3: that Vivnthp r^lncpH nh the facilitv n : '
■::;v;.:''':'on'^'"'JBeacon{''J'Avenue\:::'opposite'/'-'
When discussion does take place Hollands’ Meat Ma:r
it is; usually led by the teacher proprietors are Nlr. and': M 
who does half the talking while q.T. Sims. Mr. Sims is a chef of
the Other 30 or so in the many years experience and the
;classroomwill be lucky if each marvelous pies we glimpsed an
gets oneturn to speak. our inspection of the premises
Class work or seat work is seem to bear out the idea that Mr.
usually designed to be done Sims knows his pastry! i
individually and in silence, 
today may be School would be a much more 
J 'O 'o Ow'... ............................................ ........... '
Mr. and Mrs. Sims will 
specialize in light lunches, short
about - rt r  the
ultimate demands will be pla ed on i y. capacity to learn or to acquire population is the verba! side of
A change in location has been mentioned by Eric, and that, in fact, those other ^desirable human the brain dominant. These are the^
may be the only viable solution. If that is to be the decision, hopefully qualities listed as objectives in people who read well, speak well.
those in charge will exert wisdom in acquiring a property sufficiently ministry course outlines as to 
large to allow for the future, rather than the preseni. There will no it over with. To pass. So memorize and write paragraphs,
doubt be those who will resist any suggestion of a change, but that is a memorizing rather than un- and these are the ones who are
reality that must be faced with any decision. derstanding becomes equated favored when it comes to passing
Some years ago the War Memorial cairn was moved to the front of with learning. examinations which require one
Hall. Respect for the memorial principle has in no way School is a busy place, \yith to red the questions, recall the
declined as a result. In fact, as witnessed this Nov. 11, it is increasing hundreds of students fgrouped^^/f^^^^^^^^^^^^ facts and write the 
each year. When it was decided that the old Rest Haven Hospital was into classes each scheduled into answers.
to be eliminated, and a new hospital built, there were those who half-a-dozcn courses a day, the An equal number of students
predicted dire consequences, including the suggestion that al! place .seems to be getting on with learn better by doing. They tend
volunteer involvement would be lost. ilic job. But, too often, in the to be problem solvers and arc
As I’m sure most readers are aware, tliat has jusi tibt been the case. ; logistics of scheduling with its^^^:^
We now have a lovely hospital; efficiently orgnaizcd, miich better emphasis on facilitating in-^ derstand mathematics and
Y'hh a ; structiorv, the learner and scientific principles,
volunteer component that is envied by other comnnniities. f learning process are overlooked. Still others have an artistic or a
While we may feel sentimentally inspired about a particular f More emphasis is placed on what musical bent but no two are alike, 
building or property, in the long run it is, or sliould be, lire conceiM^^^^^^^^^^^^ on
tliat is rnost important. If the concept of Sanscha is as sound ns we in
edrisider ic f cts ere 
relevant to the topic and to 
propose and evaluate suggested 
answers.
One very good way to help a 
persdh to clarify thinking is to 
structure situations in which a 
need arises to atempt to explain 
an idea to someone 7else; £ to
verbalize thought. f ^ 7
Teachers do, this constantly but 
they are not the ones who are 
supposed to be learning in 
school.
There’s got to be a better way 
to get an education
30 YEARS AGO .
From the Nov. 19,1952, issue of 
The Review
At its last rneeting, members of 
the commission of the Village of 
Sidney unanimously agreed to 
: write Hon; R.W. 
former resident; and 
businessman, and congraitulate 
him on his recent appointment as 
Canadian ambassador to Japan.
believe, it will survive regardless of its location.
liumans function with respect to places limitations on real learning
Mayor Norma Scalcyj
learning.
T he question ought not to be 
"what shduld be taught in each
is through restrictions on 
discubion, bJo talking is a prime 
dicitmi of most classrooms.
[Norman Cuthbertson is a 
former high school principal^ 
how retired and living in North 
Saanich. His background in 
education includes post graduate 
study at Harvard, years of 
educational re.seurch and a 




1 had an uncle who would greet
every government annpuneementi 
with the word,s: “I don’t trust
:S;
thesegtiys;’
Too bad he wasn’t around last 
when finance Minister 
Curtis announced the 
J p r 0 vih ci al g; o v c r n the n l;f'''w'a kv
determined to overhaxil the
make it “more equitable.’ ’
would have looked Curtis 
; ; stralghl|.in the eyes and said: “0 
yeah?” And I’ll bet you last 
ycai’s tax bill that Curtis vvoulil 
have hluf hcd and decided right 
there to scrap the wholc thing. :;
Btit since my uncle wasn't 
there, Curtis laid his aii- 
nouncemcnl on reporters witlioulrt
' ■ I, L






iildustry, councils would be tiblc provincial govcrninent?:^^^ ; :>
Afii'r nil qiN ihi' mnnicihr
; Batricia Bay airport is to be the 
centre of flying operations of the 
air branch of the Royal Canadian 
Mcuhted Police. A: police 
Grunmman Goose, twin-engined 
amphibian plane is expected 
shortly at the airport, where it 
will in luturc be stationed.
''20 YEARS;AGO';:/;f7' 
From the Nov. 21; 1962, Issue of 
The Rcvievv::v';v.,;:;\';;v;:,;:/':''.
Among the fir.stgroup of pilots 
to graduate on the supersonic 
CF-104 aircraft from No. 6 Strike 
Reconnaissance Unit at RCAF 
Slat ion Cold Lake, Alta., is 
Squadron Leader O.B. Philp of 
10202 Patricia Bay Highway, 
Sidney,
Manitoba, ; Sqdh.-Ltlr, Philp 
joined the air force in i942 and 
later served overseas in Europe 
arid BurmA? during the SeedtuJ
f'::7r Eel’s "-apply"'-thcVTuinistcr’s, .
proposal lo att cxtimpic. Budget to give loicst companies a breakj,nu u u, wuimgm a cu u 
time has arrived for by setting n lower mill rate for which sets the mil rate and World War. He is also a graduate 
municipalities and lhcy now have them.
lo decide "front whom they will pn,j economic slumps have a provincial govetnmeiu. Farnborough, England; and
.; cxlfacL liovmuch^^^t^^^^ tendency to affect everybody. the live per cenf lirnit on g,
city or town. 'i jikc jjje current recession, nuiiucipal prppqiTy Toronto.
If they can only set one mill Forest companies arc no belter next year may be u gilt horse lor lOYEARSAGO
rate for all:classes of propertyr^^^^^^^^^^^ than the corner grocery P''‘B]eriy owners.^ but Nov; 15,1972, Issue of
thechoiccissirnple. All they have :r stores. Residential property The Rcvlexv^ f^
ip do is set the mill rate al a level ovvners are just as hard hit as ti)tu"as




‘mill fate I’or residential properly, . 
another for cpmmcfcial, a third 
lor iiulnstiial, ycl another for
;::„.;forcMry',',:;,and;'' so,;;f)nf.down .'ihc;,
line?
■■;A''Variable 'fate’Alt uinfihc" All hell wilt break loose, that’s
So who gets a lower rnill rSltc 
and how will the oihcrs react to 
that decision? T can tell you how 
they will react. They’ll scremri 
blncmurdcfr';"'
Then wiry would the gover­
nment try to introduce such a 
system? Thai’s where my uncle's 
mistnist of goyernmenls cpnxes
'ihi. /,
If Ik vrere still around,; he 
would tell you that the move is a 
g oF ; ploy to shift potential blaihe for 
Tax ineqidfies from lire proviiielal ‘
,,,,,,, ................................................................... .. ̂ ^ :.................
His ministry, he said, wak^ what. Not only will individual
finding a way of siabiltty and fairness of the council members, detrending on
nii|l then' ppluical pc|;suii;^ioii,
system that vrill enalile lie said munieipalitu.'s should Mick one or another property
municipalities to set different mill welcome the sssiem hecanse it class with a higher sba
piopitrtvWcjassificmionk in propeiiy classes will lobby like government tomunicipaltiK..,
E'i k; province. > deeisiohs gud applying Wiilt: all The commercial,
He also meritioucd. by Tlic^;^: indnsirial, and six
way, that property tax iriercaseS i tliat and'- i know a lot of 
next ycar;';}tvIl|';J>e'i;;hdd;:;lto;'t«';;:‘r;:£b»tu'Cipai;pp!iHCiajt'iV'cliiV 
muximum of five pet cent. s'tliet,
’For one thing, municipalities 
know only half the equation.
; they hake not yet received the 
tissessmcnl foils from the 
Assessrnent Aiilhoriiy and ; t
20: per cent drop; when
they come.
That mijans iliey have to ex- 
Urad Tlicif tax revenues fronv; a 
drastically reduml assessment
''■■-base.'''
: They also haven't been told 
wiiethcr the five per cent ceiling
vtipirlicsTopthcr rcvein,^^^^
bnikling permitsv £ business 
licoficcs arid prbviiicial grants; - ;
'dii''^' '''Ot ber-’”’'wnrds';;;''''thlv’re -
line IS to allow munieipalittcs to 
■ rectify-'ccrini|i':’:incquttlekik,if'Tt''k''' 
''been "tk'bad';ycar''fbr'‘''’'
otiicr classes df property fighting '^”'^]”2 "V tbe_dark,^^
for special corisideratlon at mill ; * establish thtig budgets
nttcTime, wif will r'cniemb'er'the"'"''";" ""'''':Cmi«lhuc(I'on'l*agcAS'''':''’'7'''
than most men. For aloi^c they 
have jknown the same dangers 
and experience ilic same 
; haunting beauty ' which comes : 
with singlc-liaiKlcd sailirig. Alone 
they havcTcstcd themselves upon 
the outer reaches of dark oceans;
^' ■:... And; M his;:', ^ week'';’,’ the';; ,vcteran *;
' skipper Bill Tdlicr, whose age.a 
(Viend said “vkak approaching ' 
70’’ will oncc aRniri pul himself to 
; the lest; For he isTaking his new 
ship Black Dog T'wo out to sea 
; bast Cape Flattery and will stand 
Tier south into the very teeth of 
; the wifiter ;gales. Bbund for San 
Francisco and Thence soutlv for a 
Total crriisc span - or some 18 
;:.'itianths';-;ih'c:'’4T-fpot;''kclc}i;::,wilI;i;: 










Barbaric and inhuman are the 
two adjectives used by an ap­
palled citizen in the Nov. 10 is^ue 
of The Review. He referred to the 
brutal and inhuman killing of 
deer on our peninsula.
This sickening and disgusting 
use of arms that were in vogue in 
the most primitive and barbaric 
times in human history makes 
one ponder the mentality of those 
who adhere to them and en­
courage their use in this fashion.
It is even more unthinkable 
that children should be allowed 
to kill any creatures at all, far less 
with such weapons. There is little 
skill in hunting animats, par­
ticularly as targe as deer in the 
limited areas now left for them to 
survive.
We should instead be grateful 
tohave the privilege of seeing and 
enjoying such beautiful wild 
creatures, and refrain from 




Not a bleeding 
heart but
Let us show some appreciation 
for our most recent North 
Saanich council and less of this 
meanhearted carping. Sure they 
didn’t vote against Bob Wright 
and they didn’t vote for the 
motherhood issue of nuclear 
disarmament but they did what 
we elected them to do, behave 
responsibly in authority and take 
care of the affairs of North 
Saanich.
Look beyond the disap­
pointment of your particular 
pressure group if you have one 
and remember the long hours the 
council worked, their patience 
with each other and the public 
and the positive decisions taken.
This isn’t a job for everyone 
and we have been lucky to have a 
council prepared to interpret 
their mandate to make necessary 
decisions.
If our council to be elected can 
show equal strength we may 
count ourselves lucky.
Well done past council, good 
luck council to be elected.
„ R.V. Clarke;




I am writing to you in regard to 
the subject of hunting with bow 
and arrow in North Saanich. I ; 
was driving home; west oii Wain 
road just by the new greenhouses £ 
when I observed two adult males 
dressed in army camouflaged: 
uniforms climbing out of their 
new four-wheel drive vehicle.
They looked very serious and 
determined as they prepared their 
weapons ‘‘bows^ 
crossbows” to do; some very ; 
serious hunting I presume!
I must assume that these two 
great hunters are not from this 
municipality. My reason for 
assuming this is because being a 
resident of North Saanich for 
approximately 17 years I’ve 
found that the deer around here 
are so tame I’ve had to almost ■ 
physically remove them off the 
road several times.
Recently I was driving down 
Ardmore Drive when three, deer 
crossed the road slowly but;; 
surely. I finally had to get out of 
the car and chase them into the:; 
;v;;bush!;,
not a bleeding heart, but I 
do believe in fair play. In short I 
would like to pass the message on 
to the two great; hunters.; Leave; 
you r f ouf - w heel drive J bows ahd 
arrows and uniforms atihome' 
and bring youn cameras and rii 
show you some terrific close-up 
" shots of the deer in this area, 
without a telephoto lense rmight 
ad.;.'' -v.-v;:;'
Rodney Dick;.
10940 West Saanich Rd.
Just to think of a 10-year-old 
child and his parent armed with 
bow and arrows, stalking a deer, 
boggles the mind. What is the 
wildlife department thinking of 
; to grant permits for this?
It’s fine to say how far an arrow 
will travel and how hard a pull is 
needed to kill or maime a deer. 
How would you like; an arrow 
fired in error to hit you in any 
part of your body? Be assured it 
; will hurt, just as it does the deer 
and what knowledge dbes a 10- 
year-old have to track a wounded 
animal and to have to put it out 
of its suffering?
For those permits-to be given 
leads me to believe not all 
violence is on television but all 
around us every day.
So' think about it before some 
child or person is hurt or even 
worse. It’s too late when it
happens, all that is left then is 
hindsight.
on the North Saanich concil.
I say without hesitation that 
serving on the 1982 council has 
been one of the highlights of my 
public life. Whilst it may be true 
that members of council have not 
always agreed with each other, 
each member has respected the 
opinion of fellow members — 
and all have graciously abided by 
the decision of the majority.
All council and committee 
meetings were open to the public.
It only takes a phone call to the 
municipal office to find out when 
such meetings take place. 
Members of the press and in­
terested citizens have in fact 
attended many, if not all, 
committee meetings. In-camera 
meetings have; only taken place 
where matters pertaining to 
personnel or land acquisition had 
to be discussed.
A review of the community 
plan has been of major concern 
in recent weeks. This should be 
ready for public input in the near 
future.
I thank all those supporters 
who ask me to re-consider my 
decision not to stand for re- 
election. However, although I 
could legally do so — morally I 
felt that as I had moved to Sidney 
and no longer owned property in ■ 
North Saanich, I should step 
down.
Naturally, I shall always have a 
deep feeling for North Saanich— 
my home for some 50 years — 
and the roots still remain. For 
this reason I shall follo\V with 
interest the fofthcqrning 
municipal election.
It is my sincere hope that ; 
Richard Herlinveaux and David 
Terrell — two conscientious and £ 
hardworking aldermen -— will be 
re-elected. They have : one year 
behind them now and should be 
given the opportunity to reap the 
; benefit of; this experience and;
; ; pass; it dh to the community 
which they have so sincerely and 
generously served, working on 
the theory of what is right — not 
who is right.
I cannot leave North Saanich 
council without expressing my 
appreciation of its municipal 
staff both administrative and 
non-administrative. I have found ■ 
them to be courteous and con­
siderate at all times. North 
Saanich is very fortunate in this :
was not in violation of the North 
Saanich community plan.
Either this is a deliberate at­
tempt to deceive the public or 
these two aldermen don’t know 
the encompass of Tsehum 
Harbour or they’re ignorant 
of our community plan which 
states;
“The Tsehum Harbour 
Lagoon Ecosystem is to be 
preserved as a wildlife habitat 
and protected from incompatible 
uses . . . Marina expansion plans 
should be accommodated at 
locations other than within this 
fragile environment. ..”
Let us replace them with true 
representatives whom we know 
will work for the people of North 
Saanich.
Edgar Farthing not only saves 
our farthings by insisting on 
financial responsibility, but is a 
man of integrity who could not 
be conned by Bob Wright’s 
propaganda and gives the lie to 
false claims by in-depth research.
Ottawa and Victoria could use 
him. We are very lucky to have 
him in North Saanich to give the 
people the truth when for a year 
all we have had from Herlvineaux 
and Terrell have been cop-out 
statements.
Continued on Page AlO
SIDNEY MEAT MARKET
9786 - 2m! Street 656-7535
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ENTER OUR AUTUMN FREEZER PACK DRAW — Next Draw Nov. 15th
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LIMITED APPOINTMENTS FOR SITTINGS.
TROP IN OR PHONE FOR MORE INFORMATION.
THE LTD.
& FRAME SHOP
SERVING THE PENINSULA FOR OVER A DECADE
•LOCAL ART »ART SUPPLIES »ST0CK & CUSTOM FRAMES
2459 BEACON AVE.
9;30 to 5;00 Tues.-St.
@56-3633
I hope some of you eager 
hunters will take time to find the 
deer with the arrow in its 
shoulder and help; it out; of its; 
pain.
y-y,";Mir. and;Mrs;'L.P. Lewisi* 
Brentwood Bay
Finally, Madam Editor, thank 
you for your kind words in a
; recerif editoriaf Deserved or not 





Deal the pitSo: ;:. 
m^Ndrtfi-S(^^
This letter is written in; ap­
preciation of the wonderful 
support given me by so many fine 
citizens of North Saanich during 
my terms of office as alderinan
1 was astonished that in­
cumbents Dick Herlvineaux and
hubert
::beyer;''
Continued from Page A4 
witlxnit knowing the rules.
There is, of couise, one way to 
Slay wiihin any rcstrictions. 
Municipalities can stop filling 
potiiole.s, cleaning streets and 
cutiiiig lawns in parks,
They can start reducing their 
stall', adding to the unem- 
phVinent and welfare rolls. Not a
meeting Nov. 10 would claim 
Bob Wright’s proposed marina 







last week when the , finance










•9 «m*9 pm 1 (lays a waok
Many ol you know me porsonally and my record ot Service in Itip District and 
; also In Regional and FederalTiolcls. To those whom I have not mofbut hope to 
jielore the election, I say simply lhaf I have kept Inlormod on the issues In our. 
Municipality and believe that serlous lmancial probloms are looinlng It we dp 
not got back 10 the basics of a good government, Including open governrneni;
The people in our part of the Peninsula have clearly Indicaled tliat Ihoy wish ip 
:;;Hve In a safe, clean,;wolhserviced cornmunliy in harmony with Iho onvironx 
mont. The challenge is to achieve:;and;Tainlain lhai condition at lair/and: 
; undorstandable co.st to the hard prcssed'lax payor, lam conlldd'ptthaL work-; 
T Ing with a responsible Council, tho chailongo can be mot, ; ;^ :
I ask you tor your support in the torthcoming election on Saturday November
ELECT
ALDERMAN - NORTH SAANICH ill'll
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Hobby Show 
& Sale
Saturday & Sunday, November 20 & 21
AS THE REVIEW Wednesday, November 17, 982
M
North and South Saanich 
Agricultural Hobby Show and 
Sale will be held 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Nov. 20 and 21 at Saanichton 
Agricultural Fairgrounds. 
Homebaking, crafts and hobbies 
display and sale, Christmas sale 
table. Refreshments. Admission 
$1, senior citizens 50 cents. Your 












COME IN AND MET SHAUNA 
—Coffee and Donuts 
will be served
By LYALL RIDDELL
Congratulations to Frances 
Abbott who rolled a 775 triple 
235 P.O. A. in the Ladies League,
( to win the Mr. Mikes Steak 
:ADinner last' week. This Saturday 
the Golden .-\ge bowlers are 
traveling toL Duncah^^' B 
Lanes for an outing.
Top bowlers this past week 
were, in the Ladies League: J. 
Sjerven 632 (233), M. Isdhal 623 
(246), P. Rees 607 (232).







' Commercial League: B. Jones 
; 763 (340), G. Parker 762 (302),
R. Grimmer 738 (294), R.;
Bfoadley 638 (244).
Golden Age: Tom Lentoh 704 - 
; (279), (Lloyd y Mills 702: (298);( ^ 
(Bessie Roberts 622 (237).
( (YBC Seniorf lJavicl Lowen:521 y 
f(] 89)( JunioY:(Biarb(Cdldwell 564 : ' 
(223). Vance Mobey 545 (197). 
Bantam: G. Elsom 438.(207). 
Pee-wee (2): Paula Caskey 284 ■ 
(15 i), Scott Pike 277 (168).-
Smyrfetts tl@ 
with Superstars
: ( in Peninsula (Girls: S 
league the( Siriurfetts(played to a 
0-0 tic with prospect) Lake 
Superstars. The Smurfetts out- 
shot the opposition but failed to 
put one in the back of tile net.
AAi nor hockey
A minor hockey dance will be 
held 8 p.m. Nov, 20 at Sanscha 
Mall, Beacon Ave., $10 a couple. 
(Tickets 656-4294, ( hiorc in­
formation 656-6553.
' ' ' ( 1 ’
Yonnifsiei's top left, rifiht, concentrate on iechnUpies in youth 
how Unfi at Miracle Lanes, Bottom rij’ht. comfortably posed, 
young miss yvaits for result. i MniriivShiirnui Plioios
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The Ladies Au.siliary to 
( Resiliavcn Lodge will meet 7:30 
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Geoff Zerr continued his 
scoring ways by pumping three 
goals to lead the Peninsula 
Warriors to a 6-0 shut-out victor^ 
over G.H. West Coast in a 4c 
division socer game Saturday.
The Warriors, with a man 
advantage throughout the game, 
lead 2-0 at half-time before 
adding four more in the second.
\ Other goal scorers for the 
winners were Craig Stevens, 
Bruce Underwood and Garry 
Coll.
In division 5a Peninsula United
were defeated 6-2 by Gordon 
Head Princess Mary. United 
played well in the first half and 
struck first with a goal by John 
McCartney. Gordon Head, 
scored two unanswered goals 
before half time and completely 
dominated the second half before 
James Refern gained some 
respect for his team by scoring 
late in the game.
Peninsula Rovers of division 5c 
were downed 6-2 by undefeated 
Gorge Buccaneers in a game 
played Saturday at Centennial
Park. The Buccaneers took a 3-0 
lead in the first half and added 
three more goals in the second to 
clinch the victory. Mark Putter 
and Peter Buitendyk scored for 
the Rovers.
In division 6b the Peninsula 
Raiders easily handled Lake Hill 
by a score of 5-0. Brian Scrivens 
had two goals While Garry 
Henry, Mark Jones and Dean 
Ulmer added singles. Warren 
Brander recorded the shutout.
In another Saturday game 
Peninsula Wanders of division 7c
blasted the Peninsula Invaders 7-
■ 0.
Peninsula Wildcats of division 
9 finally found the net late in the 
game when Jacob Martin scored 
the only goal of the game as his 
team beat Lansdowne Drillers 1- 
0.
In division 9b Peninsula 
Hawks were shut-out 1-0 by the 
Lansdowne Falcons. The Hawks 
had numerous chances but failed 
to finish. Also in division 9 
Peninsula Cougars were upset by 
the Juan de Fuca Blizzards 2-0.
Movers, Home of SUPER savings!
Bn Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
tie
In Peninsula Minor Hockey, 
Bantam House League, Sidney 
Movers moved into a first place 
tie with the Harbour Texaco by 
edging them 4-3 in a game played ] 
over the weekend. Both teams 
have 2 wins, 1 loss and 1 tie, good 
for 5 points.
Radio Shack remains at the 
bottom of the standings, with a 1- 
3-0 record for 2 points, but ‘ 
recorded their first victory of the 
season by butscbring Cornish’s 
10-7. Cornish’s remain 2 points: 
up on Radio Shack with a 2-2-0 
/■record.''' ;/''/■’■
The Pee Wee House League 
Standings are aS follows: Har­
vey’s Sporting Goods lead the 
legue with 8 points^ Sidney 
Bakery are in second with 7 
points, All Bay Marine has 5 i 
ppintsv gbod for^^^^^^^
EUehamrher vIhdustries are at the ; / 
bottom with 4 points.
In Rep Hockey action played 
on Saturday, Peninsula H&C 
Plumbing of the Pup league 
i/downed Juan de Fuca 9-3.
Peninsula Tidman Const, of
Prices 
Effective: 




DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30














Bantam, were wipped by a score 
of 10-4. , , ,








CHUNKS.. . . . . . . . . . . . ^
Philbirooks edged Saanich 6-5 in 
the first game of a doubleheader
The Minor Hbckey l^ 
hold d dance at Sanscha Hall at 8 
p.m. on Nov; 20. tickets are $ 10 
per couple; For tickets and mbre 




























Follov/ing another week of 
play in the Senior “A" Volleyball 
Association, Labatt’s Six packs,
still remain in first place. 
Labatt’s widened their first place 
lead on Wednesday with a couple 
of victories over FarwesL 
Ha;mntcrs. Labatt’s defeated 
Fafwcst 15-9 and 15-10 and 
iiiovcd three games ahead in the 
standings, In games against ^ 
■■VMGA'■ !3ix ■ Packs ''scored, decisive; ;■". 
victories of 15-3 and 15-5, 
Gutstanding V players in ; this / 
weeks action were Lome Chan, 
-^hose Hawless^
Labati’s fine play. Bob Hayne 
was also outstanding in the 
nfiddle blocker position.
' Labatt’S''"/SiX':':;pa'cks:7id<)vyned:,d
i-a^west Hammers 15-7, 15-5 and 
d 15-6 invf an all:'':hylctqriad::fina'l/;A 
Saturday night to .win a senior
men’s volleybair touritament in
Nanaimo. The Labatt’s .squad 
was in total control tliroughbui 
the entire “Mariner Classic”, 
going 5-0 in thcj round-robin 
"playd;d;:;':':/:;,^,,y/:';V:;'i.':d-,,r:d;'d''':'vd, 
d Ti'cdtext big test for Labatt’s 
will be in two weeki when they 
travel to Vaiicbuvcr to participate 
in the prcsiigous U.B.C. 
Iriviiational volleyball tour- 
nument.











































A bazaar will be held 2-4 p.m, 
Nov, 20 at St. Stephen’s Church 
Hall, off Mount Newton Cross 
Road. Christmas bakingd craft 
iiems: / and'':-much;'''more .c''Cqun* ■/ 
;d,try$idc':Pre-schbol''wiU'.,pYeseni''6'' 
table,.'..,,,'
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Continued from Page A5
The bottom line of the Tsehum 
Harbour deal with Bob Wright is 
the pits for North Saanich. To 
Wright, millions in increased 
property value and moorage in 
return for buttering up council 
and the North Saanich Yacht 
Cub; To North Saanich, far, far 
worse than nothing:
•Violation of our community 
plan, making future community 
plans impotent by precedent.
•Loss to commercial enterprise 
of the ultimate of what our 
community plan was designed to 
protect for future generations of 
people and wildlife.
•Upwards of $2 million cost to 
North Saanich to widen 
McDonald Park Road itself and 
the increased traffic hazards to 
our students in this multi-school
zone.
G. Lawrie, 
10255 W. Saanich Rd.
now. All the other candidates 
have stated publicly that they 
have no use for yachtsmen — are 
opposed to our club and, if they 
should win, our club could have a 
difficult time obtaining the 
objectives. We are a political 
power . . . let’s get out and use 
that power.”
The above statement referring 
to ‘‘all the other candidates” is 
completely untrue.
Terrell and Herlinveaux are 
making the usual pitch in this 
election about serving the 
residents. How far have they 
gone, behind closed doors, to put 
private interest before public 
good, and their own narrow view 
of North Saanich before the 
participatory rights of the 
community to decide its own 
shape? No such so-called 
representative deserves our 
continued support.




A club letter has been issued by 
the commodore of the Sidney and 
North Saanich Yacht Club in 
which he states.
‘ ‘There is an election coming 
up in North Saanich and 1 wish to 
remind you that aldermen 
Herlinveaux and Terrell will be 
supported by the club — they 
need our help and encouragement 
tiow. All other candidates have 
stated publicly that they have no 
use for yachtsihen — are opposed 
to our cliib and, if they should 
win, our club could have a
difficult time obtaining the
objectives. We are a political ,
power — let’s get out and use 
That power.”
This statement does not hold 
water. None of these candidates 
are against yachtsmen. Some 
candidates are against any 
marinas or extension of existing 
marinas. This is an entirely '
different subject.
Arnold Rothery 




occasion. Victoria’s carilloneur 
Herman Bergink will play the 
Netherlands Centennial Carillon 
in the Heritage Court of the 
nearby provincial museum.
After a brief welcoming 
ceremony, St. Nikolaas will be 
transported to Holland House at 
733 Vanalman Ave. in an open 
automobile supplied in its usual 
generous manner by CFAX 
radio. He will be entertained by 
children attending the parly in 
honor of his (St. Nikolaas) 
feastday on Dec. 6.
The Vancouver Island 
Netherlands Association extends 
a warm invitation to all to come 
to the causeway and experience 
the excitement of this traditional 
event and enjoy the colourful 
beauty and charm of the 
costumes.
For registration of children 
Wanting to participate in the 
party at Holland House please 
telephone Mrs. Bep Hoekstra at 
383-2291.
Ernie Hoekstra, 
St. Nikolaas Committee 
907 Arcadia
overlooked this year unless the 
Capital Mental Health 
Association is successful in 
meeting its goal of providing gifts 
for over 800 of former patients in 
the Victoria area.
Volunteers are currently 
collecting and wrapping gifts 
selected for each patient ac­
cording to his or her preference. 
Most of the gifts are given at 
Christmas parties at various 
locations, and some are sent to 
Riverview for Victoria residents 
in hospital there.
More gifts are needed, to meet 
the target. Please sent new gifts 
(unwrapped) to CMHA, 1450 
Elford St., or leave them at 
churches and major department 
stores. Call 595-1151 for in­
formation.
Gift SLiggestiorts include; boxes 
of candy or biscuits, playing 
cards, cigarettes, cosmetics, 
wallets, or clothing such as 
scarves, slippers, lingerie. Men’s 
gifts are always in short supply.
Capital Mental Health 
A sso ciatio n, 
1450 Elford St.
Victoria
;Last year the residents of 
North Saanich had to vote for a 
mayor and six aldermen.
This year, luckily, they have 
the chance to change three of 
them, and to replace them by 
three candidates with more 
knowledge of the preyious 
history of the municipality, far 
more experience of how council 
should function, and proper 
procedures be f^ in­
cluding more open government,! 
and a Chance to ask questions.
George Westwood, Eric 
Sherwood and Edgar F’arthing 
have all been aldermCn before, 
arid the first two have both served
Patients 
need gifts Ghocolate bar blitz
We all like to be remembered 
at Christmas. Yet many patients 
in psychiatric hospitals! and 
boarding homes will be
The Peninsula Figure Skating 
Club plans a chocolate bar sale 
Nov. 20 - Dec. 3 and hopes 
people will buy one and help“a 
worthwhile cause.”
as mayor.
Please vote for all three of 
these candidates, so that council 




preserve our coastline and the 
rural atmosphere we treasure.
H. Swinburne
!:2175jCurteis!
I was recently shown a 
membership letter from the pro- 
Wright. marina expansion group 
known as the Sidney and North 
Saanich Yacht Club, Voters in
Meet Sint 
Nikolaas
the CluB is Openly 'supporting 
Terrell and Herlinveaiax for re­
jection, and! makes it clear hovy 
much the club appreciates the! 
support it has received from the 
aldermen.
I quote directly from the club ! 
letter, commodore’s report,
“There is an election coming 
up in North Saanich and I wish to 
! re m i n d! y bii (h a t!: al derm e n 
Hcriinveaux and Terrell will be 
!supported by the club—- they 
need our helq and encouragement
!We request your assistance iri! 
publishing ! 6uf^ a Sint
Nikolaas event!! The VanCouvef 
Island Netherlands Association 
will welcome Sint Nikolaa!s and 
his Black; Peeters, arriving from 
SJpain in Victoria lnner Harbour 
at the causeway opposite the 
Empress: Hotel Dec! 4 at 1 p.m. 
by tugboat, generously supplied 
by Seaspan International.
Young and old, some of them 
! in traditional costumes, will be 
singing songs appropriate to the
i ' 'i\ > ^
£.1 , , t ! , ' , V
i 'SilW
ffl;. 'I,
' ' '.V. iV ‘ •'!lj
N
There are wonderful
« ; ■ .PUZZLES,-SEALS, ^ '
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By KAREN LEDGER 
There is one job in our society 
which will never be replaced by a 
computer or suffer layoffs due to 
a poor economy. The demands of 
this position are constant, the
rewards great but often in-
Cordova Bay artist Peter Shbstak prepares for exhibition of recent workdnd new puhlka^
tion When Nights Were Long. IViurray Shurratl Photo
"i.;-i-v-
By MURRAY SHARRATT;;v> 
Peter Shostak, one of 
Canada’s leading young artists 
is preparing for an exhibition 
of his recent works and new 
publication, When Nights 
' Were Long.
Born and raised on a farm 
near Bonnyville, Alberta, 
Shostak began painting at a 
very early age. He bought his 
first set of oil paints when he 
was 12 with savings he ac­
cumulated by selling bubble 
gum.
;, M work is based oh
his personal experiences while 
.growing up on a farm and 
include everyday work and 
play activities^ : coridu 
V mainly outdoors by^^
the moon; stars and northern
Shostak says his new 48- 
page pu b I ic a t i o n w i th 22 ; f u 11 
page colour reproductions will 
appeal to all adults, especially 
to those with ' a' farm 
background, and most im­
portantly to all children for 
whom winter nights are long.
Shostak majored in art at 
the University of Alberta in 
1965. He graduated with a 
bachelor of education degree, 
then taught junior high schbdl; 
while at the same time Con­
tinuing with his own studies 
and painting.
In! 1969 he obtained a 
graduate ' degree in ' art 
education from the University
of Alberta artd too k a teac hi ng ^ 
position at the University of 
Victoria. He was associate 
professor of art education 
until 1979, when he decided to 
leave teaching and pursue a 
career as a full time artist, 
devoting all his time to oil 
painting and silk screening.
tangible, the frustrations 
plentiful and the pay non- 
existant. The title of this ' 
position? Parent .
Despite the demands and 
complexity of the job however, it 
is often undertaken in isolation 
and \vith little or no training. 
With the birth of their first child, 
parents are suddenly faced with 
total responsibility for the care, 
nurturing and socialization of a 
■ completely helpless human being.
f Support and assistance once 
: provided by extended family and 
a closeknit community is less 
; available to todayis highly mobile 
and often isolated nuclear family.
■ So where; can parents turn for 
! assistance in their task? Capital 
Families, the local branch of the 
^ B.G. Council for the Family,
( believes the community must 
provide some of the support and 
I encouragement required; by 
parents todays ;One( of; their 
programs, the new Parent 
Discussion Groups, aims to meet 
' some of the needs of families 
with children ; a
Totf enjoy play while parentsNgroup clnits at
United Church on Malaview. Keith Sutiieriaiui FIxHo
Response to the opening of a 
New Parent Discussion Group in 
(Sidney at : Sf. Pauls ; United 
Church in September, 1981, was 
overwhelming. Volunteer leaders J 
( Linda Newman and Shirley Lyon
The Deep Cove and Brentwood :
( groups( meet;;Wednesday mbr-': . ;^ 
" nings and; provide babysitting.;
( i il ged newborn to 
four years. There are 21 of these
Shostak’s work is shown in 
a number of galleries across 
Canada and forms part of 
many private arid corporate 
collections including; that of 
Bob Hope.
(Shostak’s studio exhibition 
will beiheld Ndv. 24 and 25,i 
5:30 to 9:30 p.m. at 5001 
;Ge6rge Park (I’erracev iCof- 
dovg Bay.
groups which meet weekly in 
"'i 7 neighborhoodsthroughout the 
Capital Region.
During the 1 Vi hour meeting 
time parents share ideas and; 
information on a wide variety of 
topics related to parenting. 
Occasionally they view films or 
listen to guest speakers. While 
parents meet, their children are 
cared for( by volunteers in a 
nearby; well-equipped nursery.
( Both parents and children benefit 
greatly from new contacts and 
( friendships which deyelqp
had (a full group of 12 parents 
within two \yeeks pif conirne^^ 
and have had parents on waiting 
lists for most of the year. One 
public health nurse said she had 
many new mothers she wanted to 
tell about the group, but felt it 
...would.. only frustrate them 
■ knowing they could into get in.
through their participatioh in the
Sidney and Saanich Peninsula 
parents will be pleased to learn 
that they need no longer wait for 
the opportunity to meet with 
others and share their joys and 
concerns about the parenting 
( role. Thanks to thejgeherqsity of 
( Holy Trinity Anglican (Zhurch in 
Deep Cdyc; Brentwood United 
Church (and the feomrn 
Counselling Centre and; six new. 
volunteer; parent; leaders, there 
are now three mqre groupS; ready 
to accept new members.
(This year, work experience 
.students from Parklands school 
are gaining valuable child-care 
knowledge and skills by(assistirig 
with the child-minding.
In order to meet the needs of
working parents or those who are
unable to attend daytime groups
an evening discussion group will
be meeting at the Community
Counselling Centre Wednesday .... - 
evenings.- Fathers are welcome at
this group as well as daytime
meetings.
Parents interested in joining a 
New Parent Discussion Group 
should contact co-ordinators 
Ledger 598-4675 or 
Claudia Flilton 598-4675 soon, 
before waiting lists develop once
more.
( An y ad ul ts w hd wou id 1 i k e t q( 
share their(knowledge(qf children ;
with the studentyoluntecrawqiild
be warmly received, also at the 
(above humbers.
,((^(;(By;PEGGlERO\VAND(((( 
( Any healthy person aged 15 
to 70 can develop their voice to 
its lullcsi (potcnUal; ~ 
exact; and ; as ^^^^(d^ 
learning'fd skate, that^ the 
word, from Sydney Carroll, a 
( profcssiohal; singer who 
, for 16 years in Hollywood 
where she had her own radio 
( show, sang leads in nuisieals' 
—■ everything from arias to 
jazz. -- and now teaches 
(! siitgirig I’rOiii her ho 
Arnblcwood Drive, Royal 
Oak. ,,
Blit her methods are 
uriusuah vGhifrqir clainiT( 
(Caiv leach ( pcqplc to sing: so 
their Voices vyill last a hfctinic,
■( '"i
;Mcr '(vocal biblef is a book 
called Singing Techniques (by 
Joseph ; J. Klein, ( the (man 
Carroll says(taught her to sing 
with her ‘‘wholc^t voice. Anti 
that technique has (inly been 
taught by Klein or his disciples 
-"- and she's his only disliplc in 
Canada, Garroll adds,
Shc,vSays;'(shC'.(was(((studyiiig( 
with world famdus teaclicrs 
when she discovered she could 
not sing F ,above middle, She 
was iri the ^’bottleneck octave 
:(.(of; middle,, C,and(C, :ab0vcf (A; 
pianist Uirccicd her to Kletn 
whO. Carroll says, dcvcloi:jW 
(.<(herT16werfcgister,*f:''i;;’',;';H,;''f 
And; the whole secret of 
( singing, of maintaining a voice
(Tar into old age ik to sing with 
bot h upper and lower 
registerfi. But most singers 
(don’i(kt^^^
says, unless they have 
discovered it by accident.
To sing whir the lower 
register, the soft palate — vve 
(;, close it to pi cVent food 'goi rig ( 
down the wrong way —• must 
be wide open. With an open 
palate iind correct abdominal 
breathing, with tire rib cage 
I'ully rcxtendcd: and with bqth
coy>rd in{i I io ti(( takes piacitf i n 
(( the rniddlc; ocinye;^^^ 
luitldlo C and C above.
And it is tills co-ordination 
( that enabks a singer to use the 
; vvhole voice and tO; preserve it 
( Ibr virtually a lifetime instead 
of accepting the idea that the 
( ;yoice goes downhill after 40, 
Carroll says. This only 
happens (wlmii a singilr doesn’t 
usci the lower register^ she
.TOints,put.,i;;i-^>;;'i'>:.::''^;(;:;;:
"h doesn't (matter wlicthcr
;(, (((.(tlie: '(^lingci',(„ ;(is((: (tlif;(((liighcsl( 
( coldfatinc (or (base, (this still 
;;applics,’’ (she (says. "There 
V, must be a; sharing of the load
:(''(;(: mitklpwyr registers,";:f(;('(
), v I he whole voice must be 
( uscd, (she (ihsists. "if it ( is, it 
will last a lifetime." Vera Lyn, 
linglartd’s sweetheart singer to 
iir; the 1940s Is(a
i!,- ■ ; :
good ;c?(amplc, she explains, 
‘(She sings aswell now' as she 
. ever did, her voice has riot 
aged."
( ;
lo make an amplifier of tlic 
(moutlv iristcad of;a resonator.
: 'T can teach ahyonc how' to do 
it."
She talks about a Victoria 
singer who has a "beautiful 
upper register but no lower 
legist cri(’ (flierc lias; to be an 
(eqiiai; pull in ihg ,bbitleneck 
(oclayc;; (wiilioiit; that (lovvcL 
rcgi|tcr there is no; ballast and 
the upper register will collapse, 
she says.
(Slic says she knows a man 
who started to sing at 60 and 
"at 64 his( voice is out of this 
'(..world.’?:
( Arid She tells the tale of a, 23- 
ycar-old inan who come io her 
(frotn Vaiicouyer. j 
; told by (a lliroat specialist he 
; shouldn’f talk; "He came to 
me t luce limes a week for eight 
riiontlis," she says," and by 
then he was ( exhibiting an 
absphltely ; dramatic; tenor 
ybice,’((( ('(((,.,((;('("(((;;:.(. '■(,'(:^';,
■(' ''(Carrolf; says "('(if (shcjcachcs 
feir 40 years sbc;will "never 
(have n rriorc beautiful voice to 
rleal vvith” But the ynimg man 
went back to his rock groiipf 
The Indusirlais, wiiicb Carroil, 
('Ta(;K((('is(joUririg(:(s)iicceskful!y:(' 
'(."h’ S( the', only. grbup'tlHitC'caii 
« sing rock arid roll all night and
talk ( all; (day ; aii(l iievcr; ((get 
hoarse."
Slic was a little sad her pupili 
never became an operatic g, 
tenor "but if you have a piano 
tuned it’s up lo you whether m 
you play Bach or rock. My 
pupil siniply(didn’i wani ib(doV
.''i!: I >'''f i' vL'-'
opera.’
W".
Carroll describes.singers u.s 
"vocal aihlctcs’’ and warns a 
tenor has the most vulnerable 
" of all voices because his 
rcpcrloire falls almost entirely 
In the bottleneck octave.
She admits the Icachiiigshc 
advocates is "far loo esoteric 
ffeirsotne people’’tiltholighslitj 
says Klein’s; incllipds have(( ( 
spread and his book is nctw in 
its ninth printing.
((, ,;Klcln( iS((8l’(fhis;(ycar. :(Hi!i"((((( 
book is based on the "premise 
(hat the Inmiah voice is( a(^^^^ ;( 
,,(musical iristruincnt ; whi
;;.(; anyo ne'('( wi ('lla?: good (ear;; cst ty (.(((( 
learn to use skilfullyr provided 
they’re willing lo deyote timc 
and effort."
'^'((:;;;Some:'.";yoiees:;:';'httve(;(:been(."(:'(.
abused, not necessarily 
((jhjptigh(singingi and;'Carroil(((('^,( 
^'''(says' she isPble40'cbrre(:(''such(;•!('"; 
(. ,■ voi CCS'.(wit h'■'?(^excrcises. .v:;The'((((;
tunnan voice' is niVf fnIlv' 
(-;'jiiatiire'iintll(age.T5,"shc.says,('((■(( 
so she doesn't take on pupils 
((■ yoyngcr (4han(((4^^!" j/earsv(( JJ 
preference is foi icaeliir.g 
(;" f Ipssical singing,;:'((''(((:
itl((;
B2 THE REVIEW




wishes to announce 
the re-location of his office
' to, ■
#206 - 2405 Beacon Avenue 
Upper iVlall, Town Square
Tel. SS@"544iElevator at rear
HAIRSTYLING SALON
‘a personaliied seNice for Uie whole family'




F®r appointments, information or free consultation —
: €ALL656.41SS^
■ or Drop In
1@4@S Hesthaven Dr., Sidney
(It's the blue house near MacDonald Pk.. Rd.) -
entrance at the rear —
TUES.-FRI. 9 - 5 SAT. 9 -1
I am very concerned about 
where our society is heading and 1 
am trying in my own way to be 
part of the solution. My ap­
proach may not be everybody’s 
method but leaving options open 
and having alternatives is, 1 
believe, one of the best methods.
1 do not believe I am a zealot 
for any one doctrine of 
humanity. There exists in onr 
world many existing doctrines, 
sects, beliefs, churches.
philosophies of life and strategies 
on living life.
No one way is the right way for 
all people. Nor should it be. 
Freedom of choice is one of 
civilizations most precious gifts, 
at least in some geographical 
areas.
I am a strong advocate of the 
instilution of marriage, but I also 
believe that it may not in some 
cases be a option some in­
dividuals choose for themselves
in a particular situation or time 
frame.
Is a civil marriage any less 
because it is not sanctified in a 
church?
Is a good and wholesome 
commonlaw relationship one to 
be condemned, as well as the 
individuals involved, before we 
fully understand their side of the 
story?
Does one religious doctrine 
have a clo.ser affinity to God than 
another?
Is a Christian not a Christian 
because of his choice to attend on 
one side of the street rather than 
on the other?
At what point does a good 
person lose his status as such?
Yes, I would rather advocate 
the “if it feels good, do it” 
philosophy as long as no one is 
hurt or infringed upon than I 
would support the philosophy of 
“you must do it this way.”
I do not live in Zambia, the 
Soviet Union, or Iran. Thank 
God that when man was created 
He blessed me with the power to 
think and the abjlity to create 
options.
I appreciate The Rev. D. 
Fullers comment of deep con­
cern. 1 to share it with him, but 
he has his way of combating 
suffering and inhumanity and I 
have mine. 1 truly and deeply 
respect your way ...
Do you have a problem, are 
you concerned with the state of 
your marriage, the behaviour of 
your children ? Do you need help? 
George Kurbatoff is a 
psychologist living in Central 
Saanich. As a community service, 
he invites letters from concerned 
readers. Replies will be given 
through his regular, weekly 
column. Write: George Kur-
THE MEMORIAL PARK
Nov. 10,1982
i witn reiereiive lume aiaiua vim'- aiiaiu m,-1.ial Park raised 
■ iri the article published in a local paper last week, we wish tp advise the 
public that we have constituted a committee for the following purpose:-
1. To present additional information to the public on the status of 
the Trust.
2. To intervene in the present negotiations, as provided in the Trust
:;beed"ih;Paragraph ■;"/■;■■■■,',, '■ :'v, -’v'''''
3. To prepare the liecessary documents and make arrangements to
i call a public meeting under the provisions of Paragraph 19 of theTrusl 
i beed;/The meeting will be for the purpose of a vote oh a Resolution to 
remove the present Trustee and substitute the Municipality of North 
Saanich and the Town of Sidney as joint Trustees as provided in 
Paragraph 19.
We will advise you of further progress in this process as it develops. 
We hope to bring the question lo a meeting very quickly, and we will 
confirm date, time and place as soon as possible.
Anyone wishing lo assist or requiring information may contact the 
committee at 656-1063, 656-2715.
We got the cuttings into the 
soil mixture last week, and had to 
leave them there. Sunset 
magazine goes on to say that 
bottom heat helps roots but isn’t 
absolutely necessary, just put the 
cuttings in a frost-free place 
where they will get lots of light 
but no direct sunlight.
You should keep the roots 
from drying out, and mist the 
leaves whenever the humidity 
seems low, which for most of us 
means fairly regularly. , ^
It lakes about six months for 
these cuttings to form roots, but 
what fun to have a few extra 
rhpdodendrons or camellias or 
azaleas ... they make wonderful
Yours tr
Alan Alexander, 2114 Beacon
L.R. Christian, 1780 mills Rd.
Roald Anderson; 10458 Allbay 
Rd.
Mrs. Johanna Coward, 2215 
James White Blvd.
’Mrs. Winnifred Gardner, 2525 
Shoreacres
R.M. Martman, 1128 Lands End 
Rd.
A. Boas, 10929 Boas Rd.
;:y. By:.
This Saturday, for those of you : 
interested: in the ; art of bon-sai, : 
there y will be a demonstration 
given by Roy Sumi, a venerable 
■Japanese gentleman, and a real 
expert, from 1 p.m. until 5, at 
Elk Lake Garden Centre, on Pat 
Bay Highway
All this information about 
using “willow tea” to get 
rhododendron cuttings started 
was gleaned from the September 
issue of a really super magazine
called Sitn.s'e/. V Unfortunately 1 
didn’t get the magazine until just 
a week or so ago, of I’d have 
fbecn going bti ; about this; much;
■:' earlier.^;' ;■■■■:;"■ -y.'':"; '■''■.^■;y ■■■"■ ■ ■::y;
: : The whole thing; strikes me as ;y 
^bciiig ysomelhing : of : a y miracle,^;;; 
Thlherdike tnakihg penicillin out: ; 
of mould. J'he nicest part about it , 
is that it really seems to work, 
one man reporting 100 per cent 
success, and rhododendron 
cuttings are usually bad ncw.s. 
being difficult to root.
About next May I’ll getback to
K.G. Aberdeen, 1022 Ardwell 
Ave.
D.G. Ashby, 10240 Resthaven 
Dr.
M aj. Gen. G. J. Ed wards, 8990 
Mistvalc PI.
J.E. Bosher, 2499 Amherst 
J.R. Hannan, 2023 Linda PI. , 
;W.T; Hannan, 2036 Courser Dri;
R. E. Harman; 8680 Lbehside Dri 
J. Kingerlee, 9626 4th St.






should be showing some signs of 
new growth, and will need to be 
yiransplanted, fertilized, etc. ;
For those of you: who like to 
experiment, a further hint from 
life sanfe article. ; yrheyy s^ 
using a 50 per cent solution of, 
“willow tea” on newly tran­
splanted cuttings to encourage 
new root growth. Why wouldn’t 
this work on other things as well? 
Maybe you better let me try it^ 
first, and report back, I don’t 
want any army of highly irritated 
gardeners arriving bearing pit­
chforks and hoes, determined to 
make me pay for the failure of 
their spring gardens!
Now is the time to lime your 
iawn, and ybuf vegetable garden, 
remembering not to put lime on 
ybiir strawberries nor on what 
; will be next year’s potato patch.’
BectiIIse we gel so iTiuclv rain 
y uSiil here DIL I he coast^ U^
the soil gets leached oilt every 
year, aiid we need to replace it,
especially where :Wc arc:4ding id 
f grow any of the cabbage family 
y~n I inean things like cauliflower, 
bfusscls sprouts, broccoli. _
It also tipplies to turnips,
helping prevent that horrible 
malformation called root knot 
... really good for everything 
except those two things men­
tioned. The department of 
agriculture suggests dolomite 
lime is the best since it contains 
magnesium. It is somewhat more 
expensive, but appears well worth 
the extra money. ;
The application rate suggested 
is 50 pounds of lime to 1000 
square feet, so if your combined 
garden and lawn measure 40 by 
50 you will need 100 pounds Of; 
lime. Buckerfields Ltd. is the 
cheapest place I have found to 
buy it, arid of course it corries in 
kilograms now, so two 20 K bags 
should do it. Their price is $3.99 
for 20 K.
Don’t spread this; lime oyer 
your flower garden, though. Top 
many of the flovyeririg shrubs like 
an acid soif so do check your 
favourite garden; book because 
things like clematis love their 
lime, and while you’ve got some 
on hand maybe they would like 
some too.
If you are growing agapanthus, 
those lovely things called Lily of 
the Nile not a bad idea to cover 
them with a mulch of leaves, hay, • 
something that-will protect them, 
without smothering them.
A thrill a minute in this house. 
Remember 1 mentioned 
moving the Hawaiian White 
Ginger plant (would you believe 
;‘‘tree^’?)backinside:amidista; 
raging: quarrel with ///W5e//who 
(while helping carryThismorister) 
threatened to leave horne if I 
wenl on with this madness of 
moving a goodly part of the 
garden inside for the Nvinter;^^^^^ ;
Well, even he is relenting. This 
gianf ginger is about to flower, 
and I: am told the fragrance is 
better thari Chanel No; 5. HoP9 
; so, because this thing really is a 
whopper, and is going to have to 





... AND IN THESE DAYSf EVERYBODY GA^
; EXTRA; DOLLARS. Boysl glrls^^^^^ 
you’ll enjoy dellyoring Thd Review, every W 
can realistically earn $20 " $50 or $100 evefy m^^ 
few hours each week. RLUS, tliorD will bo special prom^ 
';;;:tlonsThat;vif ill :Jet;you, earn; nioro'
^ There are a few routed left In the Cordova Bay aroaf also
Royal Oak and Upper Douglas, so call now and leavb^Y
^ime.
TV VIDEO STEREO LTD.
2447 BEACON AVE.








ARCHER-WEISNER TV, VIDEO, STEREO
Locally ownoii and operillad ; ): 
(tovftrnmnnt Cflriitind tochnicians




The sheet of paper each 
student carried from class to class 
was the centre of attention last 
Wednesday. With winter comes 
report cards. By the end of the 
day, faces of the student body 
varied from the excited, to those 
who would go to Mars rather 
than home!
•Munched away in no time 
were donuts by the dozen Oct. 
10. Our Quebec Exchange group 
reaped the benefits and are 
counting down the weeks before 
the trip.
•Congratulations to Tom 
Johnson who competed in the 
UVic free throw contest Nov. 6 
and scored 20-20 shots. Tom, a 
terrific basketball player, 
received a trophy, three T-shirts 
and has advanced to the finals to 
be held tomorrow' at UVic.
•Parkland swimmers recently 
held a swim-a-thon lo raise funds 
for travel purposes. Their goal 
w'as to swim as many lengths as 
possible in one hour.
•A strong feeling of 
Parkland’s student council is 
keeping the school up-to-date 
with their ideas, ventures etc. 
Through classroom: reports tw'o
or three times a month, they are 
able to do just that. Also, thanks 
to Jan Vanderlee and her ad­
vertising committee; posters seem 
to be always confronting you as a 
reminder.
•yo/j/j MacKay, your ‘pres”, 
has carried on the tradition of 
student council announcements 
each Tuesday morning, using the 
P.A. system. He has added a few 
twists though.
•There’s one definite way to 
penetrate high school students’ 
minds, even at 9 a.m. and that’s 
with a couple of (quiet) blasts of 
Aldo Nova Ozzy Osborne, or any 
hard-rocking group. The foreign 
sound awakens every student and 
John has 8700 ears tuned in. 
Then with a unique style by Mr. 
Cross, a“. . . and here’s ... 
Johnny!” stages the in­
troduction. John then fills in the 
details, enthusiastically and 
Tuesday’s first class looks a little 
brighter!
•Parkland student council is 
proud to announce the first 
payment has been made for our 
foster child. Sending money each
month we will soon hear from 
our child and w'e will be telling 
readers all about it.
•In my crystal ball I can see a 
Parkland Punkers Day for our 
punk-rockers, a Christmas 
dance, and an Air-Band com­
petition, alt on their way.
Sports scene: Parkland Was 
proud to have the senior boys’ 
and girls’ volleyball and the .swim 
team compete in Island cham­
pionships last week. Their scores 
did not make my deadline, so I’ll 
have them for next week. Good 
luck to our senior boys soccer 
who are entering Island com­
petition this w'eekend. Excellent 
work. Panthers, to place in the 
“Islands” standard.
•Our fantastic senior girls 
volleyball advanced to the 
championships as the top team 
on the lower Island, last Week. 
After defeating Belmont, Queen 
Margarets (Duncan), and 
Reynolds they earned the title as 
the champs.
•The junior boys rugby team 
played a good game Nov. 9 but 
lost to Brentwood College.
\
GOOD SELECTION - 
JEWELLERY - WATCHES - CSFTWARE
Rmfs Jewellers
2443 BEACON AVE. 656-2532





Well, our first 
examinations; are finished and 
eyefyone has breathed a huge 
sigh of relief .The second quarter 
is now underway, with staff and 
students alike welcoming the 
change.
Although Stelly’s cross country
team is small; in size, they are big 
: in enthusiasifi; Under the capable^ 
'directipni of Fraser Syme, the 
team recently competed in the 
Vancouver Island cross country
championships. The team’s 
members include Bonnie 
Kohlman, Jane Spencer, Biggi 
Lorkpwski, Rick Cracknell, Rhys 
Evans and Dan Girard. Although 
nobody made it into the B.C. 
finals, the team was reported to 
have run“as if their tails were on 
.fire”; •/'
•Tickets for Stelly’s Casino 
Night are how on sale.:On Nov. 
25 Stelly’s gymnasium will be 
transformed into a mini-Las 
Vegas with blackjack tables, 
roulette wheels, a bazaar, 
concessions, children’s games 
and a free babysitting servicewill 
be available: Admission js; $1 ; 
with pre-sold tickets being en­
tered in a draw for $150 worth of 
beef. The fun begins at 7 p.m: so 
be sure io be there!
•The junior rugby team hhb a 
good start this season by downing 
the Glenlyon squad 17-0. They 
dropped their next game against
.Claremont but morale is high and 
the team is ready for action.
•The senior boys’ soccer team 
is practising for the upcoming 
league playoffs. Spirits are high 
and I am confident they will do 
Stelly’s proud.
•On Nov. 2d, Star Crash \s 
slated for the children’s af­
ternoon film. It’s a 25th century 
space film the children are sure to 
■enjoy.
•Everyone is invited to join 
Stelly’s band Npv. 18 at 7:30 
p.m. for a night of musical 
entertainment. The show will 
include the junior and senior 
bands and will climax with a 
presentation from the stage band. 
Be sure to be there!
Stelly’s Thought For the Week: 
Novv that the rainy season iswpbrif 
Tis, think of family or friends in 
colder parts of the country — at 
least you don’t have to .shovel 
rain ...
A.H. (PAT) MURPHY
Will ScM Boards 
Survive? ^
The bitter battle 
shaping up betiweeii j 
government and 
teachers may vtfifie
The public school 
system heeds strong^ 
dele hders; I have the 
time, skills and 
commitment.






•Special programs such 
as Indian Education, 
Family Life, Alcohol and 
Drug Awareness.
•Special Education for 




Saanich School District since 1956. 
'Family,-:'




Toronto Star; Oshawa Times- 
Gazette; Irish Press (Dublin); Daily ■ 
Colonist; Sidney Review.
Community -
On boards of: Greater Victoria Public 
Library; Victoria Civic Archives 
Society; Greater Victoria Drug and 




Seniors! Handicapped in- : 
dividuals! Earn extra moneyf 
through the sale of your hand- 
crafted items at the PON Shop, f 
9781-2nd Street. Made possible : 
through a New Horizon^ grant, 
your articles will be ayailableifor 
sale to shoppers corning into the 
shop looking for “just the right 
thing’f Plea.se call 656-3511 for 
further informaiiph.;
Community Christmas Fair 
posters will soon be seen 
everywhere. Plan to take in this 
event on Dec. 4 af Sanscha Hall 
- and browse past the many gift- 
filled tables. Community groups 
and. indiyidual ailists will be 
, tlicrc.f)
iiitercsting jewellery niadc from 
local loavesV elecfroformed by: c; 
special process at a plant in 
Sooko.
' Selling at a reasonable price;
: tluisc items wbiildbtakc a uniqiic^^^ 
gift, and a card is inelutled iclling ’ 
fvhere the leaf cbines frm 
aboui an ivy pin made from an 
f ;.acijta,l ;:''Hchf''fb:fjhe''.';ra'ntbusf f 
Empress Hotel ivy?
Il was reassuring to hear that 
the service provided by ' ihc 
Cliiitlron's Hospital in yancouver 
is really great. One Sidney parent ^ 
who had to take her daughter for 
extensive testing was provided 
with freC accomodation and 
meals during the ; days her 
diuighter was in hospital and she r 
was made to feel an importani 
part of the assessment. Com- 
: lorting to know suchwerviee is 
available;
How is your Spirit^ bf3x 
: Christn)as%NX\\g coiumunity 
efibrt is getting into full swing to 
make sure that no needy family is 
withtntt''thls‘'''Chns(mas:'Tfi'4hcre''' 
anyone feadinB this wlio would 
; like to take if roiltcr bare doll and 
ii innke -a wardrobe for same?
Material and wool is available,;
: C'all 656*0134 aiidybiir '“tern* 
porary care” dolt wilf be 
delivcfCd. Th|nk of Etc Joy H will 
trring a lit t ie one op Christmas 
."morning!^^
The Rev. John Massel O.M.I., 
a f ortner:^^^^^^m to the
Gow icha n 1 nd i an s o f V ancou ve r 
Island, has returned from Peru 
where die has been a ' missionary 
for ; three
holidays in Canada he will return 
to Peril in January.
'The Saanich: Peninsula Parish 
Social;; Justice Committee has
; arranged for Massel to speak 
Nov. 18 at 7:30 p.m. at 2298 
Grove Cres. The public is invited.
Focus of the talk is“Thc 
Plight of Rural Prisoners in Latin 
America.” Discussion and 
; re fresh ments w i 11 fo 1 low v 
; M fie the guest
homilist af the Saanich Peninsula 
Parish masses Nov. 20 and 21.
)od(
rms WEEH^S SPECmi DINNER 




f SERVED WITH r f
BAKED POTATO, VEGETABLE, AND
OARIIC
2350 BEACON AVE FOR HtSkHVA1,lUNS^G56,-4115,
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(Royal Oak Middle School)
*1 ‘
ByKIMLINEKIN
Royal Oak retained possession 
of the grade six-seven soccer 
pennant by winning the soccer 
jamboree at North Saanich. They 
had a tough time against Mt. 
Newton, but won on the basis of 
better goals for and against 
record.
The team was led by the 
sparkling performance of Neil 
MacKenzie with two goals. 
Coach Dave McNeill was very 
pleased with the team’s play 
throughout the season.
•The girls’ grasshockey team, 
coached by Tibbie Adams, is off 
to their jamboree with a record of 
being undefeated. She thinks the 
girls have a really good chance of 
winning the pennant, and we 
hope she’s right!
•The band has a citrus fruit 
sale underway. Already they haye 
raised $1,400! The money goes 
towards the band trip later on in 
the year. There will also be a bake
sale where all the band students 
must bring something to be sold. 
It will take place Dec. 8 at the 
band concert.
•This year there are 100 
students in the grade seven and 
eight concert band. Last year 
there, were only 80, so Audrey 
Bailey, the band director, is 
pleased with this year’s turnout.
The grade six band is also 
doing well. There are 70 students 
in their group, which is very good 
considering it is only one grade. 
The concert band meets every 
Monday after school from 3:15 - 
4:15 p.m. This year’s band 
manager is Paul Preston.
•Judith Isles has been our 
paraprofessional for almost one 
year. She works under the name 
of Judith Rackham. She’s been 
to a college of art in England for 
three years to get a degree in fine 
arts, and now she would like to 
go back for one more year to be 
able to teach art.
At present she is preparing an 
exhibit of her work in oil 
paintings, water colours, pastels, 
pencil drawings and clay 
sculptures. Her recent success 
was doing a commemorative 
plate of the Japanese section in 
the Butchart Gardens. She also 
did the Wooden Spoon’s sign and 
stationery.
Now she is writing a children’s 
book called “Giotto the Giraffe’’ 
and she is also illustrating it. We 
wish her luck.
Ihe hoys' grade eight soccer team at ROMS has been doing well this season. Part of reason 
is goalie Walter Behisic, shown taking to the air to tip oat what would have been sure goal by 




" Portable heaters are very useful appliances that add to the | 
comfort of the homeowner. They can be used to warn) a room j 
without wasting heat in another area of the house. However, the i
very nature of their portability presents hazards not found in | 
heating appliarices that are premanently installed; i.e^^ funices, 
fireplaces, air tight stoves.
Elettric heaters plugged into normal household convenience 
outlets rhay, overload the circuit causing the breaker or fuse to 
blowf or if The} circuit is overfused, the heater may yause the 
wiring to overheat with a fire ensuing.
The maximum heater size that may be safely plugged into a 
normal convenience outlet is 1500 watts provided there is no 
other electrical load on that circuit. These heaters are easily
tipped over, or pushed against curtains and other flammable 
material and the radiant heat will cause the floor covering or 
curtain etc. to catch fire.
Kerosene heaters are especially hazardous in that the safety 
device does not always work to shut off the fuel supply in case 
. they tip over! In many of the states in the US their use has been 
prohibited due to the number of fires attributable to the 
kerosene heater.
•Do not refuel
•Do not refuel a
•I
yVr'Ol
•If you require more information contact your local fire 
department.






Dr. Cy Hampson will be 
showing two films in Sidney Nov. 
26 on behalf of the Save The 
Children Fund. Best Foot 
Forward — an introduction to 
the ways in which land animals 
travel from place to place — and 
Year’s At The Spring — a movie 
which captures in full color the 
essence of spring in western 
Canada — can be seen starting ? 
p.m. at Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall, 4th St., Sidney.
Hampson began his study of 
natural history when a small boy 
oh a farm in Alberta. He com­
pleted his doctoral degree in 
zoology at the University of 
Alberta, ■ where} he served as 
professor for 30 years: }
His spare time hds } been 
devoted tov photography,; the} 
preparation of some 300 radio 
broadcasts } and telecasts,; the 
writing of doz:ens of articles for 
}va}ripus
speaking} to groups ; on ’;m 
occasions.
He was co-founder of the 
Alberta Wildlife Foundation and 
worked extensively on Birds of 
Alberta, Mammals of Alberta 
and Alberta: A Natural History. 
He finally wrote and illustrated 
his own book for children — Into 
The Woods Beyond,
His still photographs and 
natural history films have been 
widely seen?throughout much of 
the world and Year’s at the 
}Spring has won many in- 
■ ternafiOnal awards of excellence 
Tand been viewed on television in a} 
dozen countries.
T'here will be a small pre- 
Christmas sale at the film shovv, a 
} ;silver ; collection, }and. ;refresh- 
« mehts will be served, v
PhdtbpfsnpwypwtfmftdkHv^
:Now:the:smooth}taste ipiH COMPARETHE. 
and mellow quality of ^ GREAT NEW VALUE
■OFSEAGRAM’S''.:'':-'-''^^our best-selling rye, 
^gram’s Ewe Stai^ is 
^anievcn: better buy,;;v;-
FIVE STAR At YOUR
: Joseph } Fenton of - Sidney: 
Grand Chancellor} of the 
Fraternal Order}} j Knights of 
Pythias, will make an official 
visit to Victory Lodge 63, Sidney,};; 
When the lodge convenes in 
regular convention 8 p,m. Nov.
24 in the Knights Pythias Hall.
Lodge chancellor Commander 
Bob Smith wi 11 preside at the 
meeting at which ritualistic grand 
lodge honors will be extended to 
Fenton hi recognition of his 
official capacity in 117-ycar-old 
fra t ern a 1 oi ga n i za t ion wh ic It h as 
niorc }tlian 2^000; subordinate }; 
lodges ihroughput Canada and, 
the US with 55 grand lodges Joseph Fenton
Saanich Peninsula chamber of Chamber manager Peier 
commerce plans to provide Tredgelt says Ihe idea is to
general information about ,,e,.j'o,m a public service by
•whai’s going on” and is eating a calendar of events wiih
woi'Kiiig oiv a ciilcndar of events,
They’d like service clubs, ■ inlonnation, assmmg at le 
organizations atid gtonps to call events don t clash,
the chainl)er oflice (656-3616) People phoning in will bo Khd if 
when they’re setting a date for a the date they have chosen for an
event clashes with another.
Golting married, 
nngagod} going on 
:};!}}-,hollday}orr;} 
lust raturiioti lrom a trip? Or 
liavo you had visitors slnylna 
with you? II you would llkit 
your social nows printod treo 
■ isndor lltfi Pdiiliisiilfi Pnojcilo 
hiadinp, iiisi call the odilorlal 
■■'v.-'/'/doparlmont'aT’
The Review
organised from its more than 
135,000 membership. •
; FentpiV joined the Order in 
Sidney in 1970, A Knights 
spokcsinan says he has served his ; 
own lodge capably in elected and 
appointed officer and;committee 
funcliphs. He was elected to the 
Grand Lodge in 1977 and 
progressed 10 Grand Chancellor. 
One of the main endeavors of the 
provincial leader is to advocate 
aciiviiics lor increased ; mem- 
bership in subordinate lodges:
Sidney Knights run bingo; 
;;gaiites;; TluirSday ; tiights }at the 
Knight}^ of Pythias Itall with 
proceeds’ going to; ccrehraT palsy, } 
■,;'-,!icari-';;:miid;}:;vaitcer;}''}funds'}..fai'id 
spimsoi shill of little league 
};,baseball}}"-}}-}),usli;';a'}}-few;}}bl};'thc'':;} 
. origatlizalipi)SJ;o;be;hclped.^;;;; r}^
/The} Knights Ayelcomccitquiries 




; A c a n (11 e 1 i g h I g r a d u a 110 n 
: cercmpny } was held in} Sidney 
recently for Dorothy} Teskey, 
wi t o r ctich ed lie r gOa 1 i n T O PS 
401 gioup and is now a KOP.
}■-.;} Teskhy}„K'as:' prcsciiled ■} witlii';-' a;} 
ccntficnic tiiid a red ro.se by Mrs, 
Rose CJaldwell, district ;co-} 
uidinator from Victoria, who 
was accoiitpaiiicdiby Nil's.^^^^V 
Duneaii. cainaih:, atid Mrs,' 
l:,illiaU Wicss, co-captain, all; 
members of SovMit ;yancouver 
IsUmdKOPS.
'}}}: ,T'cs k'cy’a 1 sp} rccc jy ctfgi ft s' ;,fr om}-; 
ail }1}G1'S iiicmheis and a eharitt 
;}hfacclet-offom; the' group.;-'TOT'S',;; 
401 Siduey mceis, Wediiestlays at 
:;-':7:'3() .p.m-:. iU'-hJte:;health '''cenirc'.''' 
Aiiti of the gioitp is to Takc Ofr 
.' Pounds Seusihly;',’'■}}
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Education cuts are hurting 
women teachers most
When education spending is cut, a disproportionate share of 
the burden falls on women who work as teachers, aides and 
clerical or support staff in the public school system.
Across the system, 54 per cent of teachers are women. The 
proportion is higher for part-time teachers (93 per cent), for 
temporary-contract teachers (71 per cent), and substitute 
teachers.
As well, most of the aides are female. This group has been hit 
hardest since provincial government spending controls caused 
school boards to begin slashing budgets early in 1982.
Hundreds of aides lost their jobs or had their hours of work 
reduced, some because grants from human resources weren’t 
continued.
In the Vancouver Island north school district, for example, 26 
of 40 child care workers were dropped from staff during the 
summer, and the remainder were assigned to work shorter hours 
this fall. A number of those whose jobs were eliminated have yet 
to find other work.
There are also many single mothers among several thousand 
substitute teachers abruptly thrown out of work across B.C., 
says Maxine Boag, of Victoria.
Boag, president of the Provincial Association of Substitute 
Teachers, said school boards have wiped out or drastically 
reduced budget allotments for substitutes, whose numbers she 
estimates at 5,000 to 7,000. About 80 per cent of them are 
women."
Boag said many who have relied for their living on replacing 
regular classroom teachers during absences are, or will be, 
“destitute.”
“l am supporting myself on $140 a week from unemployment 
(benefits),” Boag said, “and many of us have had to apply for 
■.welfare.” ■ .'
Substitutes are qualified teachers who, until this fall, were 
hired as the need arose. They were paid about 60 per cent of the 
daily rate they would have earned as regular staff, and had no 
benefits or job security. But at least they could look forward to 
enough work to make ends meet:
Most school boards now expect administrators or other staff 
teachers to cover classes when the regular teacher is absent, 
usually because of illness. But Boag predicts that teachers will be 
reluctant to take sick leave and will appear at school whenever 
they can, “rather than burden their overworked colleagues with 
extra responsibilities:”
And that will contribute to increased teacher stress, a factor 
harder to measure than lost jobs and reduced earnings but no 
less real.
Clerks, secretaries, custodial staff, teacher aides and teachers 
have been under the gun for mbnthslsince the government’s: 
controls began lo unfold. Recently, each week has brought fresh 
reports and rumors about the consequences of cutbacks an­
nounced and yet to come.
There is evidence, too, that even before the spending cuts were 
ordered, women teachers already had more than their share of
"vstressh.. ’ .... ■■■--■■■■■ . . . . .. '■•'■■■ ■■- . .. . -•'■'=■-
women teachers, who face the same day-to-day living expenses 
as men but earn less money.
According to 1981 figures from the education ministry’s data 
services branch, women teachers are paid, on average, $3,662 . 
less than their male colleagues.
There are several reasons. Women hold fewer university 
degrees, because they are more likely to have interrupted their 
professional training to support a spouse completing his own 
degree. Women also hold far fewer administrtive posts, which 
carry higher rates of pay. And women are more likely to in­
terrupt their studies or their teaching careers to parent.
Though seven of every 10 elementary teachers are female, 
fewer than one in eight elementary principals are women. At the 
secondary level, where male teachers predominate, only about 
two per cent of principals are female.
Female administrators appear highly vulnerable when cost­
cutting measures are forced upon school boards, because their 
appointments tend to be in small schools that are the first to face 
the chop. When the Alberni school district decided to close five 
elementary schools last June under the first round of provincial 
cutbacks, two of the five displaced principals were women.
Women teachers also found themselves highly visible targets 
this fall as several school districts decided to issue termination 
notices that would have reduced library services and courses in 
music, art, drama and home economics.
The government’s Bill 89 later blocked termination this fall, 
but teachers who received notices can expect to be the first to go 
next time.









The Coming Years are going to provide many difficult challenges 
to those involved in the Municipal Governments of the Saanich 
Peninsula; such as:-
“Increasing demands for public serviqes as a result of our increasing popula­
tion
•Pressures for zoning changes and removal of land from the ALR 
•Encroachment on our fragile environment
•Management of personnel and financial resources at a time of high inflation 
and high unemployment.
These challenges necessitate careful, thoughtful decision making. We should 
try, therefore, to elect those who are prepared to manage the issues sensibly 
and intelligently, taking into account the needs and interests of all the citizens 
of the municipality.
If you share these concerns -— Vote for someone who can continue to meet the 
challenges of the future.
¥OTE : ■
■ A fact sheet prepared by the B.C. Teachers’ {federation Status 
of Women Committee shows that elementary teachers — 70 per 
cent of whom arc women — have larger classes and less 
preparation time than secondary teachers, the majority of whom
are men.
And when the government moved Sept. 28 to legislate pay cuts 
for all school board emplbyeesy it struck aiheavi^Cblpw against;
Diplomatic Passpbrl; More 
Undiplomatic Diaries, 1946'1962 
byiCharies RitctiieT'lT 
::::;.;:By,MARY,KlERANS 
The subtitle of this entertaining 
diary ' is somewhat incorrect. 
Charles Ritchie was a Canadian 
diplomat of distinction for 40 
years, and he says his diary was
Ikjok'eliat
far more than it was with the 
diplomacy he practised on behalf 
of his country. True enough. But 
this diary is very diplomatic for 
the most part in its comments on 
people. There arc few villains in 
Ritchie's fp48^s. Even the 
^politicians receive praise with an 
occasional tart slap or two; as at 
; ‘ Sidney Smith, the Ill-fated 
; secretary of state for exicrhal " 
a fiai rs in the Die fen baker'
■ -■ :govcrn'mcnt.f"■'■■-;"
If these arc diplomatic diariesv 
howeyerf they arc also very gp^ 
ones, as interesting and funny as 
the two earlier volumes Ritcirie
for exajhple, itfc 
i rurninatidns on f he erotic e ff'ectsT 
of train travel, the superficiaiity
of Malraux, the thrill of having 
Greta Garbo ask you to pass the 
salt, and the- pleasures of T 
pressuring UN? delegates : from j 
obscure countries to cd-spohsor 
your nations rcsblutions.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ .
Ritchie is urbane and 
cultivated always, a riian often 
uncomfortable with the 
preposterous mouthings of 
platitudes that his work obliges 
flim to do.;,'"
Here we can sce former prime 
minister St. Laurent standing 
without his pants in blew Delhi, " 
paiicnily waiting for a suhstiiufre 
pair to be produced so he can 
attend :Nchnt’s ;diniicr: in 
lionour.
:;';--;l-lerex'X:t,po;;'"’'"ix'^';'"Dag,''GH,am-;',':
mtifskjbld 'Xhinching w 
::chie!s:::'.fricrKJ, .V'i,!ief;.;AnBlO“lrishb,l 
Movelist Elizabeth Bowen, and 10;^^ 
liiS siitpriSe being charmed. The^"^ 
cast of charactG's is lascinating,f': 
and the prose beguiling.
Diplomaiic Passport is 
available i Ihrdngh cli her the 
'';S,idney-N<Vrt,lf;f;;^;Saa'nich'G^■ ;Or 





more like the ones we used to know
: 1.; Return bus Iransporlalibn.Tronr Sidney.or Brenlwood to a"
2. :.In-transit snacks, fun and entertainment. ' , '
3. A big old fasliioned bonfire, weiner mast and liot chocolate at the tree farm,
4. Your choice:ot.on|ot the thou of cultured or natural spruce, pine or fir Christmas trees on the farm,
5. Possibility of a:ride in an old Tashioned iiiorse drawn sleigh or buggy. dSdam limitations on usiedf horse .and sioigh/buggy,)
6. : A lot of Old Fashiondd-Furi,Xmayhe eyen SNOW
(Please riolC: .jnereasebr: seat.)
Sidney — 656-5561 
Breri fvvqod —- 652-3981
(Resefye Npty --" Tickets will be
X ('lO%. discounf lor groups qi 25,orximro people) ,,
travel
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Siebner exhibition
An exhibition of Eroscapes, 
paintings by Herbert Siebner, will 
be held at 1 - 9 p.m. Nov. 21 at 
the Backroom Gallery, 2070 Oak 
Bay Ave. The show continues 1 - 
6 p.m. through Dec. 12, Tuesday 
to Sunday.
A painter, muralist and 
printmaker, Siebner was born
1925 in Stettin, Germany. He 
came to Canada in 1954 and 
taught at various universities.
He’s produced more than 80 
one-man shows in Berlin, 
Milano, Lugano, Montreal, 
Toronto, Charlottetown, 
and has won awards for painting, 




Lois Walsh and Dr. Drmid 
Bingham, candidates to represent 
North Saanich on Saanich school 
board, take opposite views 
regarding the cost of education in 
Saanich.
Speaking to an all-candidates 
meeting at Sidney elementary 
school Wednesday, Walsh 
quoted a cost of $3,405 per 
student as an indication of the 
present board’s concern spending 
—- since the provincial average is 
$3,640.
In a printed statement handed 
out at the meeting Bingham 
quoted a slightly lower figure, for 
Saanich costs, $3,358 — but to 
him it was an example of an 
“enormous increase,” with costs
234 per cent higher in 1980-81 
than in 1970-71.
In that 10 years, Bingham’s 
paper showed the number of 
puplis in B.C. dropped more than 
4,000, but the number of teachers 
increased almost 7,000 and 
education costs more than 
trippled, from $516 million to 
$1,695 million.
Walsh has been a board 
member for 10 years, including 
twoyears as chairman. She said 
that her prime concern was the 
quality of education, and pointed 
out that Saanich students score 
above the provincial norm. She 
endorsed a renewed stress on 
fundamentals.
Ask why few Saanich students 
go on to higher education, she
said the questioner was mistaken, 
many do.
Bingham said universities 
‘‘should be places of excellence,” 
not for average students. He 
advocated cutting education costs 
by doing away with courses such 
as textiles, foods, accounting, 
consumerism, and woodwork, 
and concentrating on basic 
subjects.
When he was professor of 
surgery at Queen’s University, he 
said, 30 per cent of students 
entering the Arts faculty could 
not spell or write an essay.
He favored additional 
languages, such as German, 
Russian, Spanish and .Japanese, 
but said that French immersion 
‘‘is not a very wise course.”
Ask how she would cut 
educational costs, Walsh said she 
had not suggested cutting them, 
that more cuts would lower the 
quality of education. She did not 
advocate any new programs, and 
said that while some courses can 
be handled in large classes, 
additional languages would 
probably be very expensive 
because there would be few 
pupils in each class.
To a questioner who asked if 
teachers’ salary levels are more 
important than the level of 
education of the children she 
pointed out that the board does 
not dictate wages, the staff has 
the right to negotiate and then go 
to arbitration.
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Two Central Saanich men were 
arrested shortly after 3 a.m. 
Friday in connection with two 
separate incidents of discharging 
a firearm.
Central Saanich police 
responded to a call reporting two 
gun shots at a residence on East 
Saanich Rd. A car sped away 
before police arrived and minutes 
later several more shots were 
fired on the Royal Oak overpass. 
Police stopped a car and arrested
two men in possession of a .303 
rifle/.^
No one was injured and it is 
not known what they were 
shooting at if anything at all. 
Charges are pending.
Police were called to in­
vestigate several broken windows 
at Brownies Recipe Fried Chi­
cken in Brentwood Sunday 
morning. The damage occured 
between 8:30 p.m. Saturday and 
9 a.m. Sunday. Two young adults
were picked up and questioned. 
Charges are pending.
A motorcyclist was taken to 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital by 
ambulance Saturday afternoon, 
when the motorcycle he was 
riding jumped off a 25-foot dirt 
bank. Grant Hopkins of Scott 
St., Victoria, was riding his dirt- 
bike in Butlers Pit on Keating 
Gross Rd. when the accident 
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I in the November wind, the: world of nature 
around us serves its annual notice that death is ; 
i an unavoidable fact; ot :liJe7 Nature 
I enactment of our life: “Fall-back and Spring- 
I alive.’’ It reminds us of our own death and
“i| 11:00 a.m.........Communion ||| reSUrreCtiOR.
(Sunday School
&Nursery)|| We are in need of such “wintry kind of 
lilii A very, warm welcome awaits, ■ fill Spirituality. The time is ripe tor a song of hope
amid the backdrop of a depressed recession. We 
I need to know God Himself who does not dodge 
IS the hard and the dark sides of life. When we go 
SLIIMETT S through long stretches of it, we need to hear the 
^Ei^OillAL ^ Good News — which is cherished as truly Good
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News in the midst of bad situations.
“Sing aloud with gladness . . . proclaim, give 
praisel and say, ‘The Lord has saved His^^^ p 
pie’.’ ’ (Jeremiah:30
There are no':easy asnwers to the^ realities of life. 
NpTanaount of tposjt!^^ 
smilesT nompromises of: prdspe 
that \ve \Afili be a^wihneiare going to 
times’ ’ go away. But tbe Prophet Jeremiah sees,; 
a future tor a conquered end defeated people 
Who are returning to their home land; “The Lord 
HAS saved His people.’’ It is not a;cheap grace 
that produces Jeremiah’s song, but the way of 
the cross. A remnant, ‘ ‘the leftovers’ ’ of God’s 
;People are rescued.
, \A/e, loo, want; sornedne vyh^ arid
^baclW Sonneohe Whd has;khpwn;cri 
:'ruin ; firsthandv :
"something heW and :vital out of'life itself.^^J^ 
Christ, God’s Son;and God’s Mah^ is;for^:s^
A Sidney man was arrested 
Friday after returning to the 
scene of the crime and in 
possession of approximately $700 
in cash which it was charged he 
had stolen from a car parked at 
Canoe Cove the day before.
Gavin Lewis, 20, entered the 
car without force and snatched 
the cash along with $2,000 in 
credit card receipts. Apparently 
finding no real value in the 
reciepts; he disposed of them by 
throwing them into the bay. They 
have since beert; recovered by an 
RCMP dive team near Canoe 
Cove, Marinav:: ■
RCMP Suspect the theft oc­
curred between 6 p.m. Thursday 
and 10:15 a.m. Friday.
Lewis is presently being 
charged for theft over $200, , 
possession of stolen property and 
( breach of probation.
In other police news:
The Quarter Deck restaurant 
and Van Isle Marina office, both 
of 2320 Harbour Rd., Sidney, 
were broken into Saturday. The 
culprits entered the' premises by 
, i shattering a'glass door and made 
off with a small amount of 
money and food. They are also 
believed to have stolen a green 
1964 Pontiac and used it in their 
get-away.
The car, stolen from Van Isle 
Marina parking lot, was 
recovered .the: same day in,; the 
Deep Cove area.
a
theft of a red 1^2 “W Van 
stolen Nov. 11 from the parking 
lot at the Royal Canadian 
Legion, Mills Rd. The keys \vere 
left in the van at the time of the
Sidney Hardware, 2411 Beacon 
Ave., V has reported a possible 
theft of $1 ;000. The money went 
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The Town ? of Sidney has 
received lltc first doiiaiion: fropi 
mbrehants on the south" side of; 
he ii c 6 n A v c. Iowa r d s
ibeautification of the Landmark 
Building, Hbtet^^ S 
Denis PaRuettevitas iconiributed 
;$3,000 towatds tlte cost p
dergrounJ“viniig, new
I street lights, and plaitiers.
^ have
indicated they will partidpaic in 
the costs include Don Hay, 
Sidney:::; Bakery; Murray 
Christian, Island Furniture Mart; 
and Hon Low, Sidney Stiper-
t
Also kicking in funds with 
Landmark owner Ron Tidmari -"- 
B.C’ Hydro, B.(I1. Tel and:the 
’:Town,of Sidney.'Li'':: T' 
It’s hoped bthcr mcrchants on 
Bcacoti Avenue will follow suit 
when the downtown 
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The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrew’s' 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney,* 
on the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. New 
members or visitors warmly
welcomed.
discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets the second and fourth 
Thursdays at 8 p.m. in Shady: 
Creek United Church Hall, 7184 
East Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in or call 656-5537.
' Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Wednesday each month, 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. in Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more information 
clal co-ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.
Discovery Toastmistress is 
taking applications for mem­
bership. Meetings monthly focus 
on self-improvement, self- 
confidence and leadership skills. 
For more information call Lea 
King at 652-3114.
You can help, the Salvation 
Army needs clothing, household 
articles, appliances and furniture 
for its rehabilitation program. 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Low range voices wanted by 
Sidney Prospective Chapter of 
Sweet Adelines. If you like 
barbershop-style singing, feel 
welcome to join this friendly 
group most Mondays at 7:30 
p.m.^ at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hall on Mills Road. For 
more information call 656-5301 
Vor 656-7828.'
Can we help you? Call the 
Community Gbunseliing Centrei ; 
9813-5th St., Sidney, 24-hour 
answering service. Call 656-1247.
Let’s raise funds together at 
the PCA Community Christmas 
Fair Deic. 4 at Sanscha Hall. Non­
profit groups may reserve tables 
by calling 656-0134.
Women’s Support Group. A 
discussion group for women 
dealing with their current needs. 
Newcomers welcome Thursday 
mornings at 10 a.m., in the
A Christmas Craft Fair at 
UVic will be held Nov. 19, 20, 21 
in the east-west lounge. Siucient 
Union Building. Friday, noon-9 
p.m., Saturday and Sunday 10 
a.m.-6 p.m. Admission 25 cents, 
proceeds lo the Council for 
Exceptional Children.
Tillicum Lodge plans a 
Christmas tea and sale, featuring 
handicrafts made by residents, 2 - 
4 p.m. Nov. 20 at Tillicum 
Lodge, 4481 Interurban Road.
Victoria Handweavers and 
Spinners Guild plan an exhibition 
and sale noon to 7:30 p.m. Nov. 
26 and 27 at McPherson 
P1 a y h o u s e mezzanine. 
Demonstrations, fashion show, 
raffles. Admission free.
Pregnant and wondering what 
the future holds for you? Sidney 
Community Health Service 
offices of the Capital Regional 
District can help you. Join us and 
other couples in a comfortabic 
atmosphere of learning Through 
films, slides, discussiohs ■ and 
^exercises. Register now. In 
Sidney call 656T 188 ; ^
Attention L.ady Bowlers. Any 
Jadies wishingTto bowl in the 
Ladies’ League at Miracle Lanes 
oh St^d ' St., Sidney, Tuesday 
morning or- afternoon. Please 
contact:: Judy Sjerven j 652-4275 
or Pam Van Ness, 656-4980.
. Industrial and other St. lohh; 
i ^AmbulauceT first ; a 
available for registration. Call 
388-5505.
Sidney Twirlers and Drum
:Takh;TlessdnsT TU:
riie Saanich Peninsula
I oaslmasters Club now meets at 
7:30 p.m. Tuesday evenings at 
Central Saanich municipal hall, 
1903 Mount Newton.
Animal Crusaders annual 
Christmas bazaar will be held at
II a.m. - 2:30 p.m. Nov. 13 in 
Fairfield United Church Hall, 
1303 Fairfield. Handicrafts, 
home baking and a light lunch. 
All welcome.
St. Michaels University School 
Christmas bouticiue and bake 
sale will be held 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Nov. 20 at the Barker Library, 
3400 Richmond.
The Victoria and Vancouver 
Island Multiple Sclerosis Society 
in co-operation with Victoria 
Cableyision has produced a film 
that takes a light look at the 
frustrations of living and coping 
with , MS. I Try, To Laugh 
Everyday will be shown on cable 
10 8 p.m. Nov. 19 and 4 p.m. 
:'Nov.T2F
Meet new friends, singles and 
couples, and learn to Tqiiare 
dance cyery Wednesday.; ■ 
Spares’n : Pairs Square Dance 
:vChib,;Gall652-5524.i:T';F'v''3;'vi-.:'''-';':,-
Is overeating creating problem^ 
i n y bur : 1 i f e ? ; C) v e r e a t e r s
■ Aiionymous can help you! Nb- 
J dues.; ,no. syeighing. Meetings are 
O'hursdays at 8 p.m., ai 97S8-2nd 
St., Sidney. Phone 656-3674.
The .second annual Christmas 
Craft Fair will be held in the 
C.'rysial Gardens Nov. 29 - Dec. 2, 
10 a.m. - 9 p.m. It's the largest
Community Counselling Centre, elementary school from 6 p.m.
__  ' TlVnr^H:^ v<:9813-5th Street, Sidney. For Thursdays. For mbrOy^^^^^
more information call 656-1247. :<
St. Stephen’s ACW fall tea and 
bazaar will be held Nov. 20 in the 
church hall on Mount Newton 
Cross Road. Home baking, 
plants, treasures from an estate, 
and an all-.sorts stall. Tea. $1.25. ^
Speak F rcnch and want to keep 
conversational skills? Toast-T 
masters En FrancaiS mebts ! 
Thursday evenings 7:30 to 9:30 
p.m. For more information call 
598-3729 or 598:1316.,
Save The Children fund , 
Christmas cards are on sale nbw T 
at Tthe Jumping/ M 
Store, 2456 Beacon Ay(;., Sidneyi
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
(STAG) located at 2304 Oakville 
St., behind Sanscha Hall 
grounds, Ts open lb Saanich 
Peninsula youth aged 13 - 18 
years. Clubhouse winter hours 
arc 7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Mondays, 
Tuesdays, Thursdays and 7 - 11
p.m, Saturdays. T/ G
Floor hockey at Sidney 
clemenlary school gym takes 
place 7 9 pint, W
SpeciaLactiNtties and events arcT 
planned on a monthly basis. All 
aciiviiics are fiee and no 
rcgisiraiion is required. Pareui 
/ and lech enquiries welcqine, For 
' more i n I orinai ion3 ca 11 I lie I’C A ;
offibc al 65j6;-OI34 or 
3 piekTtp alprdgraht at 9^
St reel
,\ll nge.n welcome to table 
i ten his; af: Br’eiil wood element ary f 
school, i!7;30 :'; 9i3(l pT 
days. More ihfV)ntiatibh 652'458dT 
oftol53l.
\r:T''Cnslno:Night; and''; Baitaar::; will-: 
be held 7 - 1() pint. Nov, 2^ hf 
Sicily’s school. Games of chance, 
white elephant stall, eonee.ssions, 
cltildren’s ganies, tactile en­
vironment, free babysitting, door 
prizes. Sl froin siudcnls or af Ihe: 
door.
';A: fall'fair ^ will W held 
8;3() p.m. Nov. 18 af Bfentwood 
' elementary schobl, 7085 Wallace! 
Drive.;: Concession ■:Stand,:hi’aBs, 
^:;!"platits,'';',j3akiiigv'3bqqU',!;'',record,!; 
gift ideas; raffles, Tgantes for 
-yoimgsierkof all'agesv- 
T'-;n:A\ Chrislmas'::;salc,;,oF:paiiery,:!r 
s 10 If c w a r c ::y!, a n d'V;,.;po'r ce 1 a i 11 
3:' feai»rihB!!l1t'h;:!;w(h‘k3:;d'f';;!M !‘'' 
Mooney, V MaMei -Gneye and 
..'.3 Saitdy; Ock weli/'and ^Weaving Tiy;:;. 
Deep Cdve AVeavcrs will be held 
10 a.m. -‘5 p.m. Nov319 and 20 ' 
t af Su John’s Church , 10990 West
formation call 656-6098,
The Peninsula Group Singers 
welcomes new members. If you 
like to sing or would like lo learn 
to read music with a friendly 
group of people join thetn 
Tuesday evenings al 7:30 p.in. in 
the Legion} Hall on Mills Road. 
No audition rcqtiifed.3 For more 
information call 656-33663
Don’t throw away your old 
3 catalogues, : calendars,; pbstersf 
Th c mental ly h a n d i ca pi?ecl
3 ' residents of Glendale T-odge: 
• 3 chjby looking at ihcih; and hsing3 
3 the pictures Tor ; wall decorafiphs 
and crafts. For more ih formation 
call 479-7101, local 239.
The Peninsula Disarmaihcnl 
Group meets regularly. To help 
us, join us or jtist for information 
'3,;:call 656-4842.: .-:;''::::''::::'3,3;3:-.::3.;'
Sidney Activity Centre, 
sponsored hy CMHA and the 
community,,meets Mondays TO 
;v; a.m. -:; 1 '/ p.m.:: in Margaret 
Vuttghaii Bircli Hall, 3 11 au- 
'' dicrafls,
|•cc^cation, light lunch -aiid an 
;3:-!bpporUniii'y3U):uiecl;;;c)ihers.':J'br'; 
;v more/'informalioh / call}652- \483
;3;;33'!ifter36;'';;p.iif.'3 o'r,;:'658^-54t 4'"'-wcekr/
indoor craft fair on Vancouver 
ishtiul \silli more, than iOO 
pi ofessioiial B.C.- artisans 
contributing. Admission $1 fora 
four-day pass.
A weekly drop-in for women 
who have been sexually assaulted/ 
and for women supi)ortivc to 
those assaulted will be held 7 - 9 
/3pnh./3 lTov./ J O;' and :Cvbfy:''WedT
nesday i hereafter at the Women’s
;; Scxiial3::/; Assault;,; Centre; ! TQ45 
/TTiKieh ''AA>C;,//T'Jie;;Ccntfe’s 
, / com ihg ,;/;c:ris is /1 i nc;TT rain i ng 
.::pi;()grain: stiifts: ’7:30 / -: 10: p.m. 
TNov/'/O,, j6,! 23',/30,/Dcc. }7 ;'aiKf 
/Dec. 11 9 a.m. - 4 i).m.
Th
Festival will be held April 21 -; 
;! May 9,1983, and Tlic syllabus is, 
available now free of clmrgc at/ 
3 ihc; Victoria Conservatory: , bf 
Music, U Vic’s iiVusic department,
: Nelson’s Music Centre and 
Bcinie ITiiicr Music, Deadline 
3 Tor cut i‘ies is; J jin22, 1983.
St. David By the Sea Anglican 
/ Clnireli, 3 5186 Cordova Bay 
Komi, is holding a lalf fair and 
/bazaar 10 a.iii. > 4 p.nv. Nov; 20 
wiili aiiramioiis whieii include a 
flower, iintingiug contest,door 
; pii/c, home baking, books, 
('In isimas and lumdicrttfls table,
';,':/'iil,'kcfs.$i;;.;yMl welcome./;;,;/■/,;;:'3;‘:
The Victoria Society of ArtLsts
will present an exhibition of arts 
and crafts Nov. 28 in Holyrood 
House, 2315 Blanshard. Featured 
by society members — oils, 
acrylics, pastels and watercolors. 
Also crafts, pottery, ceramics, 
flower arranging, stained glass, 
stuffed toys, petit point, 
jewellery and lapidary by local 
artisans.
Sidney Foursquare Church —
children’s church and morning 
worship is held 10:30 a.m.
Four Seasons Musical Theatre 
third annual gigantic book sale 
takes place Jan. 29 and 30 at 
Crystal Garden. Donations of 
hardcover and records arc being 
taken now. Call 385-3424 for free 
pickup.
The Victoria Parents of Twins 
and Triplets Association plan a 
used clothing and equipment sale 
10 a.m. - 1 p.m. Nov. 27 at 
Garden City United Church, 
4054 Carey Road. A good 
selection of children’s clothes and 
toys at reasonable prices. Cash 
sales onlv. More information call 
478-7732.
The Victoria Flower 
Arrangers’ Guild will be 
displaying Christmas 
arrangement ideas 1 - 9 p.m. 
Nov. 26 and 11 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Nov. 27 at First United Church 
hall, 932 Balmoral.
North and South Saanich 
Agricultural Society’s 10th 
annual hobby show and 
Christmas sale takes place 10 
a.m. - 5 p.m. Nov. 20 and 21 at 
Saanichton Fairgrounds. For 
more details call 652-2250 any 
time or 652-3314 Tuesdays: and 
Fridays, 10 a.m /- 4 p.m; ;
A fall bazaar and tea is set for
2 - 4 p.m. Nov. 20 at Shady Greek 
3 Church. Baking, crafts, plants
and more. All welcome.
/' 33;A3/Christmas/ strawberry;' tea' 
will be held 2:30 - 4 p.m. Dec. 2 
at Rest Haven Lodge, 2281 Mills 
Rbad, Sidney . There /will also be 
a gift/and bake sale. The event is 
/sponsored by the women’s/ 
auxiliary.
;.';:3;'T Dance;/■ to'/3'a';;//Iive/3''band;//— 
Parkland’s Stage Band — at the 
Knights of Pythias Hall. Evening 
starts 8:30 p.m. Dec. 4, for 
tickets call 656-4532.'
A multi-family flea market will 
be held 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Dec. 4 at 
Sh- -Stephen’s -Church Hall, 
Mount Newton Cro.ss Road, 
Saanichton. Featured - crafts, 
nearly new clothing, housewares, 
jewellery, china and crystal. 
Proceeds go to the church hall 
extension. Admission 25 cents, 
refreshments, all welcome. 
"/,;3';!Cortlova ;:.Bay ;/Pre-Schbol /has3
3 openings/ in the three-year-old 
/ class /Tuesday 3 and Thursday
niorninga. Greative3 play 3 and 
social interaction in a;: 1 
/enyirohmenL/ For nioreTin- 
/Tbrniation/call Kelly at 658-8467 
or Pat at 658-5027.
Make yourself a Christinas 
pre.sent ~ join Central Saanich 
Recreation Dcparlmcnt’.s ladies 
3 aerobics classes Monday through 
/fhu rsday cvenirigs 7 - g p.nl. 













*Art * Indian Craft
COR. WEST SAANICH & KEATING X RD. 
OPEN 9:30 - 5:00 DAILY
■Sdjely and 
(djinmercidl Snpphes
j We have a wide variety of quality products for your needs ■.




;/ Oneofoui/Sales Repres^talives will he [ileased to discuss the above and many: 
* /;mbro.products that we handle with you.
Please leel free to call anytime
?3'i'
A lil V ISION OF IlI.ANHV rKK M IN ALS LI MrriT)
Saanicit Roail,
AOUATIEL PET SHOP 056-3314
Your Pot's Happlnoss is Our Business
CANADA SAFEWAY/
(T'!<!!!!''V//!,3/;/f!l;voi'ything!yoU;wantTro'm,,a''Storo':/!'';;''^^






HAMMER a LAST! 3 3 056-5115
3'3/';3 3;'''3.ShoQ;S( 'nopt/Ropair';': '"/T/i '/'T.':;/
KEV'S BOOGIE SOUND CENTRE




Gome Gel a Heal Meal
NOROfTOWN
Com Lrjundiy ■ Dry Cleaninfj |
; HOfllNSON’S 6546-4414 |
Voui lumiiy Gluiu |




■ T'SHIRTS UNLIMITED C5G-7044
......
W' \ " -.1
■: /: vhi'V,:; W ’■ : ''^ //:'' Dosjigriod While You Wail
;3 /';^'/;^’'’/j
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BATHROOM TISSUE 3 ..
BEE CEE
89 YORK ROMANO BEANS ORBRUSSELS SPROUTS 3.7.3.
ROYAL
INSTANT PyOOlHO ..g
SUPER SOAP C*! Cld














KRAFT CRACKER BARREL OLD 
CARHATIONINSTANT^ :.;


















PROCESS CH EESE SINGLE THINS soog.........
VALLEY FARM
FHEHClFilESi..........:...........^


















pi ^ if. 






CHEESE Will s.og v.
1.36 kg/3 ib...............
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Marina Park. One bedroom suite. 
Adult Oriented Complex. Elevator. 
Games Room. Nice view from large 
balcony. Marina on your doorstep. 





One Bedroom Townhouse, attractive 
livingroom with fireplace. Patio. Five 
appliances included in the asking 
price. Located near marinas, bus, 
store. '
ON THIRD STREET 
REDUCED FROM 
_ ^64,900 to $59,900 ;
Only 3 blocks from Beacon Ave. 2 
Bedroom; 2 Full Baths; Stove, Fridge 
and Dishwasher included in asking 
price. Elevator - Swirl Pool - Sauna - 
Workshop - Games Room / Plus a 
Garden Spot. With $20,000 down 





Beautiful 2.2 acres graced by a 
superb home with 3100 sq. ft. of 
gracious living. This home is a bank 
sale and priced at $199,500 is well 
under replacement cost. No land­
scaping needed, lawns and natural 
setting with plenty of sun. Call me for 
more information.
KAREL DROST
656-2427 Res. 656-0131 off.
SIDNEY
New Condominium
Fridge, stove, dishwasher, fireplace, 
drapes. Adults only, no pets. 
References and lease required. 1 & 2 
bedroom units. $475-575 per month. 
656-4066.
HELP WANTED to manage small 
apartment block, 22 units. Retired 
handy-man couple only. 478-8493. 979- 
46
CHOIR DIRECTORDiJOrganist, Gordon 
United Church, Langford, New Year. 
478-5642 after4 p.m.or385-9673. 969- 
46
BEACON AVE.
1,100 sq. ft. Rental $965 per month. 
656-3226 days 
656-2358 evenings. tfn
RETIRED GENTLEMAN, non smoker, 
non drinker requires an attractive 
unattached congenial house­
keeper/companion under fifty for a good ■ 
home in Sidney. Driver's license 
beneficial. Thank you. 656-0271. 968-48
INSULATE NOW
Save on heat, get the government 
grant and be surprised about YOUR 
COST. Call tor the expert.
S.Q.S. Construction Ltd. 
656-3317
•1/
RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER available 
evenings and weekends. 652-4890, ask 
for Margo. 1042-47
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES prepared 
and typed. S8 - $10. Good results. Call 
656-4961, home; or 656-5246 
messages. 1026-46
PAINTING. 25 years experience. 
Interior, exterior, papering, renovations, 
patios, cleaning gutters and basements. 
Free estimates. 652-2176 175-47
WILL BABYSIT in my home, Sidney area, 
Monday to Friday, mornings or af­
ternoons, children 0 to 18 months, very 
reliable. Call 656-0091. 1061-46
MOTHER OF 2 looking for responsible 
person to babysit 3 times a week. 5 to 6 
hours per time. 656-4962. 1059-46
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING.
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 after 5 
p.ni. tf
WILL PROVIDE responsible, loving 
daycare for child over three years. 
Playmate, nutritious snacks, country 
atmosphere, playroom. Ardmore, area, 
Sidney. 656-6113. 1033-46
LOW DOWN PAYMENT
Great assumable mortgage; on this 2 
B.R. home. This home could be yours 
for approx. $650 or less per mo. Call;
HEATHER BARNARD 
652-496 res:
BRENTWOOD BAY, furnished units. 
Kitchenettes, dishes, cable TV. Free 




CALL M.M. TUBB CARPENTRY SER­
VICES at 656-3460, for your 
renovations, repairs, basement finishing 
andalterations. NO JOBTOOSMALL. 
668-46




2395 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
SIDNEY, SAILVIEW, 2 Br townhome, 
Dec. 1. 5 appliances, I'/z baths,
fireplace, $540. per month. 656-0649 
after 7 p.m. 861-46
PRIME RETAIL SPACE, up to 1,200 sq. 
ft. in shopping plaza. Lots of off-street 
parking. 656-7737 or 656-7053 
evenings. ' 910-47
ROBERTS BAY SEAVIEW
Attractive custom built: 6 year old 3: 
bedroom home,:, with an /extra 
bedroom plus bath and .family . room 
; down.: Asking ;$109,900.;: :
Call KAI JACOBSEN 
656-0911 or 656-2257
T pallors
LARGE BED-SITTING room, Parker Ave. 
W/W, beautifully furnished, fireplace, 
piano, share separate kitchen, bathroom 
with 2 female non-smoking students. 






Good workmanship at reasonable 
prices. Also ;—^ excellent crews 
available for larger jobs. New 
lawns a specialty.
656-9391
CHAIN SAW WORK wanted. Very 
reasonable. Please phone 656-1358 
after5 p.m. 917-47
Young man learning gun smithing and
taxidermy, will repair or restore guns, 
reasonable rates. Will do odd jobs in 
tradefor guns, any condition. 652-0448. 
814-48
REGISTERED DAYCARE mother will 
babysit, my home, Saanichton. Non 
smoker, $2.00/hr., lunch included. 652- 
0787. 920-47
Serwices
TYPING, my home. Edit reports, 
manuscripts, etc. Reasonable rates. 
656-4564. 694-40n83
WILL BABYSIT in my home, Mon. thru 
Fri.Age2 and up.656-1941. 957-47
SIDNEY BOOKKEEPING and Computer 
Services. 656-0159 or 384-8075, pager 
#1513. 791-50
SEAVIEW
3 Bedroom 2 Bathroom two level ran­
cher on an easy care half acre lot on 
Seabreeze off Landsend. Road Im­
mediate possession. $195,000.
Bright single level rancher; 3 
bedrooms, 2: ' bathrooms; double 
'garage : 'Vvith/ one/half: : heated: ; as; 
workshop area;: Immaculate/LpcaTed 
ori Searnount Close off Seabrbok and 
Stellys:/$105,000/ //:/^:;: /
Single Level bungalow on sunny bail 
acre at south end of Bexley Terrace . 3 
bedrooms,/ 1V^: baths,: ReC; Room,, 
Family room,; greenhouse, pool, are 
some/ of the : features included.^ 
$119,500.'':/:
Est7l912i
SIDNEY PROFESSIONAL building, office 
space for rent, Reasonable, suit medical, 
accountant, lawyer, etc. Call Gerry 
Finnigan, 656-0747. 962-47
LARGE FURNISHED ROQM for single
working male, area E. Saanich Rd. and 
Stelly’s X Rd. $160.00. 652:0243. 994-
'46':,






MAJOR APPLIANCES repaired by 
professional serviceman. Microwave 
testing for radiation leaks.T0% discount 
for seniors. : Sidney Electric, Gerry 
Evans.656-0449. ' /:964-51
BOOKKEEPING, all aspects including 
financial statement. Reasonable rates. 
Will pick-upand deliver. 656-6596. 989-
,48,..
RESPONSIBLE young girl looking for 
■ housecleaning or babysitting jobs. 656- 
505 9 , ask for Tammy.; 951-46
Contractors
SIDE X SIDE, quiet,/convenient, 
/residential area . 3 bedroomsv l V^ baths,/ 
available Dec. 15th, $550.00 per month.




•Mircowave testing lor radiation leaks.; 
• t07o discount lor seniors ,
QUALITY GUARANTEED. : Atll types Of 
/ masonery: work, references and free 
/ estimates. Don, 656-4939. : / 950-48
:49
E X P E R1E N C E D CA R RENTE R,
renovations, add itiohs,: framing/ 
finishing, sun decks, fences. Reasonable 










Member/ Victoria: M.L:s.: 
///-////: 656-1154
SIDNEY : AREA.: 1 Br,? cottage. Stpve, 
fridge,: etc/ included./: $240/ Available /: 
Dec. 1. Suitable for single person or, 
/ydurig cou pie .385-2785. 1030-49
GILES PERODW^ ' ^
12%
. FINANCING
One haif of a modern duplexes offered 
for sale. The owner..V7ill consider carr:.: 
rying a large balance at 12%. Unit' 
features a living room with rock 
fireplace, dining: . room, ? three 
:, bedrpoms:and a full basement forfur- 
.ther development: Large/sundeck?and, 
/carport: plus additional parking area:
: Situated in/:Gentral/Saanich: near' 
■municipal,hall and fair grounds.-:?
// ;':
„' / : :, $75,000, ?/
ERIC GRAHAM / 656-4489
S/BEDROOM HOME; in/Sidney,::close;;tq?
:ScHddfj: bus and :shbpping;/large kitchen, 
and living room,; long term available. 






;2489 Beacon Ave. 
/ Sidney, B.C,
DRASTICALLY REDUCED 
? NOW ONLY—: $79,500
:Tv7,o bedroom top:Jlodr ,uniMn:one oi: 
;Sidney's ,finesl:/waterfront con- 
dominiuiris, Exceptioiial waterviews.: 
Across.Trom park. Common sunroom 
on,, roof,/ controlled ; entrance, low 
/ 111 o n ih I y / a s s e s s nl e n l,, w a I k i n g, 
distance to downlovi/n Sidney.
PAUL HYATT / 656-3150
:AVAILABLE:DEC./82. Furnished; water / 
view/ T/bedrobms, Heated: apartment:// 
Add Its : only; -: ho r pets, / ut i 1 i ties ? pa id. /: 
$550.00. For appointment to view 656-/f
'7"117./":^':/:/,''':.:???-?:'^": ///T'o:69':4'6,:'-:
SAANICHTON Modern 4? bedroom,''?l V2/
bath,:pleasant view, pets OK., Available 
dec. 1 st, $ 715.00 per month. 652-4293 . 
io55''-46/-'',
SIDNEY DUPLEX. 3 bedrooms, VA 
baths; fenced yard, fireplace. No pets, 
references. $585 per month. 656-4066.
.7 8'5-'4'4::,-
DEAN PARK 4
large lot, close 
school bus line. 
6119.: /^^
bedroom family home, 
to REc. Centre, city & 
$850.00 a month; 656- 
'io'i5'-48/
Write out your ady mail 0!^ bring to The Review with payment, and Save T
3 BEDROOM HOME with finished 
basement for rent in ; Sidney, Please 
telephone478-7534 after5;30 p.m.
"■10 0'6-.4 7',?
i f /’ .'/ -
656"5511
b N E'/: 0 WN ERi;:;.:3::, :bed roopl::: 2^;: 
balhrodrns.:;imastdr,?qnsullo),: Farriily? 
homo: on cul dO; sac; in . Sidney. : Fully: 
develcipdd basomont .has::ofIicB, giioct: 
room, utiiily;' sauria &, rupua room 
yi/Hh/i stond , fireplace;. Separate'
workshop measures?;! 2x14x8'/. High 
ceilirigs./MLS/: Prli;efi/:To.,::;Seir.: at:
$89,999,
SIDNEY. Level fully serviced lots from 
$31,900,479:6058 or479-8987, 1029-
.':;'4,7 ■/'
BY OWNER, Sidney laricher, no step, 
nearly new',: close to allfmmaculato................
arnenffios/ Goodvlocation/ landscaped, 
good gardoh; 656-7392,' /^ 1080-£9
::diiPlNAGAN‘'':T^
WATERFRONT WANTED
OivSaanich Peninsula. Call Les, col- 
lcct:746'46bo nller 5 and v/eekendc:
48
some creek,?/ 14:40 :/'acre?:parcols,
8 ALTSPRING-:?/’,^
1 /2: Aero lot on Saltspring. Cipsn to 
beach/ nicely, treed/ $22i900, / :;: ■
B. DUTEMPLE / 650-B13O
$8,0d0:00:lo $16,000,00 down, 5 years 
:, 12%, Dolails; R, Merrlfiald, I282:jef- 
Torson Avenue, West Vancouver, B.C,:
■’/V7T2B1‘ T:,..,;.:' :,..:?no-46:.
HOUSE WANTED TO RENT In Sidney or 
- on the Peninsula, with garage; resonable 
roni, Message; 9 am to 9 pm 7; days a
''.'■week 656'7135'./''-i'•■,::':::''/856-46:::'
additional insertions Tioq^^
no copy change, may run for only $1.00 each additional insertion.
iwa' miimwm nM'wH .wn mm mm mm mm mu'im„hm.wn mm rmi.mm imh im, mm nm mm ^ m» mr i
INDUSTRIAL/BUILDING KAMLOOPS,
: good ronlaT ihcbmo; l-l/B :aore, leased 
3,000 square leel. 2 Offices, low price 
$60,000,00/ Call Kamloops business 
112-372-5643, roslddnco:iI2-374- 
1506;, D. Martin,755:Carricr Street..,/ 
:na4e,/.^ '■"/ :■ ■".■ ? ?
CARETAKER COUPLE, general gophers, 
'Will go or Ihis or that in oxchangd for 
sultabib 2 bedroom accommodation in 
Sidney a rea / 381-6001, / / / 9 6 2-4 6
YOUR BEST BUY IN CLASSIFIEDS
QUIET RESPONSIBLE nurse requires 1 
Or 2 bedroom/cotiago?or /similar at 
roasonble rent qn : Saanich Poninsula,;) 
Will consider permanent xarotahing'. 
652-4190 or656-9368, // , 932'47
3V» ACRES WITH RENTABLE 
.DUPLEX, Close to Gayward Village 
townsile (Kelsey Bay)/ Asking 
$40,000. Cali: 658/8810, leave
■■message,';/■ ,'/: ?■.■.', ■ ■47;
PROPERTY; PRINCE RUPERT,
reasonably priced: Excellent investment, 
under 19 lots. Carry some financing. 
Kamloops, ?112'372’564?., residence 
lT2-374-150r), Write Dick Martin, 755 ' 
Carrier Street, Kamloops, B,0.:; V2H 
:"1G1,■"■:'■':■"'.::■■■'■ ■■ ::^^:■:■'■■■ na46 ;
RESPONSIBLE married couple with 
infant roquirb 1-2 bedroom: duplex, 
cottage or; basement suite. Good 
references, 656-0528, 993-47
FRE-PAID WORD CLASSIFIEDS -
(or comnioi'clBl or porsonal usors
20 WORDS FOK OiMLY’2.00
(additional Words 10c okh)
SHOREACRES COVE waterfront strata 
dovelopmont. Four superb lots with 
protective t,ovenaht! underground 
services, 2616 Shoreacres Road, Sidney
','//:/903-46
'' FiORf H:"§ApCH7T72/a^^^ 
C5e-0844, days only. " 1005-46
RlGa|:Estat«»: 
For Hont
1 B.R, APARTMENT, $331 .on p:'fh
:Availablo:immoti. / // :/:::'^
1- B;R/' COTTAGE, Avail: ' Immod, 










'' EXPERIENCED''^ NANNY'' needed"'for'?i" 
: months.: Old girl, my bomb,/weekdays,/
r
ESQUIM ALT(family; a pa rt rnOnt, La rge 2 
,bedroom apt,/newlurniiure,:npw decor,







/elderly man irt:;Conlr0l (Jaanlch, Call 
/collect, Duncan, U2-746-2143: - 954-46 
/IMAGES, at 2328, .Bencori,: lr>" opening 
: ''srloh.'hand.mflde nr'is A erfts accepted to' 
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FiHIHSyLA DIHECTOIIY
of PHOFBSBONS/GOODS esnd SERVICES ...
Dressmaking
M s H
, , . . .
Adams
Mann
2412 0 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
... , . „ _ 656-5551
HinCnGy! & Co. CERTIFIED GENERAL ACCOUNTANTS
SEWING AND DRESSMAKING. Quick 
and responsible! Experienced seam­
stress will do alterations and repairs, 






of PROFESSIONS, GOODS ond SERVICES . . .
ROOFER AVAILABLE for hire. Metal 
detector & crossbow for sale. 652-1614. 
46
ALL ASPECTS OF CONSTRUCTION and
renovations, includes carpentry, roofing, 
masonry, drywall; also cabinets, fur- 
niutre, toys. Very reasonable rates. Call 
John, 656-2298, Bruce656-9494 after5 
p.m. 48
ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES 
2412 BEVAN SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a week to serve you
Mon. 9-5, Tues-FrI. 9-6, Sat. 9-5,
Quality Work
Aut© Refinishsng 656-6812
2072 Henry Ave. Sidney — (Home) 656-0652
Western Canada School 
of Auctioneering Ltd.
Canada’s first and only completely 
Canadian course offered anywiiere. 
Licensed under the Trade Schools 
Licensing Act, R.S.A. 1970, C. 366. 
For particulars of the next course 
write: Box 687, Lacombe, Alberta or 
Phone 782-6215. 47
PART TIME WORK required. Strong 
ambitious lady. Housecleaning, walls, 
windows, floors, steam clean carpets, 
able to do errands, shopping, etc. 
Garden work. Please phone 656-9368.
WANTED: Heavy-duty rototiller. 
Preferably “Howartd”. Reasonable, 
good condition. 652-3802. 51
81 TOYOTA 4x4 Shortbox 20,000 Hiway 
miles, protected box, buckets, gauges, 
carpets. White spoke wheels, new 
condition. Must sell. Offers. 652-0645.
4 8
CON^AC AUTORHOTBVE 
HEAVY DUTY dTeSEL MECHANIC SHOP 
10134 mcDONALD 656-7144





on the muff ler, 
tailpipe, exhaust 
pipe and labor!







NO. 1 TOPSOIL and bark mkulch. U-haul 
or we deliver. 6709 Oldfield Fload, 652- 
2614. Firewood available also. 1028-48
UNEMPLOYED SO SELLING: Colour TV. 
Electrolux shampooer (extrs); deep­
freeze; exercise bike; oil space heater; 
home movie set; skates; rabbits. 652- 
3802. / 51
JACK OF ALL TRADES. Drainage, 
carpentry, painting, gutters, garden 
maintenance—- will do it all. Free 
estimates, CAP discount. Call anytime. 
727-2372. 51
Will paint your car or 
truck, body repair, rust 
cut but, or fibreglassing. 
I.C.B.C. tow, Reason­
able Rate. Try us Once!
2081 AMELIA AVE., SIDNEY 656-2221
PENINSULA
COLUS80N REPAIRS BOAT REFINISHING
7; "Autobody Repairs HCBC Claims Boat Refinishing
2072 Henry Ave. 9 am-9 pm 7 days per week 656-7135
CALL S.Q.S. LTD.
FOR A CLEAN 




JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER with 12 
years experience. Additions, 
renovations, finishing carpentry. Good 
rates. Call after 5 p.m. 652-3504.
tfn
AS NEW, Excellent Bell Howell Sound 
Movie Camera; quality projector; screen; 
carry case; lights; extras. Good Xmas 
gift. Reasonable. 652-3802. 51
Automotive
EXCELLENT BRICK/Stone work. 
Experienced, reliable, reasonable. 
Specializing brick panels for airtight 
stoves. Full tractor services (rototilling, 
blading, postholes, etc.) 652-3802. 51
BRAD DuTEMPLE, CARPENTER. 652- 
0645 48
Call 656-5581
For FREE fSTIMATES—i COLLISION REPAIRS,LTD=
2104 Malaview 
Sidney
74 FORD F 250, new rubber on white 
spoked rims. Ca nopy with s moked black 
glass. Well maintained and excellent 
condition. $3200 obor656-6596 . 967-47
AUtOBODY, have taken course at
Camosun; College and now seeking 
employments Cal I Chris Knudsen, 656- 
V3686.' .. ' ■






FOR TRADE, assortment of vehicles, 
Lboats, carsfandlmptorcycles” for price 
pf heavy-duty equipment and trailer for 
transport. 658-1271. ; L 972-46
1981 MAZDA G.L.C. 5 speed, factory 
sunroof, Ziebart, Pioneer stereo. 26,000 
i miles. $ 5,200. Days, 656-53251. 974-46
■i Windows - Floors - Carpets FREE ESTIMATES^
tOFFICECLEANERS ' Sr
Bonded & Insured ^ Lleaning ;«5S-i353:
YEAR END SELL OUT! 75 Ford 4x4’s
Bronco’s: 2x4LPickups. 78, 79,780,::81, 
:82. Must sell nowiat wholesaie. Check us 
out before;: buying : any; trxickL Phone 
;E!arry(SLaird V 112-3 92-44 5 51 SLbke City 
Ford. D. 5606. 03^48
Window Cleaning Service
Walls washed — 
Gurters cleaihed !
1974 MGB, good condition. Tonneau:, 
covers, 73,500 original miles. Offers on: 
$3,900. Will consider trade for 
economical 4 door. 727 -2731. : 1034-50 :
7 ^ow specializing, in Finishing Carpen£
: 7 i7;v.T-r'~ C3b'n6fS : 3nd : Built-Ins,7 Rumpus
Renovate &JavVFRE|E|TfM^^^ VVindow‘shu5Sr°"'’
656-4915;7:.77:7::T,;7'■ ;:7, 7jOBTO..SMALL-7'''■'
1965 MERCURY 4 wheel; d ri ve 1 / 2 tpn
; truck m good condition; also Ferguson' 
7T30 tractor with blade, good condition. 
656-0070. 1018-48
L:i97l|DODCf CHARGER,“PS^ PB; ::3 IS ' 
:GiPj?$L,0pd;:firm:: 10647Pontiac, best 
: offer, 656-9178 or 656-6372 between 6- 
79 P-m. 1017-47
7IV10NDAY7-7SATURDAY .
8:U0 am - 5 pm 
9773 - 5th St. Sidney 
656-5541 
TUES.-WED.-THURS. 
GOLDEN AGE DISCOUNT 
7 0N RENTAL ITEMS '
1978 SUBAFtU WAGON, 4 Twheel drive,
good condition, briginar owner;;reat gas 
mileage; $2;900 or bestoffer. 656-2957 7
7:.,7L;;7:77;'' 7,:':7;777''7;:777;. :v7; :,965-49
K MPViN^L '7 finishing
carpentry & Custom furniture.
n «lO'ner References available.
Quality Work -- Free Estimates 656 7370
1971 DODGE CHARGER, PS, PB, 318
CID, $1,000 firm. 1964 Pontiac, best 
offer7656-9178 or 656-6372 between 6-
. 9;p:m,; /‘:7:',::7' 1017-4'7:'
E^ECK
CONTACT JOHN KENNEDY DAY OR EVE. 652-2394
•COMMERCIAL •RESIDENTIAL 
NEW CONSTRUCTION ‘ADDITIONS 
RENOVATIONS "FARM BUILDINGS
1976 VOLKSWAGEN CAMPER, slee^
Ice box, etc. Excellent condition, offers; 
1971 M.G.B. G.T, completely restored 
and rebuilt7 656-4245, 9-57p.m.; 656- 
0431 after5:30 pirn. : ; 7 46
MINER AUTOMOTiyE REPAIR, body and
paintwork, Reasonable rates; 479-3178,
;'L-^-'"^'''"';'’77-'-,1014-52'
; Come in and see Len as he does ;
rnost of his repairs on the:premises.
~ Prices--
: We also sell watches,::rings, 7'7 
:7:: ;V jewellery giftvyare; 7-7
7 Royal Oak Shopping Centre
^179-4333
LITTLE MOUNTAIN WOODWORKS
7;:7■';7"'7■7;'■■"7;:^:77 ^;;'';/:7;Serv/ng'Saa«fc/i Pen/itsu/a' 7 
•General Contracting
•Renovations • Additions 4-79-4847 
•SMALL JOBS
HELP! For your Toyota, Datsun or 
Mazda, 75-79 Datsun B-210, 67-74 B- 
510,70-79 Mazda, Toyota 70-80 factory 
remanutaclured quality engines, Factory 







„ , ELW00B t. THOMPSON CONTRACTOR LTD.
i- IIohh; fUiiiMviitions
7 ::Plioiio 656-3081; for,l7roo :ERliinalG
PRODUCTS






25 Years Experience 
Residential, Commercia 
Industrial
Rewiring, electricheating repairs, “No Job Too Small”
appliance 656-5604connections.
Thorne - Lennon Electric fl976j Ltd
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY, B.C. V8L3A6
Industrial / Residential / Commercial 
Phone 656-2945
THIS SPACE COULD BE YOURS 























PHIL LAMBmCK EXCAVATING LTD.
7278 Chatwell Drive, Saanichton, B.C. VOS IMO
CAT SUBDIVISION DEVELOPMENT BACKHOE
,including: 7
•Sewers 7 •Watermains:7 
^ ‘Sewer Hookups ®Hydro & Telephone Ductwork 
•Drains ^ ^tesidence: 652-3258
SEPTIC 556 Downey Road
. F¥irtawatir*or ;i tirl ; ' TIELDS R.R.1; Sidney, B.C.







':, & :m^ovating :;;7;7 


















ig, Levelling, Fence 
Diggina, 50 in.
Prompt, Courteous S BrviceMi; Rotovato r.
Butler Bmtliers Supplies
2070 Keating X Rd:




Foundations- Brassieres/Medical and Orthopedic Supports 
Mrs. Jorja Konioroci, 982 Lucas Ave., Victoria ^ ^ ^ ^ 727-2^2
GRANTS 
SMALL MOTORS
'10134 McDonald Park Road
Repairs to Lawrimowers, 
Ciiainsaws; Motorcycles; etc.
|h).........Hiisqvarna Pioneer
.rij : oi'iiN MON,656-7714 TO SAT.
, 1978 1 TON 7CHEV w/12; foot van, 
$3-500.00; 1978 Chrysler Now Yorker,
;7;excellent;;condition, :$3,,,500,00.;;;'1980 ; =
; Chov COO 41011:22 foot van, $9,800,00 
; 1971 D6C Cat, $39,000,00; Selection 
j -blhor, oquiprneni. Phono Business; li 2- 
7372-5,642, Rosidoncb n2'-374-1506
lull G
CLARK ENTERPRISES. All typos bf glass ; 
at largo: discount ; prices; : Table; tops, 7 
Repairs, Greenhouse ;Glass;:;:18'’xl8!’,; ' 
75c oa,; 7etc.; etc, Tomperod ' Glass ; ; 
,:34"xG8'7 and; 76;’,: 28”x76'!. $20 ,ea. 
9750-4thSl,, Sidney. 656-6656.; : ’;il ; :
FIREWOOD CUT"TO'1)R[5er™'Cedar 
posts and ral Is. Solec t tree fa lling, 65 6 7 ' ■
"42i3v^;;'::;:4387-tl,;;L';
’WostiTiV’
,77771,7177 M' ' L ''"r'
l.'b’l'hT ,'7*; I'j 77;
;' ,’7;7;:,"->77'vi77,v;,L'.|,,7 A,7
mI , 7 |i*|Vlj!


















Tho Sidnoy jlovlow of- 
fora PREE CLASSIFIED 
ADS to 'tHowo pornonn 
who nro normally 
ompioyad hut aro our- 
rontly out of work. You 
may advortlHi}' for a job 
or for tho aala of your 
own morohandlso to 
nonerata funds, thaoo 
ndn must bo plaoo In 
portion at tho Rovlow of. 
flee. No ado for thl» 
ciaftafftoation will bo ac- 
;' c o ptod ..by' p Wbnb
LIGHTING FIXTURES'
Canada's lafgost display; Wholosafoond 
retail. Free catalogues: available^ Nor*7 
burn ;;LiBhtliiR Centro Inc;, 4600 East ::; ; 
Hastings St,. Burnaby, D,C. V5C;2K5. 7: 
P^OhO299-0666. tf
CH iUDRE N' S, BOOK S, "’a'nTioTimHTi’i i g 
Mouse, A grbafTsoleclion of good; and “ 
beautiful books*for all ages,: Beside the 7 
Royal Dank on Beacon, 5523-tln
io ' different,: ClMMIC''n3l^s^
Tree ernamonts/ Fired lo bisque and 
ready to paint. Single, $1,25; Dozen 
$H,00, 10% discount lor 25 or more. 
656-1.358 after 5 p.m: 1008-48
PUMP & WATER SYSTEMS
652-4406






Hifound watar hoal pumps;-;; 7" ; ; ;;, T;;.Mw.i«ittrtuWne,ntowmi
4055 TUXEDO VICTORIA 
•VAN CONVERSIONS
''''Ptriiai or Pull
;.cusioM ntiiiniNn; ' ; T: :
•flAIStU VIN (KJOPS -
. •I'AinssAcntssonits 7 
; "Hv ncpAifis istuvicp
•VAN WllldCMAin HITS 
AND HANIIICAPPrn ORIVINO AIDS
479-3178
7:, /
SINCLAIR ZxSi persona) cbmpuior. 
Lowest priced computer in Ihe world. 
Now only VI 29,95, For more information 
;call MicromanCompulots, 652-9740. 7
.97;7-47.
1 MiNi ANDT TadfbsTTs|joaflind"3 
speed, good condition. Call 656-5166, 
offers,; .7' . ' ' : " ;98'6-46;
,,;^;;',BHE,RWOOD,fS ;;:;':,,;Gqyc( nrnenfTTCmiiitod 7::loclm . w
•;;;;7:‘:^TV*RA.DIO.v;:T;;.:.;.wifli; ,ab:Y<kirft, expel ipnceTiV:i:iec-;'';wE^*:jHT^:n-
CLIlVJG ' ' I tfOihF: lyiiTiiilenancfTand llofMirs'.:, , 1.1.
7 fridge,‘ Working eonriltirim: $10; an7 ‘ 
(iqi.10 loveseat fraiTio; oflors; sfurdy„low,
: wotxlen tablb andstools, $28,00.656"'
im '■;:::^7::
Apartnionts, houses, 7coriclominjums‘'




!; ■' Cady's *Mess “BOOT ’'
leahter, size '7 %, 3" heels,7sido zipper, 
lined, like now $50, 656*7053, 991-
wfeKirp WifgnrF
;:;;malchinK;7chairs,; ;»itl ;'wll|v7;bluo llnyl v'!! ;' 
cushions. Double pedosial oak desk with 
swivel; chair, 2 toll-aways,, 80 cu, ft. 7 
';';rthimmiirn;'Triiha;iaril7 'Wirh,;baC|;;pack7;;'," 
;,Tfodal pbber'B;'wHool, . 27 sirrgio 'bed;!;;'! 
frames, Day 382-1042, ovonlngsi!)(i-
■;:‘:20l4;;.‘;:;Mf;:;‘i:::,.:‘. lo64-46';77.‘;
. Hoovln'Friii^iif Aitf r;; ■" ■; 
,, Excellent condition, almoixl colour, osy- 
0467, 1041-47 '
SIDNEY riRE lEXTlNGUJSHER CO. LTD.
•Flro Extingiilshnrs Sales A Haloti Sysloms




1004 McDonadI Park Rd.i SIdneyy B.C.
«PIVI1I,«I III
Marino, Auto & Saloly Glass 
"Window Glass ■- Mirrors 
Wlndshlolds Installed
Insiiranco Claims Promptly Handled
'';:!^':''65S4313^/










a n^stia to deBva" vital adamstiaa 
a Hawaii- jssgje, two Hzi^s
T ilCgUQ!^
’’ S' rSJKFrrAL ' -‘CrsTigatam:
,; r»as‘ 8 eijse-^' ;fc?k ^ t^; gask arad-
■ . ; E^«SaC . . J
t» ® €1 » “ras sffiyxj* or tns 
HCJSSfTAIJe A feci^esSsiy -fe 
Widcani*. one stf .tae wseif* a^te
; cia^J^tepcese^ed*--:. ^:.'
SJi ® Q ■Wisssa ^OlHEE tte iSar?
.&EMS tSfcfessS S »sa is tssBs^ssd site
tmm O iUASA: IBCaJKKiXI? AHD 
yagg tse 'tss^ncs -.tetwees-. ji^rafeaa 
-^i^nks for sa E! Ai^as
^^MKS'eJ'*ates_ ael/_tte resk!®ts COD-.
cooed atyo^ ffie svirssaaoi b ess-
-: E?fEi2«' -:
t3S$<3®iISS2.30aESWa^«- 
t*a Capitals at BfeB-'ss&*£Sos ■='
-y tiMiS} &' ** ‘■^aacera" {iS‘<. FaaSa-
syifejMagelGge^aiogaa^oatae 
staiy ^5igeae JhiBESca. ^^ease? fenstiie 
: c^;K$t^af-:» Hti^at'dty.BSo aSkssted.
AFT®*JOS« .'ft -
£a& saeacn BfiSot
.Yobk^, .;-A ; - t;:xBS , tsoKor .a^aa
assciated wi&cfaca.'
■ QJ S -^^aeadT- {1S-S4, Advea-"
> to.
IrSS® O *♦ K^Sf^ {19^r
AdvestSTE) Eod Koevel, I.-aaraj Hsdtcn. : 
A ssst ss^orcyiSi ^a=s to set a new 
wcciifs rstfsri s ;^ate td saieta^ efftats
v """" . _y:. r .. :
" y-rtlfESim":.
Mt ® ffi **^l iisa Wioea Oate*-
W (iS45L Wstrn) Fstd, TOBaa
H<ddes. A uewly at^eaided faferal 
of ae C^arado Temtary is ssEstk: to ^
t&ose wfeoo^ose Bis har^asss.
IS) © **■«! "SSjjastor" flFK. 
&rrp«*»=*) C&arBao Hastns, laaes 
A deras^EC vOeras Bijsds an
aEptee whB a US. seaato aboard Od 
dCTSK&tobefkwB tctteS3rid,C!^
fcit (7) S *^3®fa-WoBSS”
(Presaeie. Gsaedy) iOtto Ksrea
r»ricg» 4 ■jtgffy ^3^ fag oartaer faife 
m Bi'fe with » free-^srited wtaiHai 15
: vears aissaao^ ..
® eB "Sfe TSe (Isja.
WesSoaj Gess Haiinaa, Cassfics Bergee.
A tm^^Qie-cesasj fnaas- newspaper 
s^ogssos a "S0.ngfe,est^oratire bt^'se t jcfi
acnas tbe Western badiands.
IMS® O -A**^ SSocsBBg. leai
Dprt"fIS5.&2nia)J«Biifoib^K£is-
ert asdt. AsSsnst^a^aaon cfeao^ the 
avs rf a ^ssHStKss rf Sew Esgjaai
lfc»® © tHrts n* fsferaaser (1548, 
•jfsajel PsaS Oqass. ISccfe ComaiE. A la 
sMgt dW vedette ds tteatre. Baejenr^- 
tabe^ESd E3e ecqsEte rOio^ective 
SIS'la fto iBjsoteise sfa fiance de ceHeo 
; 'djs^^voiavggt arsplis tot.
^aesjy) Ajat Siaidan. Radj l&Deritt A
lias as ^ and ho famSy face a* ras aj^ 
itew^sdfrcBfioms.. ■ 
itas ® o ^ "Wborr aSTS, Sdeace-Fic- 
twB) E&^ Goald, Ttevo ajward. WoM 
pcwes battle 0*0 the kcto befeisd a 
sas with a laetal
® © **% -The USiiaate Wsrriat^ 
(15T5. Ss^xs-^kSkm) Ynl Biyiao, Max 
>00 ^doFW-Ibe d^y sd a tssnnaiae that
sovived a wohS pUgite in tfee 21st cemn-
ty is ^MSgaed to take his asianandos 
- peasant dsnghto to a safe Eiaad. (R|
WEDNESDAY EVENING ^ )vember I
24,1982
7:00 1 7:30 8:00 1 8:30 9:00 i 9:30 10:00 10:30
m
- ■ .3" ■
Facts U?€ Fi^Top fiatiireOfTtangs 7 : SeeingThings i - 77 . : The National / Journal
m 7 77} IdejoBTte; . CiW=s ;7 Cunepaa ATestd’Eden 7: 7: ; 7
Lautrec : | Et valetS: ; / .
m P1lffer^7 ' T^s Of The Gold Monkey The Pali Guy . Dynasty:-'
f5)
_________    J------- - ------:7:-- -1''
&L i 1*c Tac Dol# fea! People Facts Of Life - Family Ties Quincy :.C-
m ftxk'rTfe*!^ Calais at Edaonton Otes Cont'd Memories With Lawrence Welk Tales Of The Gold Monkey
(7)
....... . 1 -- : . 7.. •.,- -
feiR 1 fa^ Fei^ ]1 Br^fes For 7 Broths Movie: "in 'LOve With An Older Worn.in'*’.;':
(8) ffeder. Washfeja C^xtais a! td^nlon Cant'd RealPeepie 7 Dynasty
(9)
—■ -""7 i —.
iThsHcanlans jWnterBro. Alaska; Technoiogy And Time Movie:;
m IPA^ “ BacKtttfer i ! Moris: "Tie Man From CNoralo" News
8*A^ 77 ;- %I:!febre7'' :|!fo»ic‘‘Skn3cked'’ ': 7 : l M*A*S*H ■ 7 News : : i : 7:
{f?* : v ^ - ^ ‘'Bite The Bullef
By STEVE K WALZ
By Maris iandiorio
tn 1973, director Peter Bogdanovich scored an 
enormoiJs ldt wHh s filtn that took a nostalgic look at
the dog days of the Great Depre^pii.^^v:^ t >
The statY loIdpf a young gidwho, at her 
fmxni^deades &ata coa man her mother bad bnef- 
fv met, might very well he her father. She maintained
that the two of thchn shared the unmistakable physical
diaiacferi^cofths;''thesameiaw.
Theactorswhoi
tribided to both ^ their fing performances. One of 
them even wonati Oscar. : y : >
Qvs^iirC^an ytm tame the film, the two actors
‘F.Z61 utjeaso ssajiay SuiiJoddng 
isaa am pa/iiaaoj ib3s,o ssipv ’jesN,0 uinie±^^^^ 
'ieaN,0 ,/uoo}^ J3dsd„ :jaMSUv
Can an ex-Boston Red 
Sox relief pitcher/reformed ,
: alcoholic successfully run a 
:: bar, while overseeing a r: 
staff . that includes a 
scatterbrained ex-coach, 
an overzealous Boston 
booster and a beautiful 
upper-crust student?
. That’s the premise of 
NBC's new « series 
“Cheers,” which despite 
critical acclaim, has had its 
problems in the ratings.
:That predicament is 
familiar to Shelley Long, 
who portrays biane Cham-. , 
bers, the student who ^ 
works as one of the bar’s-
waitresses. '
Before she came to 
Hollywood, Miss Long won 
three local Emmy Awards 
hosting a women’s maga­
zine ; show in Chicago, 
which she says,“may have 
: been a little ahead of its 
; time.” T
■ Once in Hollywood, she 
was cast in several failed 
pilots for ABC, did some 
episodic video ("Love 
Bbat,””M*A*S*H”) and 
played a hooker in last 
summer’s film,
"’Nightshift.?
She says she hesitated 
when she vvas asked to join
Shelley Long
the cast of’’Cheers.” 
“You know, because i 
had some bad experiences 
v/ith pilots and then had 
trouble finding high-caiiber 
scripts, I was wondering 
whether I should make a
long-term commitment to 
‘Cheers.’
“But ! decided to take 
the chance when I saw that 
there was a better variety 
of characters in this. I also 
liked the people who were 
making’Cheers.’
Most critics have praised 
Miss Long’s work, especial­
ly her amusing scenes with 
Ted Danson, who plays 
Sam Malone, the ex-Bosox 
hurier-turned-barkeeper.
'T think the producers 
wil! leave the situation 
between me and Ted open. 
There is a Hepburn-Tracy 
chemistry, love-hate attrac­
tion there. Diane senses 
that he’s very bright and 
that he isn’t just another 
jock.”
SNOW STORM — Dennis 
Weaver ("Gunsmoke,” 
“McCloud”) will star in 
"Cocaine; One Man’s 
Poison,” an NBC-TV movie 
now being filmed. Weaver 
will play Eddie Gaines, a 
middle-class real estate 
broker who begins to use 
the drug to ease family and 
economic pressures. 
Gaines finds that increasing 
dosage daily only worsens 
his personal problems.
,MORE SMOKE — Princi­
pal photography has start­
ed in Florida on “Smokey Is 
the Bandit.” Jackie Glea­
son returns to his character 
of the sheriff in his third 
“Smokey” film. This time 
around, in his own under­
stated way, he takes on the 
challenge of defending the 
American way — and his 
own pride. Paul Williams, 
Pat McCormick, Mike 
Henry and Colleen Camp 
are also featured.
OFF WHEEL — Susan 
Stafford, hostess on 
NBC’s quiz show, “Wheel 
of Fortune,’’ recently 
resigned her $100.000-a- 
year job to work with the 
Stehlin Foundation for Can­
cer Research in Houston. 
Her interest in cancer 
research was spurred as 
she saw five of her friends 
die from the disease this 
year — one who was a 
hiqh-school friend
tmm s mhcfs massssysmmft
FASACS ^ SHai Per-
eewra^




; pggi testansgyiJ^i^^^ .' of." hc^iay 
psafe> ss-He^ iY«t;;::Pa2*dsspfe3a.
. partHtTagg^ aaJ'gwrsa. ■ ", -
Me@©CSLZgl3iSSBS2my3^-
' vGB'-?tMSKfc'*es to tie ,
■;3S'43ffi|5>esa^CE:;strf. fiEbsnssi.
I«i» @ © ** -ae aes^ Aad lie 
l&jDepr (1ST5, Drams) Jaci ^lanre. 
Ste^ Fotiest.He^aris of a nsoBataia 
fai^iffeBdaierdaiijed’eiieatwoinaEi-
bets ^^osE^fataSes becsBDe nznarfi-:
{^Svinvolved. - - / ■ ..
IMS® O **** *^66 Bsee Stieex": 
^iSTS. Drams} Lasreece IKvies-, Joas s 
Ptowii^tt. Based oa tbs tp Arfi® 
Three dstigiiters <d a $tesi^ = 
rmKtary tsBees Bad feody, preva-
:= jsalljvesmaifeJlyccssJant^iifefidij^i 
: J, s^th^^dher^desa.-. ;,
AnsEHOoef.
T iM®. © ** “Sis Lore God?" (l^- ' 
Qhksuj} Dob K^Ats. Sdmood orBriec- 
i lie eifitor srf a nates Esagamie retsras 
a tr^ to r™* iairsdi tig sfjject of 
‘ masiie affefiaa and two lawscits 
veeIL ^
1A5® O ‘^Saafac- (iaS,D*aii^
THDRSDAY EVENING
Dvember 25:198|^
7:00 7:30 8:00 I 8:30
9:00 1 9:30 10:00 10:30
m Jssae: : Hsiffisaiss The Best OowniuH Racer Remington Steele:;:
The National /Jo urnaL;;:::;:::,::::::
m ft»ve§es ; ’ T^ssnd. : les Fffixfe fSms: "FIST.’* 7;
PileOu faceT i;7
m‘ ffSJfesfeW.: Tteifcgisets : V
jearte SfarOfFam. jTboClose 7 it Takes Two j 20/20
Irt.TiS!^ TsTkOoe^ Faiae 7 ' Y 7 j Cheers : 7
Taxi , : 1 Hill Street Blues
m littkstHobo CTVfiaticsdNews j Movie: "Fast And Loose" 7 ^
m Movie:"Itoy Pt^jpr^. - - 7^ ' 7.7 ■ .77':
(8) M^r^P.L it Takes Two j Live It Up Hiil Street Blues :7'' 77' 7: 7
(9) l&edBsSreatl.SnaiST-
WMAmaica junapected Two Ronnies jfhe Galaxy Movie: "Sweet Charity ’
{fl)1iP'A^:T:7lteTie:"TheCawtevs""'.;; :: News
^—' y^- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ■——. —1----- - - - - - -^:—-—
tS5 1m*A^ |lO.$S0ixe IttekTheDirannaSKiir’ M*A*S*H : News; ':lv'y~:y
© :¥ssaH*=r.. - : , ‘ 7. - "77 7-7:' Movie: "Home To Stay’’ 7: 7 : ' ‘7
Dangerous
8:(M> 0 ® SBflLEY^ PEOPLE The tran­
scripts of the Kirov taj^ reveal Karla’s 
operations and allow Smiley and his people 




f» HFI. FCOSAia. Ifew YaHs
"AFIFHaCOS
'lS3S®eSFLYS. fe 




tmm @ YSESESfiX^IOfimL HAC^
. ISSl-e SesM *!W3i^ sri
pej^sSBlIJajteflNaa^tySra^^ttte.
4. a«gai^.:ahge^~ cfCasaslw s^teal;
. 4 Estate Z2____
iMe® © scsEejsYA«Es.ti»^i:
4'3S3S«1 cessEW^ Tfeaear^g ~
3e^iE>.6sto *:
Tororto. ,, ,
■vcj^ Esaa's to lijsny a g^
iefcw ^ teial leval rsases nodi epset
aiBSi^ his srS-to-do Meads aaafen^^^
fteisfel Pete SsUss. TS^4
WaSte. Dessx ectSaes pas^jea- tsa^
- b^apcBtsaivrel^a^^.. :.:4-' 44->-4
Mi ® O '^Sri^as'CW^ 5
Barfara ParicBB, I^ser H^^IL As sss  ̂4
.4 ployed mas mST»s te moE^, ^4
T. wifc&s^earssoaaafSarwrd.-.^:.
T'sVffiggS
■t:» ® ffl "^fee Cambepf (sSti,-
44 WesiCTl Jsfca Wayte Hassie Lee Bspws.
S' -wbcaSevpatk^ateiaab^cattfeduvs. '
M®® ©>t*% TSStSf’ QSn.i^i^
4 %i«^SaSa*iItodadgsstlfeboES5>e 




4' wesste taSesd far fhanasg
4 fffl & teed te i Eepds fsato to
beaiHmivfi3rhistwocf2kirei.(R) 7 
@ © 4^ -Be CSsrfiBafi Sid” (1955,
r Drsias) Steve ifeQaeen. Eiiward G. Ei4sn- 
A jo^ carfshajp tries to beat the 
JsBgi^stod pcis’ia a S^Iete j»estige“
si-jis O © 4*% “Seerris” (1933, Diina)
Mvstey} R«*et testogaitefy, .Rosaline!
BBSMdL4A^weEicB>d;at aip^l cocBtiy
estete resaits SI asanfer *si the fli®R *d a 
gtw-^wareaB McensBit.
? @ © ^tfc -atEaeT6S*y*^{if7S.
.mat TSiiiJ ]r~ Kr^bsa Yi^ffd. A mer­
ited graa&tbsr fi^s off waves irf saEli- 
tv and tbs^xsete <£ a sasisg boeae with 
the of te 
'■te., ..
163#® © *4* *^«et (1563.
r 'Ifesiea!) Sdri^ Mati^teiev Jatm MeMar-
' 7 te. Tired td ber tawdry exsstessa, a daacs 
' * ten titiess with a heart id searches
4 : tetctefew aiaitSssrim^narriedEfe.
4 nia raDciB'’s past philar,dering jeopard- 
izeshis poHticai career.
IMS ® © 44% *X« femme de paille" 
(1964. Dranie) Sean Connery, Gina Lollo-
poor tstedre soil! & son cade malade 
dais micomplotdTseritersa fortene. . 
O © 4444“Be Rare BPMd” <1966,
In the ISSOs, a beaatifal wcanan from Ehig- 
77 4 land introdaces Kerefards to tte W^tem 
'?-4 cattlescrae.'7.-4.7:7 -4.4 ■■ 4 47 74■ 447 .77.
IMS® © % "S^^erioeiBhffldfH&siiti- 
4 M Wias^ (1979, Adventnre) Peter Law- 
7 ted, Jamie Lyn Baner. A small airpIaBei; 
4 4" with an aD-maie crew crashlands on 4te 
4 4 jgijRrf mhalsted a tribe of fierce, bean-; 
tifsl womas.
TTie Triangle” (197V) Documentary. 
Researchers probe the .mystifying phe­
nomenon of strange disappe^anees in the 
“Devil’s Triangle.”
tSO® © 44%"Carsvan To Vaccares”
(1974,7 Adventure) Calotte 7 Rampling, I JjTT 
David Bimey. Attempts to smuggle an 
Eastern European scientist into the U.S. 
are hampered by a gang bent on selling 







(aood . . . - 
KotBrf L4 
: Fair..:-. ,444: 
Poor . 4 4 ;
;4747:7;AFTERN(X)N4^ 4,
1:00 Qj) ® 4*44 “Marty” (1955, Drama) 
Ernest Borgnine, Betsy Blair. A shy bache­
lor fallsiin love with a woman who has 
resigned herself to a life alone.
3:00 ® @ 44 “My Kidnap{«r, My Love” 
(1980, Drama) ■ James Stacy, Glynnis 
O’Connor. A crippled, street-wise news 
vendor plots with his small-time crook 
brother to extort money from the wealthy 
parents of an emotionally disturted girl.
EVENING
8:00 ® © 44% "For Ladias Only” (1981, 
Drama) Gregory Harrison, Patricia Davis. 
A young actor, disillusioned in ius efforte 
to work in fhe theatre, b^omes an exotic 
dancer.. 7', .
, @ © 44% ‘‘100 Rifles” (1969, Western)
Jim Brown, Raquel Welch. An outlaw Indi-
■ an, a black lawman and a female reyolu- 
tionary help the Mexican Indians depwe a 
4;r;.:'cnMrgovemor447:444!., 4:. 744^4 ■ 7-744.:
9:00 @ @0 444“Masssda” (5e) (1981,
. Drame) 7 Peter O’Toole; Peter Strauss. 
44?‘4 Apres la pr^ Jerusalem eh Tan 70 de 
notre ere, des Juifs refugies dans la for- 
tcresse de Massada se revoltent f centre 
I’authorite de Rome.
%) gj 4*4 “Harry And Walter Go To 
New York” (1976, Comedy) James Caan, 
Elliott Gould. Two bungling turn-of-the- 
century vaudevillians turn their attentions 
to safecracking in order to make a living.
11:00 ® es 444 “Carnage” (1972, Policier) 
Lee Marvin, Gene Hackman.
11:80 O © 44% “Flash And Firecat” 
(1978, Adventure) Roger Davis, Tricia 
Sembera. A thrill-seeking man teams^ up 
7 with an equally daring lady for a high­
speed joyride that arouses the attention of
. an army of police officers.
(SI © 4% “The Blob” (1958, Horror) 
Steve McQueen, Aneta Corseaut. A strange 
blob from outer space devours many peo­
ple until two teen-agers devise a plan to 
stop it.
11:45(3 ® 444 “Juggernaut” (1974, 
Suspense) Richard Harris, Omar Sharif. A 
holiday cruise becomes a nightmare when 
the authorities of a luxury liner receive an 
ominous bomb threat and an extortion note 
demanding $10.5 million.
12:05® © 44*“Return Of A BSan Called 
Horse” (1976, Adventure) Richard Harris, 
Gale Sondergaard. An English Lord 
returns to America where he learns that 
the Sioux Indians who initiated him into 
their tribe have lost their modest preserve 
to trappers.
12:50® © 444 “Le masque de la mort 
rouge” (1964, Drame) Vincent Price, Jane 
Asher.
1:00® © 44%“A KUler In Every Cte- 
ner” (1975, Suspense) Patrick Magee, 
: Joanna PetteL A noted criminal psycholo­
gist invites three psydioiogy students to 
his home in the English countryside. 
1:40® ® 44% “Number One” (1969, 
Drama) Charlton Heston, Jessica Walter.
An older football player must make a deci­
sion concerning retirement 
8:00(3© 44% “The Vulture” (1967, Fan­
tasy) Robert Hutton, Akim Tamiroff. An 
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m Anka . In B.C. Tommy Hunter Show Dallas
The National / Journal
C3) Nouvelles Teiejournal Telemonde Genies herbe Hors Serie: "Massada”
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m PMNorthw. TheMuppets Benson 0. Couple The Greatest American Hero
The Quest
Ent. Tonight TicTac Dough The Powers Of Matthew Star Knight Rider
Remington Steele
(6) Ditf. Strokes The Jeffersons Movie: "For Ladies Only”
Falcon Crest
m News Family Feud The Dukes Of Hazzard Dallas
Falcon Crest
(8) Soap Fast Company The Dukes Of Hazzard The Greatest American Hero
Falcon Crest
f9) Creatures Great 8.Small 11 Wash. Week Wall St. Wk. Sea Power Training Dogs
Six Wives Of Henry Vlil
(FT M*A»S*H Barney Milier Smiley’s People
News
(12) M‘A*S’H M.T. Moore Movie: "100 Rifles"
M*A*S*H News
© Vancouver
1 Movie: "Harry And Walter Go To New York”
OutataBdhng. 
Ssc^knt. , 
Very Good . 
Good. . . : 
Not Bad . . 
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1. What was the name of the series in which 
Joe Namath played a high school basket­
ball coach?
2. What character did Pat Morita piay on 
"Happy Days"?
3. What was Marcia Strassman’s name as
Gabe’s wife on ^'M'e/come Sacir,
Kotter"?
4. What was Steve McQueen’s name on
"Wanted: Dead or Alive"?
5. In what state does "Knot's Landing" take 
place?
6. Who played the title role in the Western, 
"Yancy Derringer"?
7. What was the name of the science-fiction 
series starring Richard Basehart as a sub­
marine admiral?
8. What was Robert Urich’s character name 
on "Vega5"?
9. Who played Robin Hood in "When Things 
Were Rotten"
(5;
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S.-OO® O SURVIVAL "Orangutans: 
Orphans Of The Wild” Peter Ustinov nar­
rates a close-up look at the gentle and 
intelligent orangutan, and the efforts being 
made to save the species from extinction.
IIHIO © 61 ELE^mON COVERAGE
12.-00 © 6} MUSIC SPECIAL: IRON MAID- 
Heavy metal rockers Iron Maiden per­
form songs from their latest album “The 
Number Of The Beast”
SPORTS
MORNING
9:01® p NCAA FOOTBALL Note; The 
starting time for ABC’s coverage of NCAA 
Football is subject to change.
® O NCAA FOOTBALL Note; The start­
ing time for CBS’s coverage of NCAA 
Football is subject to change.
KkOO ® O ® 0 CIAU FOOTBALL “Van- 
ier Cup” Live coverage of the game 
between the two top Canadian university 
teams (from Varsity Stadium in Toronto, 
Ont). '
AFTERNOON
® 0 SPORTS SATURDAY Scheduled: 
Live coverage of the Superskates exhibi­
tion featuring top figure skaters (from 
Madison Square Garden in New York).
2:00 ® © OUTDOORS UNUBilTED 
2:39® ©SKIWEST 
l-OO ® © ISLAND SPORTS REPORT 
® © HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL 
®©WRKTLING
fcCO® © ® O WIDE WORLD OF 
SPORTS Scheduled: the Canadian 
Armwrestling Championships (from 
Toronto, Ont.); Women’s Masters Surfing 
(from Hawaii); the Alexis Arguello-Aaron 
Pryor 12-round WBA junior welterweight 
bout (from Miami, Fla.).
© © WRESTLING
5:00 @ © NHL HOCKEY Vancouver 
Canucks at Edmonton Oilers 
® 0 wira: womj) OF SPORTS
EVENING
fcOO ® ® SPORTS PAGE 
0:30 © 0 NFL WEEKLY 53AGASNE 
12K15 ® © CURLING CLASSIC REPORT
SATURDAY EVENING
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 i0:00 10:30
CD Hockey Cont’d See B.C. Movie: "Wonder Man" “;; {Wayn.-Shus{{“:{x
CD Cinema Cont’d La course autour du monde Telejournal Noir siir Wane O’hier a demainx Nouvelles ;{
(4) Memories With Lawrence Welk T.J. Hooker LoveBoatx Fantasy island, {{ ' ; ■
(D KING 5 Magazine Dili. Strokes Silver Spoons Movie: "The Grass is Always Greener Over The Septic Tank'
W Bizarre Circus Movie:."Jaws” -{- . ..;““xy Day At ATime y y
CD Donahue ’Walt Disney Movie: "Hear No Evil"
CD Diff. Strokes Circus U Hooker Movie:“The Main Event" y xx ' “ ; “ x yxy
CD PaperChase Survival The Galaxy Two Ronnies Movie
® Buck Rogers Movie: "Network” . { : “ Movie
m The Avengers Streets 01 San Francisco Movie: "Tom Jones" “ { { ; y y x; y * x




12d>0® Q SPORTSWEEKEND Scheduled: 
highlights of the Rothmans equestrian 
competition (from the Royal Winter Fair, 
Toronto, Ont); a review of the Elastem and 
Western CFL semifinal games; a feature 
on rodeos in small towns throughout Alber- 
ta.-
12:30 © O WESTERN OUTDOORSMAN 
12:31® O NCAA FOOTBALL Note: The
starting time for ABC’s coverage of NCAA 
Football is subject to change.
© O NCAA FOOTBALL Note: The start­
ing time for CBS’s coverage of NCAA 
Football is subject to change.
12:45 ® 0 AMATEUR BOXING 
1:00 © 0 SPORTSWORLD Scheduled: cov­
erage of the PKA Karate Championships 
(from Montreal, Canada); coverage of the 
International Aerobatics Championships 
(from Fond Du Lac, Wis.). 
©©WRESTLING
AFTERNOON
IdW ® ® *★* “BaU Of Fire” (1942, Com­
edy) Gary Cooper, Barbara Stanwyck. A 
group of prissy professors researching a 
dictionary of American slang become 
involved with a gang of thugs and a caba­
ret singer.
2:00 © ® AAA “Twilight Zoos - Revisit­
ed” (1975, Science-Fiction) Burt Reynolds, 
Jack Weston. In two classic tales, an 
unsuccessful writer takes on an assistant 
named Shakespeare; and members of a 
space expedition anticipate their return.
2:30® O “Lucan” (1977, Adven­
ture) Kevin Brophy, Stockard Channing. A 
young man raised in the wilderness by pre­
datory animals strikes out on his own in 
search of his identity.
© 0 -AAtk “Kit Carson” (1940, Western) 
Jon Hall, Dana Andrews. A bold pioneer 
protects a California-bound wagon train 
from Indian raiders.
4:00 © © ★★ “GI Blues” (1960, Comedy) 
Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse. While sta­
tioned in Germany, three Gls form a musi­
cal combo.
5:00 ® © “La petite mondede Char-
(1973, Fantasia) Le voix de Paul 
Lynde et Debbie Reynolds.
EVENING
6:30 ® © A AH “Les dentiers el^ihants”
7.-00 © 61 AAA “The Other Side Of The 
Mountain - Part H” (1978, Drama) Mari­
lyn Hassett, Timothy Bottoms. Former 
champion slder Jill Kinmont, rendered a 
quadriplegic by a tragic accident, wrestles 
with self-doubt when a new love enters her 
life.
8:00 ® © A A AH “Jaws” (1975, Suspense) 
Roy Scheider, Robert Shaw, Richard Drey- 
fuss. A great white shark teiTorizes a 
coastal resort town as it plunders the 
waters, eyeing unsuspecting vacationers 
as potential victims.
© © AAAA “Network” (1976, Drama) 
Faye Dunaway, William Holden. An aging 
television newsman whose ratings are 
steadily slipping becomes a ranting proph­
et of the airwaves spurred on by a crafty 
female programming executive.
8:30 (2) 0 “Wonder Man” (1945,
Comedy) Danny Kaye, Virginia Mayo. A 
nightclub entertainer's twin brother is 
accused of murder.
9:00 © 0 A AH “Die Grass Is Always 
Greener Over Ihe Septic Tank” (1978, 
Comedy) Carol Burnett, Charles Grodin. A 
New York City couple pack up their three 
children and move to what they think is 
the easy life of the suburbs.
® SB “Hear No Evil” (Premiere, Drama) 
Gil Gerard, Bemie Casey. An independent
police detective carries out his own inves­
tigation of a motorcycle gang suspected of 
manufacturing and distributing illegal 
drugs after an attempt on his life leaves 
himdeaf.
® © AAA ‘Die Mala Evcar (1979, 
Comedy) Barbra Streisand, Ryan O’Neal. 
A banknipt perfume company pr^ident is 
forced to fall back on her one remaining 
asset - a prizefighter who’s afraid to fight.
.(R) '
® © AAAA “Tom Joaas” (1963, Ckime- 
dy) Albert Finney, Susannah York. An 
18th-century Englishman rises from rustic 
country life to become a devilish playboy 
and man-about-town. ' •
10:00 ® © AAA ‘Die Private Life Of Hen­
ry VHT’ (1933, Drama) Charles Laughton, 
Elsa Lanchester. The hearty English king 
takes several wives.
10:30 © ® AAA “The War Of The Worlds” 
(1953, Science-Fiction) Gene Barry, Ann 
Robinson. Earth is threatened by a Mar­
tian invasion.
11:05 ® © A AH “La L^on des C^mnes"
(1969, Drame) Jack Palance, Tom Hunter.
11:30® & A AH “The Missouri Breaks” 
(1976, Western) Marlon Brando, Jack 
Nicholson. A flamboyant hired gunman 
stalks the headwaters of the Missouri Riv­
er in Montana to drive off a gang of horse 
thieves.
® © A AH “Oklahoma Crude” (1973, 
Drama) George C. Scott, Faye Dunaway. A 
young woman attempts to regain posses­
sion of her oil-field interests.
11:45 @ ® AAAA “Fm AU Right Jack”
(1960, Comedy) Ian Carmichael, Teter’ 
Sellers. In trying to do a good job for his' 
uncle in a factory, a well-meaning bum- 
: bier actually upsets the crooked scheme i 
his uncle has so carefully planned. ^ ; " 
12:05 ® © AA “March Or Die”: (m7,
: Adventure); Gene Hackman,; Max f yion 
Sydow. An archaelogist digs for Arab trea-; 
sure in the Moroccan desert while a hard-’ 
headed major tries to control a young; 
legionnaire with romance on his nund:1; i * ^ 
12:10 © © AAA “Cross Of Irtm’’: (1977;'; 
Drama) James Cobum, Maximilian Schell;' 
Brutal warfare on the Russian front brings ; 
out the best and worst in German Officers; 
as they sacrifice Uieir; lives,;honor arid; 
i truth for the coveted Iron Cross, i 
12:30 ® 0 AAA “The Invasioffl Of Carol 
Eiadera” (1974, Mystery) Meredith Baxter,; 
{ Chris Connelly. A woman;; urikriqwingly ; 
assumes the personality of a dead woman. W 
12:50© © AAH“Pleure pas la bbuchei 
1 pleine” (1973, Comedie) Annie Cole,{Jean!; 
Carmet.
1:30 ® © A A“The Detectives” (1976) Jim { 
Hager, Jon Hager.
2:00(© 0 AAH “Shalako” (1968, Western) 
Sean Connery, Brigitte Bardot. A; loner: 
riaves a group of aristocrats from Iridiani; 
attack after defeating the Apache; chief’s , 
son in a fight.
2:25 © © AAAA “The Bridge” ;(1959“ 
Drama) Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet.; A 
group of young Germans die just two days;; 
before the fall of the Nazi: regime and the 
end of World War II in the European the- 
■ ater.
1:00 ® @ AAA ‘Die Kid From Btoatip^‘ 
i (1946; Coined^ Danny Kaye, Virginia 
; > Mayo. By a strange twist of fate, a milk- 
' ! man becomes a boxer.
{© ® AAA“Thay Drive By Ni#r 
: (1940,; Drama): Humphrey Bogart,* Ann 
Sheridan.: A p^ of truckers become 
involved with murder duriug one of their 
•{.';runsJ:i-*’:’'*:.i:.-\'-:: .i*
2:30®' © “Le Tsmmlt^ (1963,
'Drame) Dean Martin; Geraldine Page. 
tBeux soe^ ont toujours ignore les fai- 
; y ble^es; de{ leur frere qu’elles ont eleve, 
aussi celui-ci est mal prepare a affronter 
lesdifficultes dela vieadultes.: -
8:00® © AAAH “Up The Sandbox” 
(1972,: Comedy) Barbra Streisand, David 
Selby. An expectant housewife unsure of; 
her role in'modem society turns to flights 
3 of fantasy and the feminist movement as a 
: j solution for her problems. *'
“'“^'^EVENING..
8:00® @ AAA“Joste avant la ncit” 
(1970, Drame) Michel Bouquet, Stephane 
Audran. Apres avoir tue sa maitre^ au 
cours d’un rendez-vous clandestin, un 
, homme sent monter en lui un b^in 
•' d’aveu et de punition. ,X
© ® AA:A “Wait Until Dark” (1967, 
|i““: x' ; Suspense) Audrey Hepburn, Alan Arkin. A
; blind woman ontwits a trio of woald-be 
heroin thieves.
® © AAAH ‘Tte Man Fln^ (iS6S, 
X Adventure) James Coburn. GOa Gcl^ A 
secret agent is called in to track down a 
group bent on controlling the j^anet’s 
:X:{ weather. {.■ *
9ri>G ® O © © ® © AAAH “Ths€3!i- 
na Syndrane” (1979, Drama) Jack Lem­
mon, Jane Fonda. Aftar lus wammgs that 
an atomic power plant is headed for a 
meltdown go unheeded, a nndear ei^neer 
; {takeover the control nxHH. X
® 0 © ® “A Day For ThaiAs On Wal- 
: tana I&xmbdn” (Preniere, Drama) Ralph 
' Waite, Judy x Norton-Taylor. As tte 
Thanksgiving holiday apjCTHdses, mem- 
xbers of the widely di^)e^ Wal^ dan 
X try to organize a family rennksL ; x * 
llriSO® © AAA “Rt^esose Ps^ovs^ 
(1973, Adventnre) Luce Gailbanit, Jean 
X Lajeunesse. The celrtsated c^iemng of a 
new highway is disrupted by a groi^ of 
militant protestors led by a contractor’s 
wife.,xxx'.:y*
12:40® © AAA “Coodsct Uniacocd^ 
(1975, Dama) Miciaei York, Susannah 
Ymt Based on the play by Barry Engtead. 
In 1878, a British Army office- is diarged 
with raping a fellow office’s wife.
2^5® O AAH “A!$eBEncOBSters"(I975) 
- ; Documaitary. Several sdaiUfically doco- 
xmented encounters with extratOTestrial 
beings are examined.
2:30 ® 0 AAH “AnytJdi^ Can Eappsf' 
(1952, Comedy) Jose Fere, Kim Hunte. 
; A Russian immigrant straggles to adjust 
r X to American life and a new wife.
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By Kate Wc«>ds
CBC one-night stand
Canadian recording star Carroll Baker and the Rovers 
get together; for a One Night Starid of wali-to-waii music 
:on CBC-TV’s“Super Show,” airing Sunday; Nov. 21,
The show marks the first meeting betv/een the merry-^
x nnaking{ Rovers ; and Miss; Baker, Canada’s undisputed
Queer) of Gouiitry Musicx; : ;
Miss Baker was pleased ’with the meeting. “The chemis- 




9:30® 0 THE LOCK AND KEY Edwin 
Newman examines the Federal, state and 
county prison systems.
AFTERNOON
1:30 ® 0 MOM AND DAD CANT HEAR
ME A young girl attempts to hide her par­
ents' deafness because of her fear of being 
ostracized by schoolmates in a new town.
5:30© Q WINNIE THE POOH AND THE 
BLUSTERY DAY Animated. The lovable 
bear is surprised when he is launched on a 
scary flight by holding onto a balloon on a 
very windy day. (R)
EVENING
6:30 ® O SURVIVAL “Orangutans: 
Orphans Of The Wild” Peter Ustinov nar­
rates a close-up look at the gentle and 
intelligent orangutan, and the efforts being 
made to save the species from extinction.
7:30© O SUPER SHOW: CARROLL 
BAKER AND THE ROVERS “One Night 
Stand” The Canadian “queen of country 
music” joins the native Irishmen for a pro­
gram spanning the spectrum from rock to 
gospel; selections include “Wasn’t That A 
Party,” "rve Never Been This Far 
Before” and “Thank God I’m A Country 
Boy.”
9:00® © ® ® BOB HOPE’S PINK 
PANTHER THANKSGIVING GALA Bob 
Hope celebrates the 20th anniversary of 
Pink Panther films with special guests 
Julie Andrews, Robert Wagner, Dean Mar­
tin, Robert Preston and the Pink Panther.
Tiger Cats at Toronto Argonauts
CS © FOOTBALL CANADIEN Match
finale de I’Est.
AFTERNOON
12:00 © 0 NFL WEEK IN REVffiW 
12:30 © 0 NFL’82
1:00 © © FOOTBALL CANADIEN Match 
finale de rOuest.
© 0 NFL F(K)TBALL Seattle Seahawks 
at Denver Broncos (Tentative)
® © ® 0 CFL FOOTBALL “Western 
Final” Calgary Stampeders or Winnipeg 
Blue Bombers at Edmonton Eskimos 
3:30 © ® TENNIS “Super Challenge” 
Bjorn Borg vs. Jimmy Connors.
4:00 ® 0 WASHINGTON FOOTBALL 
HIGHLIGHTS “Washington State 
Cougars”
© 0 COUGAR FOOTBALL
HIGHLIGHTS
5:00 ® 0 SOCCER BSADE IN GERMANY 
EVENING
10:50 © © SPORT DD4ANCHE 
1:45 ® 0 SPORTSBEAT
SUNDAY EVENING
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 ^-':10:30x|
m Beachcombers Super Show . F: P. Chal. Home Fires Market Place “ Man Alive
CD Met.-Bou.-Do. Les Beaux Dimanches Le Telejournai Les Beaux Dimanches:;., x x{;;{; XX{ {:;;xx x
CD Ripley’s Believe It Or Not! Matt Houston Movie: "Escape From Alcatraz”
CD Voyagers! CHiPs Bob Hope's Pink Panther Thanksgiving Gala
CD It Takes Two The Jeffersons Archie Bunker Gloria Movie:“Escape From Alcatraz"
CD 60 Minutes Archie Bunker Gloria The Jeffersons ; Day At Time x{ Trapper John, M.D.y!:{;,{“x yxyxi
CD That’s Incredible! Matt Houston Movie:“Escape From Alcatraz"
CD Survival S. Previews Nature Masterpiece Theatre y “ y Body In Question
® Solid Gold Laugh Trax Probe Contact ; X 60M.f. H“x“ Forum
Streets Of San Francisco Movie: . y X; 60 Minutes {{{y; :;{xxy{x;, y-x
60 Minutes CHiPs Bob Hope's Pink Panther Thanksgiving Gala { : ;x{ {{y x xrxyXXyy
; i say Richard Crenna : 
star re d X In ^ ‘ 0 r op o u t; 
Father.” yy “ husband 
says no way. “Whoxis 
right?
Hubby wins ; this; one“ 
Dick Van Dyke pfayed th^ ■ 
title roie.
DON JUAN — On the 
TV-movie “For Lovers; 
Only," there was an actor 
who looked somewhatx 
flke the actor who played 
Juan Epstein on “WeFx 
come Back, Kotter.’' Was 
it?' ■
The hairea fittie 'shorter; 
than in hisx“Koitef’’xd^;{x 
but that {was Robert “ 
Hegyes.
Dick Van Dyke
xs TELUKG OM IIEL —
Can {you tell* me some­
thing about yel Gibson of cniSdreo 
“The Road W^or”? Will ^
he be makhjg any movisS Bmi'S MAIt— A 
in Ameifca, “or movlfig ami { are desabng 
here? iidio {AB->liargr«t ^{ or :
Thfe y^’shot AustraSan wasmi9Tisd to.t say“d»e { 
actor-s actu^'^ Amerksa {named jfecfcie &erB “77 
Hs family moved from Hew who
York to{ Austrafe t5{yeaf3 became {l»r laanager. 
x;a^{^ei{his s Sis 4fisa3f«ss.x :{{“
{';iottery;'x^^s*’^cg -GibsorTS ;x;Ygu'we-{;“^i;x the ;xfi^t { 
fams that have l^n wrorg char-
-’in{{tfe; States{{are,:”Ma0 ^^,;{Af-n4iargrel fe mar- ' 
{yax’*x{C!te^,pfe»fece3^ to ned. to_'P-£^sf Snv^axwhC;
; “HcadWaiTtoY*)played;. pnv3tg.-^-e.;.-Jed ■ 
li” and “Tim.” Spencer in ooptJzr
' ;. {;.He.{just^ finfehed““Tbe Warner.' BfssX ^tective; 
■- Year.mf{Living;Dangerciis- x’ard {istef {ga-;®
' romantic; thrSfer^ eo- actlr^ to mn^hss ^
star ring “
:-{(“Al!e£i’.’}:ix{Weaver{x.,Hs fessktex.
: h3sn‘t{xsigned {'focx a{y.S- “ ,,;;x{''
* prcductton a< yef{ But even “x .^.:{;
. -Sendi mr-tetters to Kate, 
Kfoodsr -Unitec f: FestiMe.
:Z tie-Jt Ycrk.: N Y -
mes: “’"-;;-{{
{if HoBywooc beckiysihe's 
; determined to cxjntifKie inr- 




8:00 ® © OUnWORS UNLIMITED 
10:00© 0 CFL FOOTBALL “Eastern 
Final” Ottawa Rough Ridere or Hamilton
MORNING
10.-30 © 0 “Street Killing” (1976, Dra­
ma) Andy Griffith, Bradford Dillman. A 
prosecutor finds a link between a street 
mugging and murder which leads to an 
organized crime figure.
AFTERNOON
12:00 © ® itir’A “Abbott And Costello la 
The NavY’ (1941, Comedy) Dick Powell, 
The Andrews Sisters. To avoid his demand­
ing fans, a popular singer enlists in the 
Navy.
1:30 © ® A^A-H “TTie Court Jester” (1956, 
Comedy) Danny Kaye, Glynis Johns. A 
circus clown meets adventure when he 
joins up with outlaws trying to overthrow 
a tyrant king.
2:00© ® “The PaJaiM Game"
(1957, Musical) Doris Day, John Raitt A 
union representative falls in love with a
pajama factory’s new superintendent and 
manages to convince him that the workers 
need a raise.
EVENING
8:00® ® (Dollars)” (1971,
Suspense) Warren Beatty, Goldie Hawn. 
Two culprits are chased all over Germany 
following a bank robbery in Hamburg.
Sja® 0 © 0 ® @ •A*H“Escape 
Frtsn Alcatraz” (1979, Adventure) Clint 
Eastwood, Patrick McGoohan. A hardened 
; convict makes elaborate plans to break out 
of the escape-proof prison. Q 
11^15® © WWH “Le temfB s’est arrete” 
(1961, Drame) Natale Rossi, Roberto Sev- 
ero. Chez un gardien de barrage, dans I’im- 
mensite des Dolomites, un jeune homme 
fait I’apprentissage de la vie simple et poe- 
tique.
11:30 © 0 “Tie Longest Yard” (1974,
Comedy) Burt Reynolds, Eddie Albert. A 
former pro quarterback doing time in a 
Southern prison is given the job coaching a 
group of convicts for a no-holds-ban-ed 
football game against the guards.
® © *:kH“aalako” (1968, Western) 
Sean Connery, Brigitte Bardot. A loner 
saves a group of aristocrats from Indian 
attack after defeating the Apache chief’s 
{ soninafight.{{'-
11:50 ® 0 A: H “Jennifer: A Woman’s Sto- - 
ry’’(1979, Drama) Elizabeth Montgomery,! 
Bradford Dillman. A widow,' trying,; to 
. make a life for herself and her children 
becomes involved in a bitter struggle for; 
control of her late husband’s company. , ■
12:15 ® 0 ir-k “Death Car On T?ie Fre^x 
way (1979, Drama) George Hanailtoh,' 
Shelley Hack. A psychotic killer uses his 
van to force lone female drivers into fatal , 
accidents. (RI
12:20 © © Yi-:«rH “Misriiffla Of Monte Carlo”
: ; {(1971, Drama) Roger Moore, Tony Curtis. ;
A - pair of detectives investigate murder 
and black magic at an English estateXxx x; .'“x 
12:80 ® ® *A ‘Tlie Wlnjp Of An Eagle” 
(1976, Adventure) D^umentary. The ;Ufe{f“{ 
of a rare California golden;eagle raised in ■




Very Good X 
Go<Ki. ' . V ; 
Not Bad ; . 
Pair;.“'.““ 
Poor “{;: x-.':
1:00 ® 0{ -<rVk*“W«»da- Man’^ (1945, 
Comedy) Danny Kaye, Virginia Mayo. A 
nightclub ; entertainer’s twin brother is. 
accused of murder. ; ;; X
© ® •frVk H “Climb An Angry Mountain” 
(1972, Western) Fess Parker. Arthur Hun- - 
nicutt. A sheriff tracks an escaped convict { 
who has kidnapped his son. 
x 2:S0 ©{© •****“Lra MisaR*!es” (2e) 
(1934, Drame) Harry Baiir, Charles yanel. x 
D’apres le roman de Victor Hugo. Un 
inspecteur pqursuit Jean Valjean, jadis un 
' x criminel qui veut faire un nouveau depart.;; 
"{{3:00® {© {*■**{“A Warm tkaxmbg” - 
(1973,“Romance) Sidney Poitier, E^cr 
{ Anderson; A ghetto physician falls in love 
■ with a mysterious African woman who has x 
X a secret she cannot share.
EVENING
0:00 © ® kkk “Tlie Day Of The Doljto” 
(1973; Drama) George C. Scott, Trish Van;
; Devere. A group of dolphins are kidnapped ;
; X from their trainer by saboteurs who are 
“ . theming to blow iip a yacht{«irrymg the 
president of theU.S. “ -x *
® © k** “In Like Flint” (1967, 
{{““Adventure);James Coburn^ Lee J.'Cobb.;
The Pentagon hires Flint to thwart a group 
,“ x x of female revolutionaries. X , ; x X -
9:00 ® 0 © ©“Coontiy Gold” (Prem­
iere, Drama) Loni Anderson, Earl Holli­
man. An aspiring singer ingratiates herself 
“{ {- with a ;p^ country entertainer who
gratefully accepts the young woman’s qui- {' 
et, undemanding companionship. •;
Tl:lM © Si kk “Keep It fc Tlte Family” 
(1973, Comedy) John Gavin, Patricia Gage.
A romantic mix-up occurs{when two young - 
• people set but to “get even” {with their 
families.
12:05 ®{?© “Rsite With The DevO” 
(1975, - Suspense)' Peter Fonda, Warren 
Oates. When a vacationing foursome inad- i; 
vertently witnesses a-human sacrifice by x 
x rx'; worshippers, they flee in terror.
{ti:40 ® “0 s**““Cannoh, For GHrdoba"“ 
(1970, Adventure) George Peppard, 
Giovanna^Ralli. A smaU group of U3.
Army Intelligence men sets cot to silence 
; a band of Mexican outlaws.
250 © 0 *** “A1&” (1956, Comedy) 
Michael Caine, Shelley Winters. A young 
Knglishman cruelly exploits the women be 
;x!:meets.{{ . ' ■ . ’ x{ {{.{Xx . x;.
; MivieRatis^
{ Outstanding. . . .
Exrriient- : . . - - - - . - - - 
Good2. - - - - - ----- 
.Good T-;.‘- - 
NctBad ... ... - X . .
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Mjke magic makes 
Marv millionaire
{“By Sieve K. Walz 
Whether; he's “inx the busy 
newsroom prepanng for his 
e-vening sportscast on New 
“ York’s WNBC or in a make­
shift network-TV booth in 
ah Atlaintic City boxing ha!!, 
sportscaster Marv Albert 
usuaily is working at break­
neck “sipsed.“ - trying “ to 
secure“the“latest informa- 
tipnj^his audience. “ 
Albert is one of the most 
sought-after annouricsrs in 
the hi^ory of sports broad-“
^tng. His x stints also 
include Ne^ York Knicks 
baskeibaii for SuperStatidn 
WOR, Ne’w York Rangers 
hockey for s New York 
radio station, and ccilege 
baskeibaii. bo.xing and NFL 
foctbafl tor the NBC 
network.
Aiberi.rec^ifly signed a. 
ne-w NBC contract, which. { 
X xwhar, {combihed with i his; {
“^said to{ net the Braokiyti- 
bdrn ariribuncer{ an{anmjai 
sajary exceeding $ 1 rrellkjfi.
His insatiabie appetite 
{for r^rtscastmg IthougfL{
{ing'{“ fust {“another! “^ed^
Marv Albert {
“I don’t even thinicabout
the money* xYou think “in 
terms of beirig scT happy tp { 
be on the air that you won-; x 
derit ts goingio eocL “ 
:‘*YcKi 5ee“i admire a guy “ 
like Pete Rcse (PhBfes first “x 
baseman); wh<^ salary 
nev^ affected him w-hen he 
go! to the tdpx in my eaSgr - 
^ySy {thmi^t J’d make a “ 
comfortable I{vtn§. l3tit the 
!way;TV..h3Sexp!odea{eve- {;■ 
xrything has b^»-;elevafe<l “ , 
No ■ pne“ expected safehes ' {
6keihiS“{.X;{. xX;x{.. - y {.x ^Xx; {{
y {-“l‘m“stia'so'happY“ha!
r.m atfe to CO a!! of the cif- 
;ferenr.sports’andTh2t{kind “ 
..of V variety ;x“_keeps{,{ me! x 
motivated- it would be 
feme toyfedp scmietfsig
from my scffeitife wife! I 
“cQuki. Bui I fsaSy look fe^ 
ward tox do&^x a hoc^ 
game and tfen a
.niatch.”;“>x:{ “{- .xx '""
-^ASfef popoiantyx was 
noticed i/cofmcM'i David 
i.ettern5aiX'{wtxi.a^;sd the. 
3nn£KSfef“:>ta {{do “ferK 
spcKtsx^ ts{as. a marrp-dp 
cfeac.fe hsifate night iaft
=hpw.x {{{ xy-y'/x; ' “y .-;“ .{ .
{“Efeng 51300-00 comedy 
iO nmfof 3 Sue sjdpncs is. 
great “f“ cfon’t {have.; that. 
“Aon Tm in the WNBC-T\'
itUCiOXOr fe aX|3QQ»«_y.1'f^
feaction-iras.ibeexs'-gf^-i-i 
have.tc be a Ihte 




.adveht pi TV,' I afwaya . 
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iVSiscellaneous | B^iscellaneoys Business I




NEW LAWNS, PRUNING, ETC.
FOR FREE ESTIMATE, CALL
656-9614
Dutch Landscaping & Go.
10 years in Sidney, A-1 Recommendations.
All phases ol gardening — Reasonable prices.
Free Estimates.
656-9391
THIS SPACE COULD BE YOUBS 
FOR ONLY ^20 A MONTH
Green - Scene Landscaping
652-3089 “Ideas Through Planting’ COMPLETE SERVICE
* Interlocking Stones for Patios, 
Waiks, Driveways 
« Lawns (Seed or Sod)
o Lawn & Garden Maintenance
• Pruning & Spraying




ARCHITECTURE LANDSCAPING LTD. _
'QUAIIFILD WARRANVEED LUnOPEAN WUPtKt.tANSHIP FREtE tS I IMA1 [rS
We Will supply TOPSOIL, SHRUBBERY by Contract or by the Hour. 
Complete Landscaping Service and Quality Stonework.
Call 652-9811 during business hours Mon.-Sat.
CANOE COVE 
lAitINA LTD.
MARINE ENGINES DIESEL & GAS
Complete Installations
Rebuilding exhaust systems,, For. 






;- ----- ■ . -■ ■■■
///"/C/SAPLER’SC / (■7""(''7';('":7- Interior:---.:Exterior;..///;."/:
''Paper'.Hatiging:"" (
:((//(/ Uecora1:iiig'Ltcl,( 856-4487 856-5648 '







( 11 yrs. local service
New Work 
/ flenovatlonsH.w. Tanks Estuuatas
Dishwashers PHONE;(:656-4603,
: Emergency Work
GIRLS/BOYS SKI COAT, size 14, 
red/black, $25; girl’s size 10, never 
worn. Red hooded wool coat, $40. 656- 
3291.  1043-46
SHORT BLACK Persian Lamb jacket, 1^-




TOP CASH for old Canadian bills, gold &
silver coins, will pick up. George, 652- 
0032. 1022-49
GOLF CLUBS, collection item,
MacGregor copper faced M.T. rions, 2 
S.W. 656-7962. 1025-47
CAST IRON wood heater $75; 2 -DR78-
14 studded radial snow tires, $25 pair. 
656-6964. 1024-46
NEW DUNCAN KILN, never used,
medium size, reguir $795, $500 or 
nearest offer. 479-5937. 1019-48
PADDLE FANS — The original fan store.
Wholesale and Retail. Free catalogues; 
Ocean Pacific Fan Gallery Inc: 4600 East 
Hastings Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 
2K5, Phonell2-299-0666. na-tt
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORS.
LOWEST PRICES. WALKER DOOR LTD. 
Vancouver 266-1101, NOrth Vancouver, 
985-9714, Richmond 273-6829, 
Nanaimo 758-7375, Kamloops, 374- 
3566, Powell River, 485-9744, Lillooet, 
256-7501, Winlaw, 226-7343, 
Whitehorse, 667-7332. na-tf
WATt^ GREAT PRODUCTS! Buy or
sell. Call me, Eileen, 656-7884. 866-52
GENUINE HAND-MADE Moccasins,
made to order. Ideal Xmas gifts. Get your 
orders inhow. 652-3084. 922-50
FRANKLIN STOVE, used, $50; used
Seefire wood stove $150; used fire 
screens, many sizes, from $15. Sidney 
Fireplace Shop, Marina Court, 984.3 
Second St. 656-7737 . 909-47
500 NAME AND ADDRESS LABELS
$5.00. Printed in our shop. Popular 
press, 2737 Heald Road, Shawnigan 
Lake, B.C. VOR 2WO. Please send 
payment with order. : na-48
D-65 YAMAHA ORGAN, almost new, cost
; $8,000 selling for $5,000. Music books 
/ included, valued at $200(479-5937/
'"■.''/'.1.0'2 0::-4'8:-Y::;:.'',: ;
’LADY'S BAUER skates; size 7; girl’s
DaousL sizes 1 & 3; boy’s Bauer sizes 11 
& 1; girl’s 20 speed and girl’s standard 
bike; 4 antique ice cream parlor chairs. 
656-9513: / / 1016-46
CASH for major appliances, working or
not; Fairvprices; prompt pick-up. 381- 
( 3122'. '""i-.''1011-46"'/'
TWO WOODEN CARD STANDS, approx;
- 4’x2’x4 V)!’.Tdeal for seed display, cards/ V 
/ brochures, etc/ 658-8810 after 6 p;m. :
please , 50
ISWEDISH 3-IN-ONE HIGH CHAIR, $40; V
large spring horse, $35; F.P. circus 
train, $10. Ail good buys. Phone 656- 
4506 1073-46
/BOOK NOW! CHRISTMAS PORTRAITS.
GRASSROOTS NEEDS a few items for 
“Dames at Sea’’. We will borrow & clean 
or buy: long black gloves, bowler or top 
hat, woman’s cape, black bow ties & 3/4 
length raincoat. 656-4015 1051-46
FLEA MARKET, SANSCHA HALL, every 
Sunday, 9 - 3 p.m. For info and table 
reservations, 656-5316 eves. 751-tfn 
GIGANTIC GARAGE SALE, Sat., Nov. 
20,10 a.m. -4 p.m. The best garage sale 
of the year and right here in Sidney. 
Fisher-Price toys, scads of baby clothes 
and children’s items. Toaster, electric 
knife, electric coffee machine, pottery, 
glassware and hand knitted outfits. 
Don’t miss your chance to make a real 
deal. Everything priced to sell! Cash 
only, NO EARLY BIRDS. 9575 Canora 
Road, by airport. 1054-46
GARAGE SALE, NOVEMBER 20, a.m. - 3 
p.m. 2276 Adela, off Maryland, Sidney. 
Art craft supplies, roilaway cot, cabin 
tent, books, etc. 1064-46
EARN EXTRA INCOME. Make quartz 
clocks from burls, plates, ceramics, etc. 
Low prices for mini-quartz movements, 
1-24, $8.95. Quantity discounts. Free 
catalogue. Marco Sales, 4591 Colchester 
Drive, Richmond, B.C. V7C 4S6 na46 
DON’T LOSE YOUR MONEY. We secure
your investment of $4,860.00 (which is 
refundable). $30,000 - $60,000 per year 
income. Call Now! Briscoe Franchise 
Department — Phone 112-734-4557. 









ALDER FIREWOOD (green). Cut, split 
and delivered, $85 cord. 2 cords $165. 
Cliff Brown, 385-2371; 707-48
U-CUT LOGS in pile, $35 cord. Cut 
blocks, U-load and haul $50; also alder 
and slab wood. 652-2445. 924-52
FIR FIREWOOD $45 per 1/2 cord; $80/ 
per cord delivered. 652-1498. 930-47
; FIREWOOD. Alder, maple and: fir, un- / 
split $80 cord; split $90: Discount on 
volume. Also dry fir, SI 10 cord. Salt-;
; springlsiand,112-653-9240. : 829-4783 / 
OAK FIREWOOD for sale. 65 2 -99 7 6. 
980-48
7 FIREWOOD FOR SALE. Fir, $95 cord 
$50 half cord. Delivered to Central and 
: NorthSaanich.652-3823/7 : ^1040:47 7 ^
COUNSELLING for families and in- 
vidividuals of all ages - serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9815 - 5th St. Sidney. 656- 
1247. tf
BUDGET PACKAGE, 1-11x14; 2-8x10, 
regular . $111.85, now $49.95; Sitting 
lee, 3 poses, Reg. $35, now $25. Phone 
now for appointment, Paul’s ‘House of 
Portraits’, 2420 Beacon Ave., 656-4245 
1071-46
ANNE SHERWOOD, practicing 
psychic/spiritual leader in this area for 
the past 15 years and a member of 
National Federation of Spiritual Healers 
inEngland, is now accepting new 
patients. All conditions treated but 
having best results with muscles and 
bone conditions. No charge whatsoever. 
Please call 656-1248 for appointment.
10 7 5 -4 9
RESEARCH CENTRE now open to 
public. Will give in-depth answers to 
your questions on the bible or religions. 
Send $3.50 to “Research” Box R, 
Cariboo Observer, #102 - 246 St. 
Laurent Avenue; Quesnel, B.C. V2J 2C9 
na.4 6^-, 7
Business
REASONABLE HAIRCUTS by 
professional stylist, my home. 652-1250.
■/::7::/;'7'^7y7.:'':':7':7'' .';://•• 966-50;
SAANICH TRIBAL'Parents Turkey Bingo, 
Pauquachin Hall, 9025 West Saanich Rd.
Dec. 1, 7 p.m. All proceeds go toward 
Tsartlip School Childrens Christmas 
Party. Everyone welcome. 47
CHRISTMAS STRAWBERRY TEA, $125.
Gift and bake sale, December 2, from 
2:30 - 4 p.m. Resthaven Lodge, 2281 
Mills Rd. Sidney. Sponsored by Womens 
Auxiliary. 47
CORDOVA BAY pre-school has opening 
sfor 3 year olds, Tuesday and Thursday 
mornings. Creative play and social in­
teraction in a happy environment. Kelly, 
658-8467 orPat, 658-5027. 47
FALL BAZAAR and tea. Shady Creek 
United Church, 7180 East Saanich Rd.,
2-4 p.m. November 20. Baking, crafts, 
plants, etc. All welcome. 46
ST. STEPHEN’S CHURCH Hall (off Mt. 
Newton X Rd.) November 20, 2-4 p.m.
Buy your Xmas baking, crafts, and much 
more. Countryside preschool will 
present a table. 46
CHRISTMAS TURKEY BINGO, Monday^
November 29, Brentwood Community 
Hall, 7:30 p.m. 15 games $1. Extra cards 
5/$1.00. 47
MULTI FAMILY FLEA Market Dec. 4, St. 
Stephen’s Church Hall, Mount Newton X 
Rd. Saanichton, 10-4 p.m. Admission 
25c. Crafts, good clothing, housewares, 
etc. etc. Proceeds tor the church hall 
extension. Refreshments, everyone 
welcome. ■ 48
ST. MICHAELS UrTTversity School
Christmas Boutique and bake sale, Nov.
20, 10-2 p.m. Barker Library, 3400 
Richmond Rd. 46
CHRISTMAS SALE, pottery, stoneware, 
porcelain, weaving, by Deep Cove 
Weavers. November 19 and 20, 10 - 5 
p.m. St. John’s Church, 10990 West 
Saanich Rd. / i ' : 46
BRENTWOOD ELEMENTARY Scho^
7085 Wallace Drive, Fall Fair, November 
18, 5:30-8:30 p.m. Hot dogs, drinks, etc. 
Plants, baked goods, records, gift ideas ;
' and prizes.'; ■' /7,'7'7;'';;' ■ 7:' 7''46
UVIC Christmas Craft Fair, Nov. 19, 20 
and 21 . Friday, noon-9 p.m.; Sat: and 
; Sun. : 10-6 p.m.7 East/west / lounge, /: 
student Union Building; Admission 25C;/7;
/ Proceeds for Council Tor: Exceptional 7; 
Children. Info. 477-8766. 46
Groceries,
Heat ^
for you .For free inf or mat ion write: 
(Human Contact, B4-818 - 16tK Avenue, 
; N.W. Calgary, Alberta, T2M0K17 na46
Portraits 
1 0 7 0 -4
’, 2420 Beacon Ave;, 656-4245
FRENCH PROVINCIAL COUCH & CHAIR












Fresh juicy apples 
'Open Daily 
1412 White Rd., 
oft Steliy’s X Rd.
SS2-2CI0S
______ SAANICH PENINSULA ARTS and Crafts
DISCOVER — Create new friendships Society exhibition of paintings,
/Refresh your social life — Discover McPherson Playhouse mezzanine, Dec. 6 ■
someone very special. Excellent com- „ to Jan. 8. Lobby opens weekdays 10-4 
puter and personal dating service just p 3n(j evening performances. 46
 For i : CENTRAL SAANICH SENIOR CITIZENS
programmed meetings/ -Tst: and 3rd 7 /?; 
Thurs. each month; drop-ins every 
MU I UK INN Tuesday, 2-4 p.m.. Lions Hall, 6994 East /
goffers the be^t home^^^ from home. Saanich Rd., Saanichton tfn
Stay; wIth us:/and 7YOUT Christmas qARTH HOMER Centre Arbutus Crafts,
Nov. 18 and 19 
Darwin Ave.
Featuring basketry, Xmas cards, 
crackers, hand woven products and . 
ceramics^
ST. DAVID By the Sea Anglican Church,
5186 Cordova Bay Road (opp. Fable
Shopping, 154^ Looghe^ Highway. Port ^
' S»99T' na46
268,-8993 ____ na4o FaafMRn0//ha5kptrv^^^^
7 buffet plus rtiisc. furniture. 656-2643 
10 7 9 -4 7
USED CARPET, good quality. W/W
m ult i-colou red green, ny Ion short shag. 7^^—F ^ ’/T* /v^''®
;i4’xl6’ ;plus; total 26 sq. meters/;! 115.77 7/)'^S/ ^nf^7freight./Special/discdunts 
Must be seen 'to appreciate this/good / buying clubs/ co-ops,/merchants; 0




; Now Conslructiorv and Repairs 
Specializing in Hoi VYaler Heating
Im....;— .....  ; ' ..... ^ 7 ;"’77"'’— .
m
•TYPESETTING ®BIJSIN ES S FOR WI S
•PRINTING^^^^^^^
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MUST SELL SMALL APPLIANCES, coffee 
and erid tables, car radio,; fire screen,/ 
guitar, clothing, raw wool and misc. 6527 
:'" ■ 4 29 8 7;;"'';;■//" : 10 5 7 -46 7;
/ ELE^OHOME HUMIDIFIER; Huber
■ CC skiis, poles; boots 7 ’// and 11; mail 
/ box. 656-5308 7: Y / :: 7 : 1060-46 /
77biNlNG TABLE, 4 chairs.;:Chrome and 
plexigiass oval , Swivel chairs, white vinyl;
; curshibns. Like new, $300.652-2062:
7 10 62/49
: SIDNEY WATERBEDS, 9783 - 3rd St.
KING AND QUEEN SIZE WATERBEDS,
/ COMPLETE FROM $197.00 ; tin
ALMOSTnEW. ATARI plus 6 cartridges, 
also :4 hand controls/ $400; beautiful 
, diningroom table, v/ith marble effects 
plus lour swivel, tan & gold chairs, $400; 
boy's bikO;.5 5peod;$40.656-0238: :
10 3 ‘?-4 8 : ; i'
: invenldrios dljnow and used snowmobile ; 
Ijdttb i(i B.C, We wrock rriachinos, all 
; ; niakcs7 Wlllianii; Outdoor Recreation,
7 Box/242/ l,acl.a:;Hache, B.C, VOIVITO. 
Phono 1 12-396'7639 : /: ;na46/
: M E M B E R-’L AST"" Vii I NT E R's'”OiL"
7 (BILLS?? Consider a VALL.EY COMFORT ■
; :{idd on wood furnace/KOVorhment KraiT ' 7 
;i|vtnovod; ocoriomicnl, r.omnacl.;
: (-:':an tornat ic; I hlorrjia t lop ;;aitd;
' "(,:c6htact:7;,Valloy;:7Ccimfdrt
: I LO .
Furiraitifire;
;TFor,:ReBit:/
I Threads Centre offers classes, activities VICTORIA FLOWER/Arranj^rs’ /Build, 
f Christmas arrangement ideas, First
United Church Hall, 932 Balmoral, Nov.
. ..... 26,1-9 p.m. Nov. 27 llT) p.m. 47
unts to association. 9788 2nd St., is the ST. STEPHEN’S A.C.W. fall tea and 
rit to information and Volunteer Service for 20, in Church Hall. Ml.
r vnR peninsula. If you need assistance or
-0^46 ’’ to  treasuresfromanestate.etc.Tea$l,25.
na-4b week to help others in your community, 46
'",;:'":::ninac0;':rair''iR»;fi'-ni34':"for,' further^Tn-'Y//::'''■; please/(call 
7( formation/
in-
tf VICTORIA HANDWEAVERS and Spin-/
rriit, miAMTcn hw tiers Guild, annual exhibition/and sale/^^^^^^^




3 Room(groups. Bachelor suites, 
individual ; pieces; hide-a-beds, 
rollaways, month to month.
833 Yates 383-3655
7 Legion Hall 'dh Mills Road. lnformatidn7^^^^^7 Y^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
656-5301 or656^7828 tf Womens Club meets Novemter 17
/ Imperial Room/at lrnp;eria|;lnn. Social 6/:, ;, 
( p,m. binher 6:30, business andprogram 
7:30/i Visitors/welcdme; Reservations ( 
................................................... :.46;7;(
IS OVEREATING CREATING problems in
( your life? (bvereraters Anonymous cari7
(Tielp/ypu!/;'^ dues, ( no wtdgNi^ ;;;;rmfd.'477'-26^"^
Meetings are THursday.s 8 p.m. at 9788 /fTiTTFTncrT7MsncT::Tu (2nd(St.Sidiiey. 656-36747 ’ 7 tfm LODGE will have a Christmas
Livestock'
/ RUBBER FENCE/ a horsos best friend. 
No cuts, scrapes, ea.sy to install, low 
maintonance, For information, call 652-
■( 9447/''rt(''''':'(;;(:/^(:/:/(-'7:-,;7:/7:''-.7-/784-,47
VICTORIA PARLIAMENTARY Study
Group meets second /Tuesday (each 
: 7morith7Sept.(through May at(7:3p p.m.: 
( Knox Presbyterian Church, 2964 Rich­
mond Road. Visitors welcome; 592-7519 
,",(■ for inf ,47
FLEA MARKET, SANSCHA HALL, every
- Sunday, 9 a;rn. - 3 p.m; For info and table 
; / rosorvations. 656-5316 eves. 750-1;fn
______________ _____________ TABLE tennis;(Ping(Pong) at Brent-
sToneV WATERBEDV9783 >/3rd St. wood Elomonlary School, Mondays 7:30-
KING AND QUEEN SIZE WATERBEDS, 9;30 p,m. All ages wolcorno. Furthor
COMPLETE FROM 197.00. Un inlo.052:4580;e52-1531, / 7 /t
VW^TCrOLDER'A??AB goldihtTlor THE’FENINSUU DISARMAMEWsroup
Tea and (Sa le dh Sat u rday NOV/ 20, 2^4 
p.m. at the Lodge, 4481 Interurban Rd.
:i'"'':;4 6 ! '
rSERl^O^^
( will be held at Uons Hall, E,Saanich Rd., 
beginning Tuesday, Nov, 23rd, 7 p.m. 
Everyone wolcomo. For Turther info. 
7652-3118 1063-46
"THE KING AND V day bus trips, '
Seattle, Nov, 25th, Top priced: seats, 
$60, Reserve now .477-5259 103 7 40 
(PEfiiRslILAFIGURE SKATINGCCDb’Is
having a chocolate bar sale: Nov. 20 to 










( compact, 7 sale, 14,1 H.H, Well schooled on flat and meets regularly. To join us/help us, or S^ISr , jToCKEl'’"bASf£fe. Nov 26~"8 • 
dealer;lonces, $900 obo. 656»3167. 941 • / /^ jiJSt lor information, call 656'4842 a|tm p Sanscha httl 1.110 couplo/Vickets;(/f
- ------------ - ------- ---------- ,.„.,'7Box 15, ____________________________________________________________________ 65'e-4294'or666-6553 forinfo. '46
, Crescent ;Vnlley,(B,C./phono ll2>359-: ;:;( MI^ HAVEN Riding Acadomy/pffers.^:;/ soOAC'SCENr'irr^^
;/7296($omeddal0rshipsavailabl6;; na46; ; /;arlult /arid/ childrens English riding cards arc on sale now at tho -Ju'^PlhB;
losisbriSdIat and lumping/Woll-schoolod Mouse Bookslpro, 2456: Beacon „„
Sidnoy. 
(942-
(7 fidhiers. 714: iriclr:cal■hidc(coatcd(com^,:(;/horses ; prov)(1od.;;'
bmalioh blades,for Skllsaws, :etC/No tips BoardliiB oyailoblo. 656(310? ,/
( to break, Easy to sharpen, cuts tip to five ' 4''PD8 3' y- ■- ■' _
times longor than stool saws Contractor RARE BREEFROOSTERS. g'niotiflisord
: price $9.45 plus ?«><■ Northstar,' Bo)t ; , |3lack( ()dr!5ey ; Glarit /aiicl/Silver i tec® 
46526,( Vancouver/ B.C. ; V6R 7727-2731. 1036 
r,7,; PhonoU2.'2 7 0-193 37" /-('(:»;;'''7’'((na46:77;(ppgg|§^ Gelding,"!5,1'mih:
'Sidney/" cf, “Singles Happening" will bo spcaklpg on 
: N. ,A S. SAANICH Agricultural Society
—7 (Sate/ Saanichton
J™ Szi'lo' sll'nf HoSSi/^craiis sIBSiCTmi/iSXfflJ^^
7(7 Adm, $ T; Sr. Citizens fiOC/
(Danish Upholstery)












7117 Wv Saanich Rd.
:((:':':''(::652.159,l7;::
mMetT^URSELF. Bestquicktoni for 7 ago 5; plus 3/4 Quarter, 1/4 arab/M/l 
use with campfire for winter camping : , h.h, ago 2. Also English;and Western 
comfort, Complete instructions send / tack, 382-6000 days,/;656-2420 
$4.00, Alan Fry, Box 5373, Whitehorse, evenings. 1027,-46
. Yukoi'i,YlA422,'';'(..': ""';"./7na46;'.7;::'iSoSitlMOWI'CHRISTMAg'PORTllAiTSi 
, ■' ■"/'"';/V:((/7,:' economy'packago,'7'-BxlO;"'2*5x7,('Rog,,
;$56.86, now $29:95/ Paul's 'House of 
(7 Portratls';2420 Beacon Avo:, 65,6-4245 
:'';7(T07 2'.4;67'/:
46 , (Of Pythias Hall, / 4th ;/Sti, ,S^




CASH FOR MEDALS, bofigos; tH3oks,w tc. 
ra army, navy, airforce, [>olic.e, 666-4915 /
'" ''Gp:m:('7'( 7"" '"(('/.:((( .,,:815’'47.7
''‘WMEFfoTniV, ;soll, of”traclorTFRe3:"^, 
;; Ijicycles (20" whoels proforrody; etc,),. 
:G5C);7i 35,,leave iii(is:.,aBe!.,3 am,■ 9 pm,, 
7/day5 a week/'('■'■'■' 916-47'''(
:i-0»t;lfc(
'FOMfld"
THIS SPACE COULD BE VOUBS 
FOR ONLY ?S50 A MONTH
SIDNEY WATERBEDS, 9783 « 3rd St,
KING ANFi QUCEirilZE‘WATi;nBED’:.,: 
COMPLETE FROM ($197.00; / tin 7 
QAI< DESli( or old woodon desk wanted, ; containing :3 Joe s on
good condition/ flat price. No dealers, (i Tuesday/Nov,/2nd; bt Safoways./ESfi- 
Also lilecabinet,65b-7«02v'" - 956-46, ,:/;"/4929.;.:'"://;.,i'/''/,,;k8/’45
CASH foi major appliances, working or ST(5l¥iM (Clarinet from Parkland 
( not, lair prices, prompt pick up, 381( 7 School. Reward,666-3251 afierS p.rri,
...".'/:^^ "■;- -- lOM ,. / FO0'@;(lA8?"PICT0M“jn(.P«i^
LADIES' MODERN SKI SUH, size 12*14, Cap Po ciaimerj at Review otfice i
UPHOLSTERY SLHVICE CENTRES
•neUPHOLSTERY - SOFAS, CHAIRS. RECLINCRS, ETC. 
•REPAIRS SPRINGS. FRAMES, WOOD REFINISHINO 
•3 STEP UPHOLSTERY ft CARPET CLEANING 
(•"SOIL OUARO'' FABRIC PROTECTION 
"Senior Cidmm bhctHinV*
J'lMlMlbYH aaiLiioa , fAlTttSiVUCIi;'
;’/':////■"//■/"' 8 AM'.I PM':-'WttN/.Wi'"''''' //""//:■/;/■-„/ "■/-./;;"/;://"/■/
'■':■;:'//:/;///,/ ,V:; ';'/;/:/;;// Umm m UMmi nm$IH.A
.MW iiWUartW •wWfi-WWO'W*'!**
Can take












SAANICH RD. Going camping, on a picnic or 
out to the lake was a great way 
for Ma, Pa and the children to 
spend the summer days, but now 
winter’s here we must look for 
different forms of entertainment. 
Sure, videos are fun, but 
wouldn’t it be best to do your 
body some good and go swim­
ming instead? And if shaking 
your head to such an invigorating 
question causes you to puff — 
it’s now time to take a plunge.
•The centre’s family swim is an 
enjoyable session and one of the 
most inexpensive forms of family 
entertainment. For only $2.50 
five , members of a family 
(grandma and the kids; Uncle 
Don, Aunt Bettie and Louie; 
Dad, Mom and Jenny) cansplash 
around. An adult must ac­
company any children with a 
maximum of two grown-ups. 
This way the pool has a “family- 
oriented” atmosphere.
SessionsareWednesdays6:30- 
8 p.m., Saturdays 3:30 - 5 p.m., 
and Sunday 11 - 2 p.m.
•Sometimes it’s nice to be able 
to swim a few lengths in peace
AsmoyncemeBits
and have a fun game of 
basketball without being 
crunched by a herd of energy- 
filled children flipping around 
the water. Lengths Unlimited for 
those 16 years and over is ideal, 
as the pool does not experience 
“wall-to-wall swimmers”. Botha 
good work-out and relaxing time 
is possible in this period, 
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays 
and Saturdays 9 - 11 p.m.
•For the disabled. Panorama 
offers a rehabilitation swim with 
full use of all facilities on 
Saturdays 11:30-1:30 p.m.
•One final swim session. Adult 
Afternoon Delight is offered 
exclusively for adults (at $1.25) 
Wednesdays and Fridays 2 - 3:30 
p.m. Another opportunity to 
wind down (or up) while stret­
ching the leg (or jaw) muscles.
A reminder . . . registration is 
Dec.. II for aquatic lessons and 
all other programs. Classes from 
toddlers up to great granmas will 
commence the first week of 
January, so .be a part of 
recreation — you’ll never regret 
il. ; .
ANiMALS' CRUSADERS Arinual 
Christmas Bazaar, November 13 from 
11-2:30 p.m. Fairfield United Church 
Hall, 1303 Fairfield Rd. Sale of han­
dicrafts, baking; light lunches. Everyone 
V ■ welcome.; ■ ■ 4 5
SIDNEY ACTIVITY CENTRE, sponsored
by CMHA and community meets every ;
; Monday, 10-1:00 p.m. ;.Margaret 
Vaughan Birch Hall. Handicrafts; games, ■ ; 
films, recreation, light lunch and an 
opportunity to meet others. Info.
■ Marketa Mellows, 652-1483 after 6 p:m. ; 
orPatti Ways, 658-5414 weekdays. :i47 l : :; 
LAD!ES~AUXILIARY to Rest Haven ;
Lodge meet 7:30 p.m. November 18 at
ROBERT BURNSj McMICKING CHAP-
TER, 1.0.D.E. Annual Bazaar, Nov. 20, 
C.N.l.B. Hall, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Refresh­
ments will be served. 46
PLASIER. Lisa, (hee ;G raham); a nd: Ron 1; 
F’lasier.yn Calgary;iOctpber 23; 1982,:a‘ L 
boy,SKristophr Burke; Parenti and baby: :; 
happy and doing fine. Proud grand-; : 
parents. Majorl(Ret’d) Land Mrs; T.L 
Graham of Sidney; ;; : ; ; v 46 •
■Weddirngsj
BENNETT/HALLING. Chantal Bennett; ’ 
;Ldaughter; d ; Mr; &' Mrs. A, Bennett, 
Southampton,' England,’ and RosS John; 
iTialling,; Saanichton, were niarried in 
Redlynch, England, on September 25, t 
1982. MarkTrarnpton andiBill Palmer, L 
friends of the groom were present at the ; 
ceremony. The newlyweds will live in 
v Saanichton upon return, : 1065*46 :
Cards of 
Thanks
I WISH TO THANK thosd who so quickly 
responded to my call for holp on the 
■ mdnung of; October 19, :1982;; The 
ambulance crow; the R.C.M.P.j also Dr,
; Forest for her response. Many thanks, io; 
Mill; kind friends Jdr flowers . and ox-; 
Fpressions ol sympathy. —-LW. Todd and 
'iFainilyr'';."''';.', ■. T'048'-46''
,1 TODD, Viola Olive (Gurlohl passed away i: 
at homo October 29, 1982. Viola gently ; 
closod the door on lifo arid quietly wont p 
away. She will bo sadly missed by all who 
'■'’■‘L ;'khewahd loved her.''46''“:
Notice of Application for Change 
Name/;',
NOTICE is hereby given that an ap­
plication will be made to the Director 
of Vital Statistics for a change of 
name, pursuant, to the provisions of 
the:''Name Act,'/by, rne:----T Roxanne; 
Mari Gagnon of 2097 Rennie Place in 
: Sidney, in the Pfovince of British Col- 
Lumbia, as follows:- 
to change my name from; Roxanne; 
;;Mari:Gagnon::to Aaron Davies.





Sealed Tenders vdll be received by 
themndersigned for; the construction
Landscape Improvements for the 
Village of Brentwood Bay
Drawings, specifications, forms of 
; tender and;: detailed Linstructibhs/to; 
:Bidders are'eyailable Jo Cpntfactorst/ 
the office/of.;the:,De'puty;;Cierk/Ad-;: 
m 1 h i st r a tor,',. C e h t ra I'S a a h i c h;
: Municipal ■ Hall, ,,i903 Mt.,;Newton 
;Cross Road,:^:Saanichton,;:B.C,; or! or 
after! 1:00 p.m. Monday November, 
15th, 1982.
;;;A'returnable deppsiUpfLtyientydive 
;($25:00):;pollarsVs required for each; 
.set„ ot;: drawings; and'specifications; 
Tenders ;musf be,;good for thirty (30) 
days. Tenders/must; be accompanied 
by'a Bid Bond in the form'prescribed, 
which binds: ihe Tenderer and the 
Surety in the amount of 10% of con­
tract sum at the lime ol tendering, A 
Perlormance Bond in' |he form 
prescribed, must be proviefed by the 
;siiccesstul tenderei prior to the award 
of llie, Contract. ,Tlie lowest! or any 
tender not necessarily acceplod,; 
!D[nwinga and!specifications, may/be; 
yiewoiJ at ihe lollowing localions,
: !;;Vicloria!Q!tice ot the Amaloamated: 
/'! Consiruction'Associatlon o( B.C,!;; 
!; LGen!ral!Saanich..Municipai Hall!., !
, Jpn(iers!!!nHisl''be! rnaclo! out :on! tiie 
ilbrins; supplied iby 'ilie Corporation! 
:ahd!!a(lcirossecl;!and delivered;!io!;lho 
;ohico!; ;;ol Bhe /Oepiity L^Clerk/Acl- 
:rnlnisiralai not; later tiiaii 3:00 pan,! 
Tliiirsday.;pocomhoF2iid,,!J982,L:;!!;:,:
Tondorsiwjll be oneneU at;
Cdntral'SrianicH Miiiiiplpal Hall, l !■ 
,'::!i9()3 Ml. Nevyion.Cro6S:Jload • 
Saanichton. B.C,
,;!:!V0S'JM0/!!'!c;!,!'!';-!,^:/:!:!'''
Sidney FILWI ASSOCIATlpN 
Presenfs:
An exiillaraling aPd IhfillinQ taloiof a iewBl robbery,! sot In Istan 
biili jbo suspepsejis unbPAraPleii^Q cop^
iiiiMiiiiiiwiiiiiii»w«iiiiimiii»iii^^
